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PRELIMINARY POST-WAR PLANS FOR PRIZONA AGRICULTURE 

, This suMmary was approved on February 1, 1944, by the Arizona
Agricultural Post-War Planning Committee, membership of whiCh is shown on

the opposite page.

Detailed reports on the subjects outlined in this summary were
prepared by subcommittees named by the Committee Chairman and by special-
ists who assisted them. A reasonable attempt was me,de to have all pertin-
ent points end all recommendations included in the detailed reports set
forth in the summary.

Since it was impossible for the committee of the whole to carefully
review the detailed reports it should be understood that any recommenda-
tion contained in them which inadvertently was not included in the sum-
mary has not had the approval of the committee as a whole.

The various parts of this report will be found in the following order
both in the summary and in the more detailed discussion which follows:

I.-=INTRODUCTION.

II.--DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RhSOURCES.

III.--ADJUSTMENTS IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION DURING THE DEMOBILIZATION
PERIOD.

-U.--MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION PROBLErS IN THE DEMOBILIZATION PERIOD.

V.--OPPORTUNITTES FOP SETTLEMENT ON LAND AFTER THE 1 AR (INCLUDING
MILITARY LAND).

VI.--TENURE PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION AFTER TEE WAR.

VII.--CREDIT.

VIII.--SOCIAL SECURITY.

Ix,--guRAL HEALTH SERVICES AND FACILITIES.

X.--POST-WAR HOUSING AND EQUIPMENT.

XI.--RURAL ELECTRIFICATION. -

XII.--NUTRITION.

XIII.--SURPLUS MILITARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.

IIV.--AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND RURAL INDUSTRIES.
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I --INIEODUCTION

George Washington is reported to have said; !'In time of peace
prepare for war?. The reverse of this statement at present seems to
fit conditions; In time of war prepare for peace. When swords finally
are beaten beck into plowshares, we shall face many new and difficult
problems. Few realize the enormous task of preparing for the demobil-
ization and post-war periods. Farm and industriel production have
been greatly altered and increased to meet war needs. The occupations
and places of abode of millions of our people have been changed. Our
national resources of fertility, oil and metals of necessity have been
depleted end often squandered. Millions of our young people, now in
the armed services, will return. Billions of dollars' worth of war
materiels and equipment will be evadleble for peacetime use. After
the war, agriculture end industry must be ready with well-planned .

programs for reconstruction.

This report of the Arizona Agricultural Post-r Planning
Committee is a preliminary statement as requested by the Secretary of
Agriculture. It attempts to answer some of these questions by cover-
ing the subjects outlined at the Milwaukee Conference as adequately
es is possible with the information now available, attempting to
look forward, in most cases, to from 12 to 18 months. We all realize
that a high national income is essential to maintain full employment
and to service the tremendous national debt. Ere also realize that
farmers serve city workers who must be employed at good wages to be
good customers. Rural and urban prosperity are interrelated in many
ways. Farmers are also interested in foreign markets which in peace
times normally take about 10 per cent of their commodities. We must
plan to use our natural resources wisely and, where depleted, restore
them by productive management. This is especially true of our forested
areas end our ringc lands. Where fertility has been lost from OUT
tilled fields, fertilizers, green manure crops, and proper rotations
must quickly be put into operation. Besides production and, marketing
problems, farmers also are interested in improving living standards;
good rural schools rnd libraries for their children, access to modern
heelth services, hospitals end clinics, comfortable housing with
access to electricity for lighting and power purposes, and late
information regarding health and dietary needs. These, and many
other thins, must be taken into consideration in planning for the
post-wrr needs of our farmers and ranchers.

Some of the material presented in this report will doubtless
also appear in the final report of this Committee which probably
will be submitted to our Governor and to the Secretary of Agriculture
on or about the time hostilities cease. 	•
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II.--DEVELORINT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL
' RESOURCES

.e

fee.
F:e

	

Relationehips. The forest, range, and cropland resources	 Arizdha
are closely interrelated

Forest lands furnish a wealth of timber products and,emplayMett,
while yielding most of the water so vital to irrigation 'agr'iVullitre&te

The range lands, including forest range lands, support ae.tasstbliive.";-
stock enterprise that ranks among the leading wealthepteducitetries
of the state. As a rule. the forested uplands are grated iltOthe :suiritter'j»
the lower non-forest ranges year-long or seasont:bly, preferal4W;Ultftir •a'
rotational or deferred system of management. , . Lee

Low down in the broad fertile valleys, where soils and cliMate are
favorable, are located the large irrigation reservoirs andLla-griemilitUrrei!
developments. Streams serve as life lines between the high;,water r

yielding, mountain areas and the irrigation reservoirs, but they are also
carriers of silt from eroding areas and may develop serious- flobd-7prOb-'
lems without the natural streamflow regulation afforded by the:-VigelatiVe
cover of forest and range lands.	 !:e

The adoption of conservation measures as an integral part of.
lend use practices will net only stabilize farming and ranching enter-
prises and increase production from the lurid, but preserve - thestate's
natural. resources for its future generations.

A.--CROP AND PASTURE LAND

Situation andTrends. But little more than one per cent of
Arizona's land is used for agricultural crop production; seven4sights

• irrigated; one-eighth dry land farmed.

- Most of the irrigated land receives water from storage reservôirs
and stream diversions, yet 200,000 acres are dependent entirely' UpOn»
ground water for irri.eation. The nejority of the remaining.
creage uses supplemental water pumped from ground vister'besinS.

Increased demand for food and fiber and higher prices fOr farM'

	

s	 -
commodities with the beginning of 'i;orld War II have reSUlt'gd,in th?„
development of thousands of acres of additional pump water irrigated arid new
dry farm land.

A trend from alfalfa to cotton in Arizona's southern irrigated
valleys during the early war years is now reversing itself.
check extreme soil fertility depletion but increase irrigation'water
requirements as will the increased planting of irrigated pastures.

One-third of Arizona's cropland requires the application of one —or
more soil and water conservation practice if they are to remain'PerMai.:
ently productive. Nearly an additional one-third requires the refinement
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and more diligent application of cultural, seil management and conserva-
tion practices now used.

'Petwten five and ten per cent of the state's cultivated land is
unsuitable fcc permanent crop production. This submarginal land should
be retired to pasture or other less invensive use. Frequently, within a
given farm unit, betteT land is available for cultivation.

Objectives arai  Major Paoblems. To insure safe use Of cropland to
the limit of its eroductive capability and availability of water, through
land leveling, use af effietent irrigation, crop rotation and soil build-
ing practices, noxious farm weed, crop disease and rodent control, land
'drainage and leaching where necessary and feasible, improvement and
rehabilitation of irligation structures and facilities, application of
adapted wind and water erosion control practices on dry farm land and the
retirement of submarginal cropland to less intensive use.

- It the attainment of these objectives the work of the College of
Agriculture of the Univeasity of Arizona is invaluable. More field
research and demonstrations of irrigation and conserVation practices are
urgently needed.

Farmers are intensifying soil and water conservation operations on
their land through state soil conservation districts. The program of
these districts justifies support from local and state government.
Restrictive measures of the state law prohibit some operations necessary
to protect farm land from flood water and erosion losses.

Arizona' s irrigation water supplies are limited. During most yeara
thousands of anres are inadequately suwlied, in periods of protracted
dough,' most of the irrigated acreage is short of water in varying degree.
Ground water supplies are increasingly overdrawn. Abandonment of devel-
oped,acreage appears inevitable.

The major irrigation water storage and diversion structures are
permanent and reasonable adequate for the lands they serve. Many,
smaller, have been improved but little since pioneered 50 to 70 years ago.

'Uncontrolled flood waters destroy land and crops in some part of the
state nearly every year.

Action Program, Specific recommendations of actions and projects to
litate the state's conservation program on cropland during the post-

wsr - period follow:

1. The adoption of a state ground water code.

2. The adjudication of all existing water rights.

3. A reconsideration of the State Soil Conservation Districts
Enabling-Act to determine the need of permitting the inclusion of range



and watershed lands within districts in order to More effectively meet
soil and water conservation and flood control. problems.

4. Increased field research and demonstrations of irrigation and .

seil and water conservation practices by the College of Agriculture in -
cooperation with agencies of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 'Add4-
tional funds and personnel are required for this work.

5. Completion of soil and conservation surveys of agricultural
lands of the state undertaken cooperatively by the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station and agencies of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

6. Resumption of flood control surveys and planning by the U. S.
Departments of War and Agriculture.

7. Appropriation of state funds for engineering surveys in cooper-
ation with the Federal Government to determine the most feasible, com-
plete, multiple-purpose, self-liquidating Colorado River water
developments.

8. A program of conservation practice application, irrigation
system and facilities improvement and rehabilitation to be undertaken
by land Owners and operators.

9. A list of equipment, possibly surplus to military needs, for use
in essential conservation operations.

B. - -RANGE LAND

Significance. Range lands, including forested range, comprise about
85 per cent or 61,660,000 acres of the total land area of Arizona. These - :

lands are characterized by the predominance of publicly controlled lands,
65 per cent being under Federal jurisdiction and 12 per cent state
lands. The raising of livestock constitutes one of Arizona's chief
industries, which in 1942 yielded over 35 Million dollars. In addition
to the contribution of forage essential-to livestock production, much ofthe higher el -evation range lends are important water-yielding areas: The
lower elevational ranges are the significant source of silt. The degree
end manner of livestock use on these range areas bear a direct relation,-
ship to forage end water yield, soil erosion, sedimentation, end flood
hezerdS.

Situation end Trends.. Much has been accomplished by the range conser-
vation programs during the past several years and parts of the range haverecovered or are improving. Still, in general, an unsatisfactory condi-
tion exists. There is need of a form of management which will bring
about improvement in the range. This in turn will benefit the dependentlivestock industry.

No one knows what the situation will be at the end of the war, but itis certain that in order to prevent a repetition of the chaotic
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conditions and range abuse which followed the first Werld -Warageneral
reduction of livestock numbers is imperative on all overstocked ranges,.

Objectives and rajor Problems. The primary objectives indludel
(1) To secure and maintain the highest practicable production of range
forage. (2) To secure end maintain the highest practicable livestock
production. In order to obtain these major objectives, it is necessary
to (1) arrest accelerated erosion and restore plant vigor, since soil.
is the basic resource and vegetation is the protective mantle; (2) to
recognize the multiple-use characteristics of the land resource. Further-
more, attainment of the major objectives will require needed adjustments
brought about in a democratic manner through agricultural research,
education, and extension. Private initiative must be encouraged but in
the case of public lands major responsibility for improvement of range
conditions rests with the agency concerned.

The major problems existent on range lands are: (1) Degree of range

use--animal numbers must be balanced with a fluctuating forage supply.
From the range standpoint heavy use results in decreased yields of
forage, accelerated erosion, and increase of noxious plants. From an
animal nutrition viewpoint too many animals means most of the range
forage is required for body maintenance and little or none is left for

production. (2) Consolidating of public lands to facilitate better
management. (3) Revegetation--most range areas can be restored through
naturel.menns; however, many localized areas will require artificial
reseeding or mechanical control. (4) Noxious plants--on many range

areas mechanical or chemical control must be resorted to in order to

increase forage production and provide 2 more protective cover. (5)
Weter--development of new water and rehabilitation of many watering
places are necessary to secure proper livestock distribution. (6)
'Fencing is necessary for proper management. (7) Wildlife--a system of

grazing use that provides for good range and watershed conditions will

at the same time provide for improved environmental conditions for wild-

life. (8) Predatory animals, range forage-destroying rodents and rabbit's

must be controlled.

Each of the aforementioned major problems, together with other
related problems, requires additional information through range research.

Action Plans.

1. Cemplete menagement plans as a basis for adjustments.

2. Through s training and educational program prepare for demon-

strntionel work, to effect stocking reductions  and seasonaluse changes •

where necessary.

3. Complete needed range improvements and recommended range

rehabilitation programs, including the control of pests, noxious plants;

and preds tors.
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4. Effect land exchanges to consolidate . both public and private

interests for better management and control,

5. Step up range research as a basis for better range management and

as a means of demonstrating improved range-management practices or methods

to land administrators and stockmen, and intensify study of related prob-

lems such aS widlife, flood.'control, upland game birds, waterfowl, and

fish.

Action programs, utilizing surplus labor, are justified for the

following classes of projects: reseeding; water development; fencing;
control of noxious plants, rodents, and predators; wildlife developments,

such as stream improvement, dams, and ponds; surveys and plans; roads;

stock trails; and range fire control.

C.--FOREST LAND

Significance. Arizona forest lands total 19,629,000 acres, or more

than one-fourth of the area of the state. These lands have and will, if

used properly, play a significant part in the welfare of the state. This

includes more than wood in its various forms. Forest lands serve in
watershed protection, prevention of erosion, regulation of stream flow and
water delivery. They furnish forage for livestock, a home for wildlife,

and offer unlimited opportunities for recreation. In general, forest
lands cannot be used successfully for any other form of agriculture.

Situation and Trends‘ From a timber production standpoint, there is
sufficient timber to maintain present logging for the next 30 to 50 years,
But careful management is needed to insure continuing supplies to meet
future needs of an expanding population.

From the standpoint of watershed protection, until recently trends in
watershed conditions over the state' as a whole have been downward. A
definite improvement has occurred on only a relatively small per cent of
the area. Erosion, sedimentation, and flood control are major watershed
problems of Arizona and will continue to be matters of foremost concern
in the post war era.

As regards forested ranges--many parts are in good to satisfactory
condition but on the whole the trend of range condition and grazing
capacity is in a downward swing and undoubtedly will remain so until the
post-war period.

Forest recreation has doubled during the past decade and was increas-
ing thrcugh 1940. Various wartime restrictions, however, have on the
whole resulted in a subnormal situation, although certain areas close to
population centers have shown an increase. Forest recreation during the
post-war period should resume its high place in the social and economic
value of the state and even exceed its use of pre-war days.



Forest wildlife demands, in the way of hunting and fishing, have
increased during recent years. In line with this few game populations
have increased during the same period. Nevertheless, in general there
is adequate breeding stock of big gare species and brood stock of
upland game birds to provide for a still larger harvest. But facilities
for management and use of wildlife are needed to make the most of this

source and to correlate it properly with other forest land uses.

Objectives and Major Problems. The broad objective of the use of
izona forest lands remains as it has in the past, i.e., to maintain

•e forest land area in the highest possible production for the
benefit of the dependent people consistent with proper land use practices,
recognizing the multiple uses and services of the lands.

The major problems in furthering this broad objective include:

1. A greater recognition and appreciation of the values of the
several uses and services of the forest land resource.

2. Bringing about the right use of the forested lands, giving
proper recognition to the several uses and services. This would include
working out adjustments and corrective measures to halt erosion and soil
depletion, and bring about recovery and improvement of the resources.

3. Provision in the way of manpower and facilities for the extension
of present-known good management principles and practices to all forest
lands.

4. Improverent in transportation, utilization, and other facilities
o make availeble and reduce the cost of the several forest products to

depe dent people.

5. Provision for additional information in the use of the -several
0 est land values and services, including the extending of such informa

to the people concerned.

Potion program. Inasmuch as nearly all the forested lands of the
ate are publicly owned the responsibility for proper management and

use of the lands rests squarely vith the public and the,administrative
encies concerned in cooperation with the users. Accordingly, the con-

servation and use of forest lands constitute e bona fide and worth-while
field for public works. This work is of a nature as to utilize excess
labor ad equipment in periods of depression such es may occur sometime
in the post-war period, or redue to a minimum in periods of greater
economic activity es at the present.

Needed action programs for forest land cover the following classes
projects:
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Physical, Improvement s .

Censtuctiôn of rods and trails
various forest products.

facilitate, use, end movetnent

Fire hazard reduction.

Fences, water developments, and stock trails to aid livestock
,grazing and increase for-age availability.

Mechanical structures, such as stream-bottom fencing, dams, and
terracing, for aid in watershed protection.

Improvement and utilization projects for further water development*

Repair, improvement, and construction of camp grounds and other
recreational facilities.

Building .nd other installations needed in the a dministration of the
lands end for research activities.

Other. Timber tand improvement; forest planting; range reseeding;
pest nhd predator control noxious plant control; resource surveys and
construCtien of maps; and development of natural lakes and ponds and
construction of propagation sites for wildlife.

III. -ADJUSTMENTS IN LGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION DURING
THE DEMOBILIZATION PERIOD.

Status of Crop Acreage and Livestock Numbers in 1944:

In 1944, it appears that crop acreage in Arizona will be propor-
tioned about as follows: one-fifth in tree fruits and nuts, truck crops
and flax and sugar beets for seed; one-fifth in winter grnins; two-fifths
in alfalfa; and one-fifth or a little more in cotton.

Desirable Long.-term Objectives in Agricultural Adjustment In Arizona:

1. Maintenance of one-third of Arizona irrigated land in alfalfa
is a desired objective from the standpoint of soil conservation.

2 - Continuance of about one-third of the acreage in tree fruits
and nuts, commercial truck crops, and winter grains.

3. The reduction of cotton ncreRge from about one-third in the
historic period mentioned, to possibly one-fifth or less in the next
years.

4. The selection of a desirable an profitable cash crop, or cash
crops, amounting in total acreage to bout 100,000 to replaoe a similar.
acreage of ez)ttgown.



continued utilization 	 almost he entire *re	 termed in
1943 and 1944 fer crop produation.

6. P combination of crops, the total irrigation water retittiremente
for which will not exceed t'ae water requirements of the crops grown in
the five-year period, 1935-5-:J.

7. Maintenance of range livestock in such restricted numbers that
range cover will not be reduced. Khere cover has been depleted by over-
grazing, the stocking rate should be such as to permit redovery.

8. Continued feeding of cattle and sheep on valley pasture and in
pens in sufficient numbers to utilize roughage and feed grains produced.

Action Suggested for Immediate Post-War Period Of Eighteen Months:

.	 Progress should be made in the direction of the long-term objectives
mentioned above. Specific adjustments desirable include:

1. P 10 per cent increase in vegetable acreage over 1944.

2. Larger production of dairy products than those produced in 1944.

3. A reduction in alfalfa acreage from two-fifths of the irrigated
cropland to about one-third, in the interests of conserving irrigation .

water.

4. Adjustment of crop production in pump irrigation areas to such
acreage that ne further lowering of the water table will result.

5. A stabilization in the relationship between feeder cattle and
cattle prices so that feeding will be profitable, this also applies

dairy and poultry production.

6. / reduction in hog numbers.

7. A reduction in flax acreage in Yuma Valley.

8. - One of the important measures needed to arrive at the foregoing
Objectives, although the matter is too broad to be completed within an

18-month period, hrs to do with the selection of a substitute for cotton.

It appears that a canvass of the crops needed on a national basis and

which can be grown in Prizona as a cash crop, or cash crops, to sub-
stitute for cotton is a desirable part of an action program. Such a

replaceront crop or crops should utilize no more water per acre than

cotton end should return, if possible, es much net profit to the farmer

as did cotton in the 16-year period preceding 1944. 1 substitution by
some other crop for cotton'on 100,000 acres would be likely to release
hand labor rather than to require more of it. The - substitute crop, on

the other hand, might require a new type of equipment for production and



harveting. Conversion of the remaining 100,000 acres of cotton to a
mechanical rather than a hand labor harvest basis may be desirable in
order to place cotton producers in a stronger competitive position.
Such a development would further reduce the seasonal labor demand in the
state.

IV.--MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS IN THE
DEMOBILIZATION PERIOD.

The present list of problems is mainly confined to those which arisefrom wartime changes in Arizona's patterns of production and distributionand which can be alleviated by the action of Federal and state govern-
ments ;pr by organized groups of producers. Certain of these problems arecontingent upon the mnoothness with which industrial reconversion is con-
ducted nationally, but more particularly in Arizona and Southern Califor-
nia. Others may be anticipated in some degree, regardless of the levelof dOmestic purchasing power.

Some of Arizona's most critical marketing and distribution problemsin the demobilization period are as follows:

American-Egyptian .Cotton:

Problem. Reduction of the supply of American-Egyptian cotton fromits present level of around 100,000 bales annually to a figure consistentwith probable post-war consumption.

Recommendations.

1. Discourage plantings for the next two years by limiting produc-tion to 30,000 acres annually, and by reducing the support price to theminimum required by the Steagall Amendment--90 per cent of parity.

2. Liquidate U. S. Government holdings of foreign cotton throughsales and distribution outside of the United States.

3. Survey the possibility of extending the post-war domestic marketfor American-Egyptian cotton as speedily as possible while domestic millsare still consuming unusually large quantities of this type. Its competi-tive potentialities against Egyptian cotton and against synthetic fibersshould be re-evaluated in light of changes in utilization and acceptancewhich may have occurred during the war.

Irrigated Upland Cotton;

Problem. Establishment of adequate domestic and foreign outlets forArizona and California Upland Cotton, the bulk of which formerly went toJapan.
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1. Ask the appropriate agencies to survey the political -amt .-
econamio problems involved in re-establishing outlets for Arizona and
California cotton in the domestic and foreign markets after the-waT.'

Dairy Products:

Problem. Reedjustment of the Arizona dairy industry to ,e probable
reduction in local demand for Grade A.-milk. This will involve re-
establishing local brands of butter in the Arizona market and opening
the Lot Angeles market to Arizona sweet cream and other products.

• Recommendations.

1. Preparation of a plan by the governments of Arizona and Calif-
ornia and the City of Los Angeles to provide for the free flaw of

Arizona dairy products into the Los _Angeles area on a competitive basis.
In particular, the pre-war- Lop AnLeles regulation that only Grade A cream

be used in the manufacture 'of 'ice cream; shodld not be reinvoked after the
war, This is especially important to Arizona since it will quite clearly
lose population in the demobilizatio-14 Périod," while Los Angelei area is,
likely to continue its pre-wer trend of increase.

trizona 'Grapefruit:*

Problem. Promotion of increased consumer acceptance of Arizona

grapefruit in both fresh and processed form.

Recommendations.

,	 1.. Continue the existing marketing agreement td maintain a uniform

quality of fruit in the fresh market.

2. Standardize the quality and flavor of Arizona grapefruit juice

and canned segments.

3. Advertise in the area west of the Rocky Mountains in order to

gain preference for the higher citric acid content and more tart flavor

of Arizona grapefruit.

lfalfa:

Problem. Provision of adequate outlets for Arizona's greatly

increased production of alfalfa--which now occupies 35 to 40 per cent

of her irri -;rted lrnd. This is mainly k problem of population and -

level of demand for beef, milk, and lambs in Southern California
 dur-

ini the demobilization period.
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Problem* Demobilizationpf price supports, ceilings:, subsidies,

and government stocks  rtia'such a *ay as to avoid a SUdden e•nd catas-

trophic break in prices and panic rushes to reduce livestock numbers.

This probleMmust be handled on a national basis and must allow for

the competitive relation of pork products and beef. However,
Iritona derives one-fourth of its agricultural income from cattle
and ships about two-thirds of its production to other states, so it
will be vitally affected by the national livestock marketing programs.

Recommendation. Ration point values should be decreased
immediately in order to make higher consumption possible.

Distribution of Essential Foods:

Ask the-Office of Defense Transportation to Cooperate'with the
Office of Distribution in anticipeting incressed.military demands on
transportation; in Arizona as the Weight'of the war shifts to the Padific
and in assuring adequate facilities for transporting foodstuffs within
f.rizona and into neighboring states.

In addition there Ei re certain problems which are very important but
, upon which the committee feels unable to take specific récommendationt

at this time,

Market Information for Small Producers:

Prompt distribution of market information to smaller producers in
a simple and usable form. Moat of the desired information may already'
be published in various reporta of the Federal-State Market New Service.
It is possible that r,special report.could be compiled which would cut
across commodity lines and cover the particular markets of interett to
Arizona producers. The content of this report would have to be based on
requests of Arizona growers and industry comMittees.

CommoditieS produced in Isolated Areas:

Provide better storage and transportation facilities to permit the
orderly marketing of potatoes and other semi-perishable commodities

- grown or produced in isolated areas. This problem existed before the
war ut may have been ,aggravated by the Increased production . of,war-
crops,' notably, potatoes.. The committee feels that such -facilities should
be provided and managed by cooperative Organizations of the producers
themselves, and that "producers should be given proctical advice end
support by cooperatives alreedy established.
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VA-A-OPPORTUNITIES FOR SETTLEMENT ON LAND •,AFTER THE "WAR
(INCLUDING MILITARY LAND) 4

The opportunities for settlement on new lands in Arizona following
the war are confined almost entirely to lands which may be brought into
Cultivation under new irrigation projects or extension of old projects.

New lands availrble for settlement implies (1) that settlement
of such land is desirable and (2) that sponsoring agencies recommend
settlement. The soundness of such a policy iS open to question because
or the uncertain nature of the agricultural situation following the
war.

Two important recommendations are: (1) That a careful survey and
study of the important proposals for the use of Colorado River Water
in the southern part of the state be made and that a portion of the
funds derived from the sale of Colorado River power be made available
for use with federal funds by the Bureau of Reclamation for such
studies. (2) That careful selection of prospective settlers on public
lands be mede end that a definite "on the job" training program fer-
ex-service men tentatively selected for settlement be undertaken.

No surplus military land of a range character in Irizona offers
opportunities for settlement. Such land as may be situated in present
or future irrigation areas should be regulated as to settlement.

The replacement of present owners in the imTediate post-war period
may offer settlement opportunities for approximately 800 families.

Breaking up of large land holdingsis not recommended in view of
the marked trend toward lere4e size farms in the area.

Surplus military lands purchased or leased from range operators
should be offered first to the former owner or lesSee: second', to an
adjacent operetor; end third, to new operators in adequate operating
units.

Classification of selected irrigation proposals in erizona
indicates a total of 83,000 acres for development, of which 75,500 acres
are in the "A" classification and 7,500 in the "B" classification. A
total Of 240 new farms of 160 acres eeeh could be provided, while 135,
farms now estrblished would benefit from dev,elopments.

If there is added to the above, acreage which it is believed will
be developed on Indian reservations, the total number of possible new
farms would be 510 instead of the 240 indicated above.
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VI.--TENURE PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION AFTER THE WAR.

Public Lands:

1. It is recommended that measures be taken to expedite the

exchange of lends in public ownership so PS to simplify the tenure

pattern and reduce the number.of public agencies necessary for the

private enterpriser to deal with

2. The land-user should be regulated in his use of the land so as

to conserve and protect the land and maintain its value.

3. Charges for the use of public lands should be consistent with

the rentals of comparable lands in private ownership.

4. Leases should be drawn up to fit individual enterprises as to

number of livestock and type of farming or ranching to be practiced; a

renewable clause should provide for at least one year's notice in advance;

livestock enterprises should be granted leases for a period of years, 10
years being suggested es desirable; rental rates based on prices and
yields might provide a sliding scale of returns through good and bad years

and Indian lends should be rented either with improvements already
installed, or with more rigid specifications and supervision for the con-
structioh of improvements by tenants.

Mixed Ownership. It is recommended that private lends mixed with
public lends be transferred among the agencies involved, end public lends .

likewise, so as to consolidate holdings and simplify administration.
Some of these transfers can be made under present laws, but it may be
edviseble to add laws so as to speed up these lend transfers.

Privately-Owned Farm Lands:

1. ilthough ownership of farms operated is emphasized as n desirable
goal in Irizone agriculture, it is recommended that purchase of farms for
owner-operation be delayed in the instance of new operators coming into
agriculture whether from other civilian pursuits or from the armed forces.
It is strongly recommended that newcomers undergo e period of apprentice-'
ship in irrigated farming in the area in which they desire to settle,
preferably serving as hired men working for successful operators. When
reedy to undertake the operation of a farm it is recommended that they
rent land, using their resources to provide edequete equipment for the
enterprise. Ownership may come later when the price of land has been
adjusted to its long-time earning capacity.

2. The farm rental agreement should provide that the system of
farming be profitable but non-exploitive; that a fair division of income
be made between landlord and tenant through good and bed years; that
reasonable assurances be made to the tenant as to possession of the farm
for a number of years with adequate notice of termination; that compen-
sation be made for the unexheusted value of improvements agreed upon and
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made by tenant upon termination of the lease; that cOmpensation be pro-
vided for-dittrubcnde of the tenant without cause and to the landlord
for deterioration used by the tenant ; that in all cases the.leese be

written simply and clearly and properly witnessed; and that a minimum
term of three years be recommended.

3. It is recommended that en intensified educational program be
sterted now to acquaint landlords and tenants with desirable lease pro-
visions end the need for flexible arrangements to meet changing condi-
tions es they may come.

4. Ln advisory service to returning veterans and to war workers
who desire to farm should be set up so as to acquaint them with desirable

leasing arrangements and to advise them about getting started in

agriculture.

5. Recognizing that some discharged veterans and war industry
workers may prefer to become owner-operators of farm treats, but that
these individuals may be ill-equipped to compete suceessfully with trained..
farmers, it is recommended that an effort be made, either through county

egriculturel agents or through an extension of the state vocational educa-

tion system, to train and advise new operators. It is also recoMmended

that the easy purchese of farm units by these new olmer-operators be
facilitated through e system of low down payments and of minimum interest

rates, setting up f.dditionel governmental machinery to hcndle ,these risks
only after existing facilities have been used to the utmost.

Purchase Agreements. Purchese contracts should carry a provision

allowing the purchaser to discharge his obligation as soon as able and

not cnmpelling payments over a stipuleted period of time; however, pur-

chase of farm land should be on e deed and mortgage basis instead of on

purchase contracts. The repayments should be on a variable basis such as

required under the Benkheed-Jones Farm-Tenant Ict in order to collect

higher payments when income is high and give the purchaser an opportunity

to retain his fern when farm prices are low by not having to meet fixed

payments.

Smell-scale Frms. Ln intensive educational program on the serious

consequences of too small farms should be started now.  The help of local

people an be especielly enlisted in preventing an increase in the

numbers of tleese uneccnomic units. - This should apply especially to  the

discouragemant of unsound settlement promotions. .

Subu be Sett7lement in Rural Areas. It is recommended that rural -

toning beto d o eentrol and direct settlemeet in subdivisions and
other territory Feljecent to lerger centers. Zoning might be used in

extending certain public utilities into farming. areas.
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VII.--CREDIT.

Three types of financing are involved; first, the use of commercial

credit through the various types of credit agencies already available;

second, the use of a partial subsidy or subsidized credit 
in cases where

the service performed can never be expected to repay its 
full cost; and,

third, a eomplete subsidy or grant.

/Among objectives that will require subsidized credit may be included

rehabilitation work for returning service men, land settlement plans; and

some forms of industry rehabilitation. Direct grants or subsidies may be

required for -relief and for certain forms of education and training, and

public health.e

The emphasis placed upon these three types of financing depends on

the will of the people and will be influenced by the economic outlook at

the particulartime, for haturally less subsidy is required to accomplish

the same objectives in prosperous times than in times of depression.

V4here aubeidy is necessary the secial objectives shceld be considered in

relation to the long-term welfare, including e censeeeetion cf the pub-

lic tex, burden due to the' war. If plans are pressed too fast the cost

will be excessive and waste inevitable.

Returning service men will be particularly anxious to get away from
discipline and regulation. In order to win popular approval, as much of

the post-war program as possible should be carried out by means of credit
rather than subsidy.

There are now Many more agencies serving egriculture end more types
of credit available to farmers than ever before.. Even should there . be a

recession of considerable magnitude, the present credit institutions are

in sound enough condition to provide almost all the financial needs of
agriculture.:

It is coning to be recognized that it is unfair to agriculture to
expect it to orovide a place for all these who find it impossible to make
a living in town. If the pest-war adjustment problem of agriculture is
only to help those returning from war industries end from the armed ser-
vices who understand farming and desire to return to the farm, the task
should not be very difficult and, in fairness to agriculture, these are
the only ones who should be placed on -farm's. So far the history of
resettlement and directed,land colonization schemes has been extremely
disappointing, whether they were undertaken, by the government, the states,
or private enterprise. The problems or resettlement and colonization are
especially difficult after a war, for men unsuited to farming and knowing
little or 'lathing of it, are likely to be attracted by the idea of a bonus
free land, and then when placed in a Colony are likely to resent supervi-
sion and to find cooperation difficult and irksome.
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After the war, a period of receding land velues is to be expected,
end colonization under these conditions is even more hazardous than
usuel both for the project end the individual.

Extensive colonization will be necessary on the large United
Stetes Reclamation Service projects such as the Central Valley Project
in California, the Grand Coulee Project in V.ashington, the Gila Project
in Lrizone, etc.,, and when they ore opened for settlement the:creation
of t financial institution to help the settlers and direct the settle-
ment will be vitally necessary. its functions should be to finance the
development of farms to the point where existing credit agencies con
take over.

So many credit agencies are already in existence for the service
of agriculture that the question has been raised whether a regrouping
of egencies providing related types of service, should not be mede to
avoid duplication and provide closer cooperation. Possibly an effort
should be mPde to group credit agencies according to subsidizFd and
commercial credit. In this way credit policies could be more easily
end cleerly defined and repayment programs.enforced.

In the prst few years much attention has been given to the conser-
vation of natural resources and the question has often been raised FS
to whether credit institutions ern help by inserting restrictive
clauses in their mortgages and contracts. Unless all credit institutions
agreed to this practice it would work an undue hardship on those that
did, and it is questioneble whether very much would be accomplished in
any case. Much can be accomplished in improving farm proctice8 and in
mainteining farm fertility if the banker gives proper advice and the
borrower has confidence in him .

To summarize, there is plenty of credit and there seems to be almost
enough credit agencies to supply the needs for a broad program of post-
war development, but the most important aspect of the credit problem is
coordination of the planning agencies with the credit institutions that
must serve them.

VIII.--SOCI , L SECURITY.

It is recommended that the subject of social security with
special reference to old age and survivors insurance and unemployment
compensation be made a matter of careful examination and analysis by a
committee representing the opereting agriculture of the state and other
parties concerned and that the present planning subcommittee postpone
all recommendations respecting the proposed social security legislation
until efter it has studied the report of the agricultural committee.
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IX.--RURAL HE/LTH SERVICES !ND FACILITIES.

The State of Lrizona is. interested in the promotion of better health
for rural people. It recognizes that many of the economic ills of farm
people result from physical ills.	 'or e great many years Lrizona_has been
e resort state with a continual influx of people suffering from respira-
tory diseases, particularly tuberculosis. This has created a serious
health problem. The return of men and woren in the armed services from
all parts of the world where they have been exposed to injury and diseases,
particularly of the tropics, constitutes an additional health problem.

The rural population of frizona comprises approximately two-thirds of
the state's population (1940 census). Seventeen per cent of this rural
population is Indian.

The majority of physiciens are concentrated in the larger towns and
cities. 0

The situation with regard to dental services is more acute.

Except in concentrated areas of population the ratio of physicians to
population falls below that recommended by the Imerican Medical ilssocia-
tipn for periods of war, namely, 1:1500.

Hospital facilities are extensive, but their utilization is limited
by location and restrictions in service. 3/

There are public health units in six of the fourteen counties.

A safe water supply, disposal of human and animal waste, adequate
screening and e safe food supply are basic to health. 5/—

It may be deduced from reports that the.grertest health problems in
Irizona ere: veneral disease, tuberculosis, and infant mortality.'

Irizone has the highest infant mortality rate in the United States.
It has the highest death rat for tuberculosis in the United States. Five
per cent of the young men in frizona were rejected for military service
because of tuberculosis. The average for the United States was one per
cent. Irizone has the highest rate of incidence of syphilis for the white
race in the United States. 4/

any rural families are economically unable to pay for medical and
dental services.

*Numbers in brackets refer to references listed at the
close of Chapter IX in the body of the report.



Measures That Might Be Taken To Solve Problems;

Following the review of health services to rural families, it is

the recommendation of this cormittee that an organized system of Health

Service be developed for Arizona to assure an opportunity for adequate
service to rural areas (insofar s-s possible equivalent to that for urban

areas).

The follcwing health services which need redistribution or amplifi-
cation to make health services for rural people readily available are
presented for consideration:

Vedicel Care. Improve effectiveness by better distribution of rural
physiciens; Utilize a state advisory distribution committee; utilize
nurses to serve patients under physician's direction.

Improve quality of medical care by supplying: dispensary facilities
(herlth centers) in small towns; laboratory and X-ray - facilities •
(central); records and supplies et health center.

Improve utilization of hospitals To do this it may be necessary
to effect reciprotity with the Indien Service for the use of facilities

and to organize cooperrtive use of hospitals previously limited to
special groups. hospitals to be so organized and operated that all
well qualified physicians may serve on the staff.

Dental Care To Extend Service. Utilize a state advisory distribu-
tion committee; rural communities. to provide equipment at health center;
consider complete dental care for all school children; with tax support.

Public Health Preventive Service.* Establish full time county or
district herlth units to cover all rural Arizona; develop complete com-
municable disease control progrPm. -

To ttcomplish This It Is Recommended That:

Legisletion be enacted to support an adequate health program;
someone be assigned to the State Public Health Service to assist commun-
ities with the organization of health programs; r sanitary engineer for

rural sanitation be added to the staff of the State Department of Public
Health; centrel wPter and sewerage disposal systems be extended in rural

areas; protected water supplies and flush toilets where possible be

provided on individual farms; there be e mosquito  and fly breeding

control program; the sanitary control of milk be placed under the State

Department of Herlth (with personnel trained in milk production end

sanitation); s course in rural sanitary engineering be offered by the

In the expansion of public health services, plans for the utilization

of physicians, dentists, nurses, sanitariums, etc. available from the

militrry, neA to be reedy prior to their discharge.
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University; veterinary Service be extended to all counties; R safety
engineer be added to the staff of - the Extension Service; facilities an
services in the field of preventative medicine be available to all
doctors end free to ell patients and all doctors.

Nutrition. The committee firmly believes that nutrition is the
most important factor in health end recommends every development of
improved nutrition.

Health Education. Utilize the services of all agencies to further
the health educational program.

Ways And Means:

Methods must be adapted to communities; local leadership is - easentiall
customary "fee-for-service".private practice arrangements inadequate in
many rural areas; prepayment hospital service (Blue Cross) could be .
developed for hospital financing; prepayment medical service will help
both physician and patient; nursing service to be financed in part by
taxation; indigent care by taxation; migratory end other non-resident
indigent cared for by Federal funds.

X.--P0ST4:PR HOUSING /ND EQUIPMENT,

Situation and Problems:

Nearly 5,000 farm dwellings are in need of major repairs or remode].-
ing, It is estimated that 2,500 new houses will be constructed to re-
place old houses and to put houses on new'units. No specific deta is
available on farm buildins other thon dwellings, Form buildings reed
repair and replacement in approximately the same proportion a!,.. the rural
dwellings. Y conservative estimate of the total labor needed to'con-
struct new farm - buildings end repair existing buildings is 1,500 men for
one year.

There is a definite need for improving the domestic water supply on
many of the farms. The 1940 census shows 16,285 of the total dwellings
did not have water within 50 feet. (This is a large number even if wededuct the 8,200 Indien farms.)

In 1940, 9,542 of the 26,392 occupied dwellings had electricity.
Through REP, many more farm dwellings in the southeastern part of the
state now have electricity.

The amount of equipment purchased will depend to a very great extenton the extension of electricity to farms. It is estimated that 5,000
to 6,000 each of the following items will be purchased in the first two
years after the war, if available: refrigerators, stoves, radios,
electric irons, sewing machines, washing machines end sets of furniture.
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Yeried quantities of the following items will be in demand: 2,000 to
3,000 mangles, 2,000 to 3,000 coolers, freezing units sufficient to pro-
vide 6,000 to 7,000 lockers, end 1,000 to 2,000 pressure cookers.

Recommendations:

1. That utilities, water, electricity, sewerage and gas line be
extended to areas adjacent to cities to encourage a better type of hous-
ing. Too many rural slums have and are developing near cities due to
the fact that people who can afford better homes do not build because of
lack of these facilities.

2. That areas adjacent to cities be zoned to prevent shank towns
and rural slums. In example of this situation is the present inadequate
housing under construction on over-valued land south of Phoenix.

3. Research in form housing design. That is, that a rural archi-
tecture be developed which includes the things farm families want and
need; ample storage space, accessible front doors, kitchens placed so
that they are not thoroughfares, running hot and cold water, electricity,
central heeting plant and cooling plant in southern areas, sewerage dis-
posal Peary from the house, kitchen with sink and drain, bathroom with
toilet, wash besin, shower and tub.

4. Standerizetion of design end pre-fabrication; (assembly-line
type of production for small economic units).

5. Extension of electricity to rural areas. This extension of
REA where electricity is not now available is needed so rural women can
have the necessary household equipment; farm type freezer lockers,
refrigerators, washers, mangles, vacuum sweepers, and irons.

6. That fennsterd.weter be developed which is adequate and safe and
under pressure so flush toilats can be provided. That when possible and
feesible central weter systems be developed.

7. That farmers be encouraged to provide adequate housing  for their
sterdy men.

8. Thot farmers be enceurreIed to construct at least minimum housing
for the seasonal loborers needed.

9. That competent farmers on uneconomic units be assisted to pur-

chese additional lend so the farm income will be sufficient to support

minimum edequete housing.

10. That farme r s on small farms be provided with credit to finance
needed housing.
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XI, -,RURIL ELECTRIFICATION.

Nith modern methods of censtruction there are no reasons why a .

large number of farms and rural communities of this state should not

have electric power with all its conveniences. Is a matter of fact the

wide availability of electric power in rural areas will be basic to the

achievement of full employment. Because of its necessity to modern

technology, widespread rural electrification and the availability of

electricity at low rates will go far towards supporting plans for full
employment and a high national income.

Electricity on the farm is no longer a luxury but has become a

necessity for efficient farm production and management, and for better

farm living. It saves time and labor and money. Its effective uSe is
reflected through increased crop and livestock production for home use

and for commercial markets, thus increasing the real income of the

farmers. It also makes possible the modernizing of rural community facil-

ities and services for better health, better education, better recreation,
end the development of new rural industries.

The rapid extension of rural electrification after the war will pro4

vide work during the transition period from a wartime to a peacetime
economy for thousands of men who will no longer be needed in the armed
services or in war production. Rural electrification will be an impor-
tant factor in helping the many discharged soldiers returning to farms
to have modern farm production facilities essential to good living
standards.

Pt present -, about 41 per cent of Irizona farms, including ranches
end Indian farms have central station service. This represents a
tremendous advance in the short period of 8 years since 1935, when 29
per cent of Arizona farms enjoyed electric service. However, there are
approximately 40,000 rural farms end non-farm dwelling units in the
state, including small - towns, isolated ranches and Indian farms, without
electric service, The possibility of expansion of power lines to serve
a large number of farms immediately after the war and during the long
range period is greet. There are, however, some isolated communities,
farms, and ranches, which will have te depend upon their own home power
plants for electric power, es the construction of power lines to serve
these would not be feasible.

The estimates of additional rural electrification needs and posts
between now and the end of the war, the transition period immediately
following the war when materials end labor become available for intensi-
fied construction end for the post-war program of rural electrification
are as follows:
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1. Between now end end of va

Service drops, farmstead
wiring, farm ard home
equipment end plumbing. 	 6,620
	

2,800 man hrs.

Transition Period:

305 miles line construction,
709 potentiel customers,
farmstead wiring, farm end
home equipment, and plumbing.	 763,700	 185,500

3. Long-time Post-Var Period:

21,163 miles line construc-
tion, Z3,396 potential
customers, farmstead wiring,
form and home equipment, and
plumbing. 22,071,000 5,774,200 "

TeTfL	 t22,843,320 5,962,500

The puYpose of this section of the Arizona State Report is to report

end describe the present status of rural electrification in the immediate

end long-range post-war period so that the following objectives may be

attained for the stete as . whole:

1. Extension of central stttion electric service at low cost lien-
diecriminetery rates to all rural communities and farms  es soon as

rials and manpower become available,

2. Optimum epplicetion of electricity to farm production and farm

family living.

Z. Optimum use of electricity in rural communities for economic,

oulturol-, and social advancement.

4	 Use of electric power for development of rural industries when-

ever feasible, to provide greeter employment opportunities end more gash

income for people in the rural rrees of the state.

XII.--NUTRITION.

Food Production and Consumption:

With possible increPsed demand for foods of high energy content

end high biological protein value special provision should be made for

protect ive foods such es milk, eggs, citrus fruits and vegetables.
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3. The public should be neck aware: of the importance of having the
school lunch program available to all children.
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2. The pinto and frijole bean should be continued as the basis
upon which en adequate diet is planned for the majority of the population
on low income.

3. Food distribution should be regulated so that protective foods
such se citrus fruits shell be made available as many months of the year

as possible in areas which do not grow them throughout the year.

4. Plan locally grown produce to supplement scarcities of pretectiv'e.
foods and where justified encourage family COWS and chickens.

Family Income and Expenditure For Food:

1. Study food patterns and habits of population groups and compere
with accepted standards.

2. Data are needed on family income end part spent for food; what
foods and how much are produced, purchased and consumed by urban and
rural familis of varying size, composition and racial hebits.

3. Analyze present buying habits and type of information concerning
foods that should 'be available at the place of purchase.

4. Provide legislation that would (1) result in greeter satisfaction'
from the food dollar such as compulsory grade labeling, (2) better
enforcement of weights and measures, (3) protect the consumer's health
and purse by prohibiting adulteration  and misbranding of foods manufac-
tured or processed and sold within the state, (4) provide stricter regulal-,
tion of sanitary conditions for food processing and setting of standard
sizes for packaged foods so price adventage of larger quantities could be
more easily computed.

Determination of Nutritional Status In Public Health:

Facilities in health clinics should 'be extended for clinical
analyses of bood and urine and other nutritional tests.

Nutrition Education in r Community:

1. The public should be made aware of the importance of nutrition
education to everyone.

. Information should be adapted to the particular group concerned.:

3. An informed individual should feel responsibility for teaching
others.



5. A nutrition course should be required for all in higher
educe tien end incorporated es en important part of the health program atte elementary level, beginning with the first grade, aith support by a
proper supervisory staff to help the classroom teachers set goals and
edept teaching aids to various age levels.

6. Homemaking teachers should be engaged to teach homemaking sub-,
jects to the full extent of their time instead of subjects for which
they are not Prepared.

7. Educational work of all agencies should be correlated
especially at the adult level.

School Lunch Program:

1. The school lunch should be made an integral part of the elemen-
tery end high school health program available to all.

2. It should be produced end served under accepted standards of
sanitation and supported by state end local legislation to the extent
thet it is always nutritionally adequate by carrying its quota of the
day's requirement.

3. Educate the parent, public and school authorities concerning
this program,

4. In providing food, include conservation of seasonal abundance
et community and commercial processing plants, use of intrastate exchange
and increased local production.

5.* Include basic training in administration of school lunch as a
pert of the home economics curriculum at the higher levels.

Nutrition of Industriel 7;orkers:

. Place all cafeterias and other food units under plant manage-
ment on a nonprofit basis and under the supervision of a dietitian who
will (1) increese nutritional value of meals served et the plant and
decrease overheed, (2) advise employees end their families on intelli-
gent buying end dietary planning in order to raise the level .of
inedeqeete diets with natural foods end supplement with Vitamin-concen-
tretes only in special cases, (3) educate by means  of classes, demon-
strations, posters, the plant newspaper end pamphlets, (4) encourage
the use of fortified food products where advisable such as enriched
flour end breed, iodized salt, and vitamin A fortified mergerine.

Nutritional Research:

1. There will be e tendency to swing from the popular or applied
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type of research now restricted to e certain exta:nt to pi-61)1ms of

immediate concern to that of a more fundamental end basic type.

2. New vitamins end other essential nutrients will be discovered
' and their interrelationship investigated. .

3. New methods of essay and more exact information concerning human

dietary requirements eill be sought.

4. Emphasis should be placed, from the nutritional point of view,

upon food quality rather than mass production of mediocre quality.

5. Further investigation should be made of the effect on vitamin

content by food processing methods such as dehydration and storage, quick

freezing, large quantity cooking, use of pressure sauce pans end elec-

trical cooking by means of induction or high frequency waves.

6. Closer interdepartmental planning should be organized and pro-
jects kept flexible in nature to permit shifting of endeavor to attack
problems not foreseen at the time of planning.

XIII.--SURPLUS MILITARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPENT

Owing to wartime restrictions'it has not been possible to keep up
adequate repair or replacement of agriculture equipment and supplied.
Consequently, at the end of the war the demand for these goods will be
great. This will be manifest in two ways, (1) replcements for necessary
going pursuits and (2) equipment and supplies for needed and worthwhile
additional pursuits. Necessary work projects of a public-benefit
character are considered an especially appropriate type of enterprise for
use of surplus military equipment.

In order to continue uninterruptedly necessary agriculture enter-
prises during the post-war period, therefore, appropriate amounts of
surplus military supplis and equipment must be apportioned to agricul-
ture. The extent of those is outlined in the accompanying tabulations.

In disposing of surplus military supplies and equipment, it is
recommended that:

1. All usable supplies and equipment be put to use and not
destroyed.

2. They be apportioned through responsible agencies at reasonable
costs, care being exercised to avoid excessive profit to some,
discrimination and unfair distribution policies to others,
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XIV.--AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIAL REI1TIONS AhD RURAL
INDUSTRIES.

The esteblishment of industries is made possible by power facilities,

capital, transportation, end raw materials. Most industries developed in

rural communities will be small; the majority will be engaged in proces-

sing raw-materials of the area. Rural industries easily applicable to'

Arizona, some of which are already established, include: cotton gins,

small textile plants, saw mills, box factories, woodworking mills,

alfalfa mills, citrus packing plants.

Labor problens will become less acute because of the improvement

in travel facilities. Returning service men will be seeking new

frontiers. One such new frontier may be foùnd in the development 
of

rural industries.

Transportation problems are dependent uPon the type of industry to

e large extent, but truck transportation will provide P. convenient

answer to this problem. Furthermore, transportation of the finished

product is likely to be legs expensive than transportation of the raw

material4

The most ehcournging factor in the probable industriel 
development

of Arizona is in connection with the new sources of electric 
power.

Arizona has access to 17.6 per cent of the total energy generated at

Boulder Dam. This output may be added to the output of 
numerous other

hydro-electric developments. By combined effort end purchasing ability,

farms end industries can enjoy electricity in 
areas where it could not

be economically obtained otherwise.



CHAPTER II.--DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVPTION OF PHYSICAL
RESOURCES.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee;

A. F. Kinnison, Soil Conservation Service, Chairman; Cecil Miller,

State Farm Bureau; 0, C. Williams, State Land Commissioner; Raymond

Price, Southwest Forest & Range Experiment Station.

'A.--CROP AND PASTURE LAND

Situation and Trends:

Slightly more than one per cent of the land area in the state is

devoted to farming, yet this resource embraces one of the leading indus-

tries of the state and provides a livelihood for thousands of people.

The 1940 U. S. Census showS 11,822 farms reporting 525,974 acres of crop

land harvested in the 1939 crop season. In.addition, there were 43,683
acres 5f crop failure, 161,475 acres idle or fallow, and 104,092 acres
devoted to irrigated pasture, a total of 835,324 acres devoted to the
production of crops and irrigated pasture.

Irrigated Land. Seven-eights of Arizona's total cropland, or
nearly 700,000 acre S are devoted to irrigated crop production. Most of
this lies' in the alluvial valleys of the Gila, Salt, Verde, Santa Cruz,
and Colorado Rivers. These lands are relatively level and of widely
variable soil types, barns being predominant. While the majority of the
state's irrigated land is supplied gravity water from storage reservoirs
or by direct stream diversion, some 200,000 aères are dependent solely
upon pumped ground water and most of the remaining acreage has a supple-
mental pump water supply.

High prices and increased demand for agricultural production has
caused an increase in acreage of irrigated land, primarily through
increased pumping facilitiez. While the soil is deep and productive-in
most of the new areas, the limitations and depletion of ground water
supplies will force the retirement of much if not all of the 'expanded
acreage.

Approximately 28,000 acres of irrigated cropland lies in relatively
small farms scattered throughout the northern part of the state, some
lying within the Navajo and Hopi Indian Reservations. This acreage' is
relatively steep land of more variable soil types, much of which is
shallow.

Dry Farm Land. An estimated 100,000 acres in Arizona are devoted to
dry land agriculture. This is located in the northern part of Arizona in
higher rainfall areas. A large portion of it is within the Navajo and
Hopi Indian Reservations.' Other important areas are located in Coconino
County; near Showlow, Aripine, and Heber, .in Navajo County; and near
Vernon, Greer, and Alpine in Apache County.
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Increased goals with satisfactory prices for agricultural crops,

principally of beans and potatoes, has led to an increase of some 2,000

to 5,000 acres of cultivated dry farm land. Much of this acreage is

unsuited to permanent crop production because of steepness of slope,

shallow soil end uncertainty of adequate precipitation.

Size of Farms. The dry farm area is divided into farms more corn-
manly from 160 to 500 acres in size. Some larger units and many of

smaller acreage are operated in conjunction with range livestock pro-

duction to supply supplemental feed for livestock grazed on range and

forest lands. The irrigated farms in the outlying irrigated areas such

as Chino Valley, the Upper Verde, the nnslow-Springerville area, San

Simon, ':.hiteweter Draw, and along the San Pedro are predominantly small

in size. A limited amount of water or of suitable land, opportunities

for part-time industrial employment and various other factors account

for the small units in these areas. In the Upper Gila Valley, along 
the

Santa Cruz, and elsewhere the irrigated farms are on the average larger.

Although the restrictions under reclamation projects such as in the Salt

River and Yuma Valleys limit the size of farms under one .ownership, there

are numerous quite large corporation and individually operated units.

High capital investment and operating costs, efficient mechanization, and

industrial type farming operations have been responsible for trends

toward larger operating units in the lower irrigated valleys of the state.

The type of agriculture or crop grown will to a lero extent deter-

mine the most economical size of farm. A citrus orchard of 20 to 40

acres may be an adequate unit, whereas where feed and fiber crops are

grown, 160 acres constitutes a near minimum economic unit. The relatively

higher cost of pump irrigation water has resulted, in the Production 
of

cash crops end a minimum of crop diversification in areas limited to water

from this source.

Condition of Crop and Pasture Lands. Demands for the production 
of

war crops caused a shift from alfalfa, the state's chief soil 
building

crop, to cotton and other soil depleting crops. Limitations on availabil-
ity of commercial fertilizer together with a shortage of labor for the

application of evailble barnyard manure has resulted 
in a partial deple-

tion of soil fertility in many areas. There is now a definite trend

replacing cotton with alfalfa which will result in improved soil fertility

hut et the expense of an increased water requirement.

The larger irrigation districts, because of erganizatiori, availabil-

ity of war prisoner labor, and other factors have 
been ab1e,to maintain

their facilities in relatively goOd condition. Improvements 
have been

limited due to shortage of materials and 
other restrictions. The small

mutual ditch companies, which ordinarily accomplished their maintenance

through a division of labor among members, are not 
in such a fortunate

position. Leek of available labor has been the 
most important contribut-

ing factor to deferred maintenance and improvement. Facilities,
 are,

therefore, in a much poorer condition than at 
the beginning of the war.
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Due to reduced labor requirements in handling the crop, there has
been a definite tendency to increase pasture plantings.

Land Development. The reclamation of additional acreage on the
Yuma Mesa now in progress represents the largest single new land develop-
ment in the state during the war period. However, in various sections
principally irrigated by pumping there has been significant increases in
cultivated acreages. Examples of this are found in Deer Valley, Queen
Creek, along the Upper Santa Cruz, and in the Eloy-Maricopa area. Due to
decreasing ground water supplies there is already a trend toward retiring
a portion of the pump developments. In the dry farm area between 2,000
and 5,000 acres of new land have been brought into cultivation.

Problems and Remedies:

Objectives. To maintain and develop the cropland resources within
the state it will be necessary or advisable:

A.--For Irrigated Lands

1. To rehabilitate and maintain irrigation reservoirs,
diversion structures, main irrigation distribution systems and farm
laterals.

2. To promote, through land leveling and the use of efficient
irrigation practices, the conservation of soil, water, and soil fertility
to insure the safe use of land to the limit of its productive capabilities
and availability of water.

3. To encourage where economically feasible, the drainage and
leachinE of land that can be made suitable for agricultUral use through
this means.

4. To promote improvement and maintenance of soil fertility
through crop rotations and the use of green manure and cover crops supple-
mented by the application of barnyard manure and commercial fertilizers
as required.

5. To promote the control and eradication of noxious farm weeds,
crop plant diseases, and destructive rodents.

6. To encourage the production of new, adapted crops of
improved strains or varieties of crops through crop and seed selection
and certification.

7. To promote the planting of irrigated pasture on farm lands
adapted to its use to encourage more economical feed production and
diversified farming.
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8. To develop additional lend where sufficient water is provi-
ded for its permanent use es irrignted cultivated land.

9. To retire lend that is submarginal, due to excessive slope,
Cr of low prcductive capability in order that water now used by such lend
Can be made evaileble to land more suitable for cultivation.

8.--For Dry Farm Lands 

1. To promot- the application of proper cultural practices
together with wind and meter eresion control practices so as to secure

imum pi-eduction through conservetion.

2. To promet the use of lend to its highest productive
depabilities, retiring and revegeteting submarginal crop lends for the
prcduction of livestock feed, substituting other land within a farm unit
more suitable for cultiveted crop prcduction.

3. To promote the control end eradication cf noxious farm Weeds,
Orop plant disccse, and destructive rodents.

Agricultural Practices. In general the agricultural practices iri,the
larger irrigation districts are good, although refinement in the use of
irrigetion water would result in more efficient use of existing supplies.

There is e need of more intensive control measures of rodents and noxious
weeds. Good crop rotations arc the rule. Large as well as small units

utilize services of custom tillege end harvesting operators.

In the smeller irrigation districts, on the outlying dry farm lend

end in other local areas, the lack of equipment, suitable demonstrations

and understending and interest of the people has resulted in the use of

reletively poor forming end conservation practices. These are indicated

by poor crop rotations, single cropping, untimely tillage, waste of irri.

getion water, accelerated erosion, end other factors that tend toward

lower crop yields, end the prevalence of noxious weeds and destructive
rodents.

Conservation problems and Remedies. The conservation of water pre-

sents a problem on all irrigated lends in the state, more serious on

steeper irrigeted lands due to loss of soil and soil fertility. The

topography of the land, the texture of the soil, the mount of end inten-

sity cf rainfall or application of irrigation water, the character of the

crop ccver, and the cultural practices applied are all factors affecting

soil losses through erosion.

Apprcximetely 250,000 acres of irrigated land and 30,000 acres of dry

frin lend require the application of one or more important censervetion

sures if they are to remain highly productive. The application of

Mcre simple measures will improve the productivity of en additional

100,000 to 200,000 acres.
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The most needed censervation masures on irrigated land inolude

land leveling, irrigation system improvement, more efficient 
applica-

tiOn of irrigation water, adjusted gradient and length of irrigation

runs and the adoption of improved soil building practices.

The releveling of irrigated fields and irrigation borders is an

especially important and widely needed conservation practice. This

work cari best be done during a between-ceops period and will constitute

a relatively long-time program. When completed, cropland so treated
will produce higher crop yields at a saving of labor and irrigation

water.

On dry farm land, e large portion of which lies in relatively low

rainfall cress, the problem of water conservation is of prime importance.

The natural rainfall, if retained on the land, is none too adequate for

crop production. Practices that promote retentioe of water also reduce

runoff and consequent water erosion. Contour cul,:vetion, construction
of terraces, crop residue management, and strip cropping are all measures

that will promote the conservation of thF r , source and improve crop

yields.

Erosion damage to croplands from flood water along streams as it

carries away paris of farms and washes across the land, end from hetdcuts

caused by waste irrigation water, is a prevalent, widespread condition

whieh will -lend itself to appropriate remedial measures to be applied in

a post war period. Bonk protection, diversion, and/or detention of flood
waters, gully control, installation of soil saving dikes and sinner

practices are needed for this type of conservation work.

Soil fertility can be improved and maintained through more suitable

crop rotation, the application of barnyard and commercial fertilizers,

and the production and use of green manure and cover crops. The loss of
soil fertility through leeching and erosion can be reduced by the adop-

tion of appropriate conservetion practices.

It is recognized that eech farm presents distinctive management and
conservation problems due to differences in soil characteristics, water
supply, type of fermiik; enterprise, and the manal.erial ability and finan-
ciel status of the operetcr. A farm conservation program must therefore
be developed primarily by the operator himself end be based on a field by
field, farm by farm study that takes into account pest use, present con-
ditions, and future production capabilities of the land. Progress on
the cropland conservation program can be greatly accelerated when labor,
materials, and other facilities become more readily evaileble after the
wEr.

Land Use Adjustments. ,There are from 20,000 to 50,000 acres of
land now cultivated that are not suitable for permanent farming. Those

. include dry farm lands of excessive slope, shallow soils, or for some
other reason are submarginal, and irrigated lends with insufficient water,
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high soil or water salinity or are otherwise of Iejltr ,p:roduCtito. - 0.17aW#
„In Many instances land more suitable for permanent farMing use is fFsvE0labloi-

It would appear advisable to retire and revegetate submarginal lands and

to develop suitable additional adjacent land where possible. Each indivi'

dual area will present a different problem.

The development of new irrigated land other than that to replace

retired lend, will be dependent upon the availability of future water

supplies. It is recommended, however, that new developments recognize all

necessary erosion and flood control masures at the time the land is

reclaimed from the desert; further, that development be based upon 
the

productive capability of the land.

Soil Conservation Districts. There are 13 state soil'conservation

districts organized and operating in widely distributed farming communi-

ties of the state. These embrace more than 120,000 acres 
of farm land.

Interested farm groups indicate the probable formation of an additional

10 to 12 districts in the next 3 years. Since soil conservation 
districts

are legal subdivisions of the state government, they serve as a 
means of

coordinating the efforts of farmers in attacking their soil and 
water con-

servation and land use problems. They are empowered by the 
State Soil

Conservation Districts Law through cooperation between land owners 
end

local, state, or federal agencies to conduct operations for natural

resource conservation.

Neither county or state governments suppert district conservation

work. The existing law does not allow for Voluntary inclusion of other

than cultivated lands. In many instances protection of farm lands 
from

flood and erosion damage is dependent upon Work or structures on range

and watershed lands above. Such work is prohibited under the 
existing

law. Often the land under question is range land owned or 
controlled by

resident land owners within a soil conservation district.

A study of the present state enabling act should be jointly under-

taken by irrigated land awners,,irrigation organization officials, and

range and watershed land users to determine its adequacy 
in meeting the

conservation needs of the state without injury to the interests 
of any

group dependent upon the land end water resource.

Research and Field Studies. Through the University of
 Arizona

Agricultural Experiment Station and its experimental farms much valuable

information on crop production, fertilizer practices, duty Of 
irrigation

water, plant disease control, and many other problems, is developed. 
and

disseminated through the Arizona Agricultural Extension Service. 
This

type of work is invaluable to the State's agriculture and 
should be con-

tined and expanded.

Additional study, information, and demonstration are 
needed on:

1. Efficient use of irrigation water.

2. Application of green manure and cover crops.
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3. :Improved cultural practices such ascrop residue .

sanagement,isub -oilng, subsurface tillage, etc.'

4. Improved variet ies and Strains , of crops.
5. Control of noxious weeds, diseases and rodents.

-Water Supplies and'Development. Water is available to agriculttfie

in Prizona as direct precipitation for the production of 
vegetative cover

and dry land crops on watershed areas, as stream or flood water flow

diverted or stored for irrigation and range livestock, or as infiltrated

ground water for pump irrigation. Irrespective of source or use, it con-

stitutes an inseparable unit limited quantitively'by physical factors'
chiefly climate and topography.

'iater rather than land is the limiting factor in the maintenance

and expansion of Arizona's agricultural industry & Its use for irrigated

agriculture is limitedto the principal river basins Of the state, i.e.,

the Gile,and,its •prineipal tributaries, the Little Colorado, and the

_Coloradb direct1
:	 .

The major irrigation project-developMents . Of the state-provide

adequate storage ; diversion; and distribution facilities for the lands

they-serve. Yet heavy flood damages frequentlY - occUr.an aore of these
areaa-since.bighly improved irrigated farm's . urban and indu atrial develop-

ments now occupy former natural . flood pIaind withiAttle or ndprotision
for retardation, diversion, or passing floodwater originating oh water
shedlands above.

Many smaller cooperative 'and mutual. irrigation enterprisei, diver-
.sions, storage end distribution systems throughOUt the state hate been
improved but little since! they-wer .apioneered . 50 to:70' years ago.- Annual
maintenance of temporary diversions and headings damaged by,numerous flood
flows is a continual drain on limited resources of relatively low income
Water users. .

..In so-me arecs of the state present irrigation Water supplies are-
inadequate to irrigate - sufficient land to support the fixed,. dependent
population.' Additional.storage facilities are needed on several segments
of the Little ColorFdo River basin, impretement of facilities' to Prevent

. excessive water losses are. required on Granite Creek in Yavapai C-ounty,
and the Upper Gila. Valley water supply requires stabilization through
,.storageof decree water. Most of these needs', 	 others,"are'the
subject of water conservation and utilization.project surveys bY the
Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of Interior.

Ground water supplies for irrigation are increasingly overdrawn in
:several important agricultural areas of'Southern t Ariiona. Neither present
utilization or further development of this water'resburce'is'kbjedt to
control under state water laws. Except as some present pump irrigated
acreage is retiredfromTroduCtion,,or Supplemental gravity Water is
available,ebandonment ofSeveral thousand'aCreS'of highlY productive lend
is inevitable.	 •	 -
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Meter management problems in Arizona should be approached on a
drainage basin basis if complete economic development and use of avail-'
able water is attained and if the state's agricultural industry and
irrigation facilities arabtabilized and protected from deterioration.
Only through this approach can mutual understanding be attained by all
classes of water users on the interrelationships and interdependency
between watershed areas and irrigated agricultural areas.

Future water developments for agricultural use in Arizona should
1) provide for a supplemental supply as required for existing developed
areas, 2) develop new irrigation projects on lands close to the source
of the water supply, and 3) permit the reclamation of new lands within
the body of existing irrigated areas.

Additional irrigation water should be made available only to land
of high potential productive capability and which can be prepared for
efficient irrigation at a relatively low cost. Such supply will come
principally from the state's allocation of Colorado River water. The
quantity availble is now or shortly will be definitely known.- It no
time in the future can the state expect additional water from any source.
Plans for the use of this water, therefore, should consider the maximum
feasible multiple-use projects that will most completely serve the needs
Of the state's present and future population.

Flood water essential through diversion or storage for the state's
gated agriculture requires control to reduce and ultimately elimin-

ate excessive soil erosion, sedimentation of streams and reservoirs, and
damage to agricultural land and improvements, urban, utility, transporta-,
tion, and industrial property. This will require flood water and silt
detention structures on the major streams and tributaries, minor water

flow retardation and erosion control structures on critical flood source
areas, the maintenance of adequate vegetative cover on watershed lands,
the construction and maintenance of flood water channels on numerous
ephemeral streams, flood water protection dikes, stream bank erosion con
trol, and related practices.

Additional field experimentation is required to determine irrigation
practices best adapted to the many soil types and crop's of the state for
the most economical and conservative use of irrigation water in sustained

wn crop production

An urgent need exists for more widespread educational and field
demonstrational work by the State Extension Service on irrigation, soil
and water conservation practices.

The completion of overall surveys and plans for flood control on

Arizona's river basins by the Departments of War and Agriculture, inter-

rupted by the war, is essential for the initiation of flood control
operations except upon a local emergency basis:
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Action Plats andl'rojeetsa

to facilitate the fall development and pro ea-

and water - resouroes should include:
Legislation required

tion of the state's land

I. The enactment of
existing water rights,

2. Appropriation of state funds logically from current revenues from

Colcrado River developments for use by ihe state in undertakin engineer-

ing surveys in cooperation with the Federal Government to determine the

mcst feasible, complete, multiple-purpose, self-liquidating developments
for the utilization of additional Colorado River water.

3. A joint study of the State Soil Conservation Districts Enabling

Act sheuld be undertaken by the several classes of land and water users
to determine its adequacy in meeting the state's soil and water conserva-

tion and resource development problems.

The rapid completion of soil and conservation surveys of agricultural
areas of the state jointly undertaken by the Department of Agriculture
end the State Experiment Station is required to provide an intelligent
guide tb the land users in the application of soil end water conservation
practices.

A preliminary list of conservation practice needs, flood control,
erosion control and irrigation facilities development end improvement
projects is presented as a supplement to this report. This work in the
eggregate will be included in the programs of various local and state
groups and agencies such as mutual water companies and associations,
irrigation districts, and soil conservation districts. Work should start
on urgently needed rehabilitation and protection projects as soon as
labor, equipment, and materials are available in the early demobliza-
tion period. Land owners and local agencies will finance the majority of
this type of work and plans for a number of.projects are complete. Con-
servation practice programs requiring a longer period for application
will be progressively undertaken by land owners as conditions permit.
Larger developments in flood control and reclamation will no doubt be
planned and undertaken cooperatively between Federal and State agencies
.of government. Survey end planning work on these should now be in
progress.

1 list of equipment most urgently needed in undertaking soil and
water conservation programs in the state end which may possibly be-
available as surplus to later military requirements has been prepared
for inclusion in another section of the state report.

a ground water code and the adjudication of all
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B - RANGE LAND

Situations ,and Trends
•

1. The Range Resource 

Size location, andcontrol. Range lands, including forested' range,
colilorise 'about 85 percent, or 61,660,000 acres, of the total land area of
Arizona. Extensive' areas are used year long i seasonally, or excluded
frbm grazing.

The land statUs of. Arizona: 	 Characterized by the predominance of
publicly controlled lands, consequently extensive areas of raage are sub:-
jet to some form of public administration, 65 percent being under Federal
jurisdiction, and 12- percent State lands.	 •

: Major Uses and benefits. The raising of livestock constitutes one
of:Arizonals chief indUstries, which in 1942 yielded over 35 million dol-

AI'Lhough the major use of the range areas is for t1-1. grazing of
domestic livestock, big game and other wildlife year. by . year yield an
Biter-increasing Teturn.from. the, viewpoint of both recreation and economic
consideration.

During the 10-year period 1932-41 the average number of cattle in
the State was 911,000 head. For the same period, there were 890,000 head
of sheep and 250,000 head of goats (chiefly !fo .r mohair).

Significance of range ownership, With nearly 80 percent of the land
under some form of public jurisdiction, major responsibility for adminis-
tration and improvement -rests with the public and the administrative
agency concerned. Although much has been accomplished by the various

- .p4bIiC'agencies in land exchange, there sti11 remains mucb to be done
in blocking out areas suitable for management.

2, Range Values and Dependencies 

- Climate. The climate of Arizona is typically continental, covering
a:temperature range from sub-tropical-in the low, hot valleys to sub-arctic
on the higher mountain crests.. The variations in elevation and rainfall
-ate indicated in Table 1.

Vegetation and soils. Because of the major variations in climate,
which are often found within relatively small areas, there are correspond-
ingly great charges in the character of the vegetation. Furthermore,
because cl the Aide variation in climate, erosion conditions, and use as
well as diversity of parent material, the soils are as variable as the
vegetation.



Table 1.-- Vegetation-rainfall-use relationships!"

Types

:Pct.
:of

:area
:total:range

:yearly:
:Elev.	 :rain- :	 :PeriodProminent species: fall 	 :	 of
:Feet	 :Inches:	 :	 use

FOREST

33%

:Douglas-fir •
8

• :Firs	 Mountain

:12,000: 21-35:Pines	 Ariz.fescue :Summer
• :Aspen	 Pine drop-:
• :Gambel oak	 seed

:Yellow pine

:Pinon
: 17

5,000:	 :Pinon	 Bluestem

	:  6,000;	 :Spruces	 muhly

	

7,000:	 12-15:Junipers 	 Blue grama:Year long
• :Algerita	 Galleta:Juniper

:Chaparral : 8

:Turbinella	 Under	 :
: oaks	 cover

4,000,	 :Sumacs	 of 'Year long: 5,500: 13-16:Algerita 	 perennial
:Manzanita	 grasses
:Cliff rose

GRASSLAND:

2 5%

:Short grass
(Plains) : 15

;Blue grama Winterfat
: 4,500: 	:Galleta	 Soapweed

	: 6,500: 10-14:Threeawn	 Rabbitbrush:Year long

	

: grasses	 Snakeweed
:Sacaton

:Mesquite grass:
:	 (Desert)	 : 10

:Curly-mesquite
:Emory oak	 Gramas

3,200: 	:Mesquite	 Hairy
5,000: 14-18:Tobosa	 Slender	 :Year long

:Threeawn	 Rothrock
: grasses	 Black

• Sacaton

	

: 2 , 500;	 :Sagebrush	 Blackbrush:

DESERT

42%

:Sagebrush : 5) 000:	 7-9 :Yucca	 Blue grama:Winter

:Paloverde

11

:Paloverde	 Chollas
:Prickly- Sahuaro	 :Not dé-

500:	 : pears	 Ocotillo	 :pendable

:Cacti
3,500: 3-11 :Bursage 	 Rothrock	 :for year-

:Catclaws	 grama	 :long use.
:Mesquite	 :Use pri-

:Creosotebush :Creosotebush	 marily in
137:	 :Saltbushes	 :winter and

:Saltbush, in-
:cluding mes-
:quite

: 3,000: 3-11 :Sixweeks gramas 	 :spring.
:Alfilaria

• :Indianwheat
1/ Adapted from Univ. of Ariz. Tech. Bul. 68.
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Watershed and dependent irrigated lands. Much of the higher eleva-

tion range lands in the State, in addition to the contribution of forage

essential to livestock production, are also the source of water. On the

other hand, the lower altitudinal ranges are important silt-contributing
areas. Arizona's economy, which is based largely on irrigation agricul-

ture, range livestock, production of electric power, mining, lumber, and

recreation, is characterized by a pattern of land relationships wherein'
comparatively small areas of water-consuming lands are dependent upon
extensive tracts of water-yielding lands. Uncontrolled flow from range

lands causes severe annual flood damage to irrigation systems, munici-
palities, highways, railroads, and other public and private property.

The degree and manner of livestock use on these range areas bears a

direct relationship to water yield, soil erosion, sedimentation, and
flood hazards.

Value of livestock industry. Before the war, in 1937, income from
livestock and livestock products in Arizona amounted to $20,639,000, or
38 percent of the total income of $53,793,000, with the price index 114
(using 100 as the average of prices from August 1909 to July 1914).
During the war year of 1942, the income from the livestock industry
amounted to about 35 million dollars, or about one-third of the total
cash income from Arizona farms and ranches. Of this amount, about 30
million dollars were realized from the sale of cattle and calves, less
cost of feeder cattle brought in from outside the State. Exact market-
ing figures on sheep and lambs are not available. But in 1942 the total
wool clip was 4i million pounds valued at 34 cents per pound.

3. Range Use 

Ever since the earliest days of the industry, the raising of live-
stock has generally been a large-scale enterprise. The principal reason
for this in the cattle industry is due to the relatively large acreage
required to support a cow year long. In the sheep industry, an additional
factor enters the picture--predatory animals; because of this the herder
system is required, which is not economic for bands of less than 1,000
sheep. Because of the preponderance of publicly owned or controlled
lands, together with the extensive acreage required for an economical
ranching enterprise, it is not unusual for a ranch operator to require
varied governmental lands in addition to his private holdings.

4. - Condition of the Range and Improvements 

In the range areas the susceptibility of soils to erosion is affected
largely by grazing and other land uses, topography, vegetational protection,
rainfall, soil texture, and other factors. A broad classification of soils
according to susceptibility to erosion and deterioration indicates that
97 percent of the range area is subject to deterioration. In addition
to careful management on the whole area, some mechanical control will
be needed for local areas.
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Conservation programs conducted since the early 1930ts, through the
AAA, Soil Conservation Service, Forest Service, Grazing Service, State
Land Department, Arizona Extension Service, and others, have contributed
to more general appreciation of the nature and extent of the range problem.
Overuse on extensive areas in the decades previous to and in many instances
since that time has resulted in deteriori4tion of the range resource with
its attendant prevalence of unpalatable and undesirable plants replacing
the more desirable ones, and a reduced plant cover resulting in accelerated
sheet and gully erosion with loss of fertile topsoil.

Many range improvements have been installed by ranchers under the AAA
program in cooperation either with the Soil Conservation Service or Forest
Service, or Grazing Service, or at their own expense entirely. On Federally
controlled land a great many improvements have been installed by CCC camps
and other emergency public works. Due to the war and the consequent shortage
of labor, materials, equipment, and supplies, adequate maintenance has not
been possible and additional needed improvements have, in general, not
been possible. While much of this work does not seriously affect immed-
iate production, it is definitely needed and should receive high priority
in the post-war period.

Situation at end of war. The situation at the end of the war, as
it will affect the livestock industry in Arizona, is dependent on a number
of factors. Foremost among these are: (1) length of the war; (2) domestic
and export demand for meat and other livestock products; (3) livestock
population; (4) status of lend-lease at end of war; (5) speed of demobili-
zation and its effect on employment; (6) rate of reorientation of industry
from war materials to consumer goods; (7) establishment and maintenance of
"floors" on prices; (8) individual rancher's financial encumbrances. No
one knows what the situation will be and most anything can happen. For
example, with the tremendous numbers of livestock now on hand for the
country as a whole, a widespread reduction in the demand for livestock
products accompanied by lowering of price levels could have disastrous
results. It is safe to say that the ranch operator whose management and
policy of stocking permit the most efficient production will be in the
most enviable position at the end of the war. It is certain, too, that
in order to avoid a repetition of the chaotic conditions and range abuse
which followed the first World War, a general over-all reduction in live-
stock numbers is imperative.

Problems and Remedies 

1. Objectives 

The primary objectives to be attained in connection with the range

problems and their remedies are as follows:

1. To secure and maintain the highest practicable  production of

range 'forage.

2. To secure and maintain the highest practicable livestock pro-

duction.



In order to obtain these two major objectives, it is necessary:

3. To retain or encourage establishment of more desirable forage
species on each range area.

4. To maintain the highest plant vigor possible in the course of
•grazing.

5. To check or prevent excessive erosion or water run-off.

6, To recognize the multiple-use characteristics of the land re-
source for grazing, watersheds, recreation, wildlife, water power, and
timber.

In the attainment of the objectives stated above, the following
principles should be closely adhered to:

1. Needed adjustments should be made in a democratic manner with
the help and guidance of agricultural research, education, and extension.

2. Encourage private initiative. However, in the case of public
lands, major responsibility for improvement of range conditions rests
with the agency concerned.

3. Secure_closer cooperation between the various agencies as well
as between these agencies and the range users.

2. Range and Use Problems 

Degree of range use. The management goal on range lands in most
cases is identical with that on watersheds and is attained only when graz-
ing use is conservative.

During the past half century too heavy grazing combined with recur-
rent drought has nesulted in extensive areas of range deterioration
characterized by accelerated erosion and lowered grazing capacity.
Overstocking and consequent overgrazing have been due in large measure
to a number of reasons; principal among these were: (1) lack of reliable
information on what constitutes proper use and grazing capacity; (2)
laxity or slowness on the part of federal agencies to enforce needed
reductions because of the human problem involved; (3) lack of informa-
tion in the past on the economics of moderate versus heavy stocking;
(4) public land laws and policies of the past; (5) tendency to think
in terms of numbers (a carry-over from methods of marketing in the past),
rather than in terms of pounds of livestock production; (6) tendency to
carry animals over and gamble with the weather and the market; and (7)
over-optimism as to the grazing capacity.

In order to place the livestock industry on a sustained basis
yielding a maximum return of meat and livestock products, it is imperative
that accelerated erosion be stopped and plant vigor restored. The means of
bringing this about are clear; first, livestock numbers must be balanced
with the range forage and feed resource; second, range improvements must
be planned and executed; third, management facilitated; and fourth, attain-
ment of any necessary shifts in season of use or kinds of livestock.
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Revegetation. Because of the present costs and uncertainties in-
volved in artificial reseeding, it is fortunate that the big job in
revegetation can be brought about by natural means. That is, adjustment
of livestock numbers to the point where Nature can do the job. Here
and there throughout the State are numerous instances of moderate graz-
ing use. These areas serve as valuable demonstrations of careful range
supervision and husbandry.

There are, however, many critical areas where natural revegetation
is slow and uncertain even with total protection from livestock. These
are the areas where the original plant cover has become markedly thin
and the fertile topsoil has largely disappeared. Such areas are extensive
and in many cases resort will no doubt have to be made to mechanical
measures and artificial means of revegetation. Furthermore, much experi-
mental Aork yet remains to be done in order to determine practical methods
of reseeding, suitable species, and desirable exotic species. Water-
spreading areas are limited by soil, available water, topography, and
established water rights. But there is need in certain suitable areas
of mechanical erosion-control structures such as water-spreading and
gully-control installations, and particularly head-cut drop structures.

Noxious plants. There are many kinds of poisonous plants in Arizona
such as burroweed y pingue, whorled milkweed, locoweed, and wild tobacco
which each year may cause heavy financial losses as well as reduced meat
production through actual death loss or lowered physical condition and
reduced marketing weights, or they may limit grazing use. Each of these
poisonous plants presents separate and distinct problems in control.

By far the most persistent and pressing problem on millions of acres
of grassland in the Southwest is the invasion of shrubs of little or no
value as forage for livestock. This invasion has been accompanied by
accelerated erosion and reduced grazing capacity. This gradual invasion
of choice grassland ranges has many impacts. To the Nation as well as
the State, it has meant a decreased potential for producing meat and live-
stock products, and hence reduced effectiveness in waging the war.

The question of whether or not noxious shrub control will pay has
been demonstrated in the case of mesquite. Results of mesquite control
have been spectacular on infested areas of what was formerly open grass-
land. In 1943, 3 years following control, areas where mesquite was
killed produced about 400 pounds of forage per acre, whereas the check
or nontreated areas produced only about 60 pounds of forage per acre.
What might be done in range improvement with mesquite control no doubt
might also be accomplished with other noxious plants.

Water. Water is indispensable not only to livestock but to proper
range management. Development of stock water should be dependent on
abundance of forage, kind of livestock, flow of natural water, and season
of use. Construction of reservoirs should be carefully planned so that
there is not a gross wastage of water. Often deep, small charco types of
reservoirs will provide sufficient water for range use purposes without
storing large amounts of water that would otherwise flood tobosa, sacaton,
or other grass swales. All things considered, however, stock-water
development offers a worth while post-war enterprise both as to labor
requirements and utilization of surplus military equipment.
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Fencing. Fencing range lands, together with water development, is
essential for proper management. Fencing can be used to obtain proper
distribution and seasonal use, and thereby secure higher livestock pro-
duction as well as facilitate conservation of the range resource.

Wildlife. A system of grazing use that provides for good range
and watershed conditions will at the same time provide for improved
environmental conditions for wildlife, particularly big game and upland
game birds. Depletion of vegetational cover has resulted in accelerated
erosion which has muddied streams and in many cases impaired the per-

.manency of stream flow. These changes, together with increased
temperature of the water, have resulted in great reduction of trout
and other game fish populations: . -

Other needs. Range forage-destroying rodents and rabbits must be
given further study and control measures taken where needed. Likewise,
particularly in the sheep-growing section and areas supporting big
game, predatory animal control needs to be carried on and intensified
in the period immediately following the war.

3. Right Use of the Range

A use of the range resources that is designed to secure and maintain
the highest production of range forage end livestock production will at
the same time encourage the establishment of more desirable forage plants,
protect and maintain plant vigor, and provide the best vegetational cover
for erosion control. Seasonal use of both yearlong and seasonal ranges
through deferred and rotation systems of grazing should be considered as
an effective means of promoting increased plant vigor and assisting in
natural revegetation. Maintenance of reserve forage cushions the operator
during drought periods and at the same time protects him against having to
sell short on a poor market. Furthermore, reserve forage results in a
mulch on the ground which increases moisture penetration by as much or
more than 20 percent. A 20-percent increase in effective penetration
of moisture on most ranges will produce 50 percent additional forage for
livestock production.

To obtain the maximum livestock production correct numbers of live-
stock must be balanced with range forage supplies. An animal first uses
feed to maintain its body weight and perform the necessary physiological
functions. Additional forage is required for increased body weight,
growth, reproduction, and milk production. Maintenance requirements on
properly managed ranges account for approximately 70 percent of the feed
consumed. On heavily stocked ranges the percentage of forage needed to
meet the bare maintenance requirements of the herd is increased, thus
leaving little or none of the forage crop for production. Light calf
and lamb crops, light calves and lambs, and light wool clips are
indicators of inefficient use of range forage.

Each ranching unit presents a separate and distinct problem, condi-
tions vary, and yet the same general principles of range and livestock
management apply to all ranches. Summarizing these briefly: (1) a
management plan which fits the individual rancherls needs and the needs
and limitations of his soil, water, and vegetational resources;
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(2) conservative stocking; (3) constant observation of the range; (4)
proper distribution of livestock by water, fences, herding, and salt;
(5) critical culling; (6) yearly marketing; (7) selection of good sires;
(8) controlled breeding; (9) careful range husbandry of livestock; and
(10) avoidance of •ver-investment and keeping out of debt.

4. Indicated Adjustments in Livestock Numbers and Management Practices 

The recent drought of 1942-43, combined with excellent market prices,
resulted in an over-all reduction in livestock numbers. Cattle numbers are
about the same. But due to labor shortages and changes in ownership, many
renches htve turned from sheep raising to the growing of beef cattle. The
result hes been a downward trend in sheep numbers and consequent readjust-
ment in cattle numbers.

Although there are many ranch units in the State that are properly
stocked, it is safe to say that there are few ranges which are definitely
understocked. Many borderline cases exist where adjustments in management
or kind of livestock grazed would solve the problem of bringing livestock
numbers into balance with the range forage crop. Unfortunately, however,
there still exists much overstocking of both private and publicly admin-
istered lands. In some cases drastic changes will have to be made for
the good of the land as well as the future of the livestock industry.
In some cases total protection for a period of years may be necessary
to stop accelerated erosion and restore plant vigor. In other cases a
shift in the kind of livestock or season of use will result in long-time
benefits.

5. Adjustments in Land Ownership and Range Use 

Much has been done in recent years to solidify range holdings so
that the operator has firm control of the grazing. The State has done
much along this line. Possible future adjustments may also be made by
"land for land" exchange so tht both privately and publicly owned
lands may be consolidated and more effectively managed.

6. Range Research 

As knowledge of the complicated relationship between grazing use,
climate, soils, and vegetation increases, vision of the problem involved
likewise widens, and the need for worth while range research has almost
unlimited scope. Among some of the more pressing problems where informa-
tion is meager or where further study is apparent are:

(a) Production economics of range land conservation.

(b) Livestock production and breeding practices.

(c) Proper time for marketing livestock.

(d) Range condition and use standards for the principal plant types.

(a) Intensive survey of range and soil condition based on criteria
which will depict actual condition and trend.



(f) Suitability of various vegetational types to seasonal 
and year-

long use by different kinds and classes of livestock.

(g)Reseeding practices and study of exotic species.

(h) Control of livestock losses from poisonous plants.

(i)Noxious plant contra, including surveys to determine where

control is needed.

(j) Controlled burning of range lands for elimination of undesirable

plants.

(k)Erosion control and water-spreading devices.

(1) Suitable methods of rodent and rabbit control.

(m) Studies of multiple land use including range, watersheds, timber,

game, and recreation.

Action Plans and Programs 

1. Action Proposals 

(a) Complete management plans as a basis for adjustments.

(h) Through a training and educational program prepare for demon-
strational work, to effect stocking reductions and seasonal-use changes
where necessary.

(c) Complete needed range improvements and recommended range re-
habilitation programs, including the control of pests, noxious plants,
and predators.

(d) Effect land exchanges to consolidate both public and private
interests for better management and control.

(e) Step up range research as a basis for better range management
and as a means of demonstrating improved range-management practices or
methods to land administrators and stockmen, and intensify study of re-
lated problems such as wildlife, flood control, upland game birds,
waterfowl, and fish.

2. Capital Improvements for Arizona Range Lands 

Detailed post-war plans for the development and conservation of
Arizona range lands are being prepared by all interested agencies. The
following listing summarizes for all agencies the estimated developments
and management improvements required for the post-war period.
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C - FOREST LAND

Forest land - is a ranking resource of Arizona, occupying about one-
third of the area of the State.

Products of the forests heve played a significant part in the
present development and welfare of the State. These include more than
wood in its various forms. Forest cover serves in protecting the soil of
watersheds, in preventing erosion, in regulating stream flow, and assuring
maximum supplies of reasonably silt-free water to farms, cities, and
industries. Forest ranges are a vital link in the important year-round
livestock grazing industry. The forests also furnish a home for wildlife
and offer almost unlimited opportunities for recreation. In general,
these lands cannot be used successfully for any other form of agriculture.
Moreover, experience and Research have demonstrated that theseforest land
values can be maintained through proper use.

Forest land use and conservation likewise are necessary for a bal-
anced future State economy. Continued production and harvesting of
timber forage, and game, and the improvement in soil protection and water
yield, recreation and other related services of the forest will contribute
much wealth and happy diversified life for many people. But, like a farm
or a ranch, forests to be productive and an asset involve the investment
of capital, much of which will be non-recurrent, and a source of addi-
tional wealth.

Forest expenditures also provide useful employment. This is of such
a nature as to utilize excess labor and equipment in periods of depression
or reduced to a minimum in periods of greater -economic activity. Thus,
needed capital investment in forest lands offers a further balance in the
State economy and constitutes a fertile field for public works.

The Forest-Land Resource 

Forest is the climax vegetation type on 19,629,000 acres. This is
approximately 27 percent of the area of the State and, in size, is second
only to the open-range resource. Forests cover the higher mountain
masses and extend, in general, from the northwest corner to the south-
east corner of the State, and touch or lie within relatively close
proximity to most of the enterprises of the State.

Situations, Trends, Objectives,
and Major Problems 

To adequately appraise the significance, trends, objectives, major
problems, and needed action programs of forest lands it is necessary to
consider the several multiple uses and services.
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Timber Production

The forests of Arizona may be grouped into two broad types--woodland
and saw timber. The woodlands consist of one or more of five species of
juniper, one or more of three species of pinon, and one or more of
thirteen species of oak usually found at elevations of 4,000 to 7,000
feet. The major uses of the woodland forest, from the standpoint of
the timber crop, are fuel, fencing material, and human food in the form
of pinon nuts. It also supplies food for livestock and game.

The saw-timber type consists of over 80 percent ponderosa pine (on
a volume basis) and generally occurs above 7,000 feet elevation; Douglas-
fir, white and corkbark fir, Engelmann and blue spruce, and white pine
make up the remainder of the type. The saw-timber type supplies the raw
materials for the important sawmilling industry. Fuel wood is also a by-
product.

Area, ownership, and condition. Ownership of Arizona forests is
nearly all public. Except for the 3,740,000 acres within the National
Forests, an exact division of the woodland forests is not available.
The division of the saw-timber forests is as follows:

Table 1: Land Status of Arizona's Saw-Timber Forest Lands 

Ownership Acres Percent

National Forest 3,099,000 64,9
Indian Reservations 1,465,000 30.7
Public Domain 19,000 0.4
National Park 110,000 2.3

State 33,000 0.7

Private 48,000 1.0

Totals 4,774,000 100.0

As indicated below, the area of commercial saw-timber forest lands
is three-fourths of the total saw-timber area.

Table 2 - Commercial Forest - Saw Timber 
Ownership Classes 2i

Forest condition
classes

: National
: Forest

:	 Indian	 :	 •
:Reservation:Private: State :	 Total

Acres Acres	 Acres	 Acres Acres

Old growth 1,660,000 1,111,000 26,000 2,797,000

Cut-over 670,000 104,000 8,000 28,000 810,000

Totals 2,330,000 1,215,000 34,000 28,000 3,607,000

isfactory
restocking 637,000 94,000 4,000 25,000 760,000

1/ SAW timber on national parks, while largely commercial is with-
drawn from commercial use.
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For woodlands the commercial area is only slightly more than one-

fifth of the total woodland area.

Forest drain and timber growth. As shown in the following table,

drain on the saw-timber forests consists of mortality and commodity use.

At the present, mortality is high because of the large amount of old

growth virgin stands, but will decline as these nongrawing or slow grow-

ing ripe stands are cut over and replaced by those of younger, vigorous
stands. Drain due to cutting fluctuates with economic conditions, but
as shown has averaged 116,200,000 board feet during the past 16 years.

This cut exceeds growth but is necessary to open up the virgin forests.
At the present, growth is slow and production low, being estimated at
2 percent or an average of 50 board feet per acre per year on cut-over
lands and somewhat less on lands which have not been logged. Under
intensive management, growth can be increased to as high as 150 board
feet per acre on the better areas. The present virgin stand is adequate
to continue present cutting during the next 30 to 50 years, but careful
management is needed to insure continuing supplies to meet future needs
of an expanding population.

Drain from woodland forests also consists of live trees cut for
commercial use and mortality. That due to commercial use is concen-
trated on localized available stands. Mortality, while large, is
partly salvaged, principally for use as fuel. As a whole, growth
exceeds drain. Although possible to increase this growth rate, other
economic considerations such as the relative low value of the lands
and the products prohibit.

Annual train and Growth in Arizona
Table 4:	 Saw-timber Commercial Forests

Saw timber•
M ft. B.M.

Drain
Timber cut	 116,200
Mortality	 200,000

Growth
Gross (includes virgin stands)	 300,000
Net (includes virgin stands)	 100,000

Potential growth under good 
management 	300,000

Timber requirements. Local requirements for forest products vary
with economic conditions. On the average, approximately half of the
saw-timber products produced remain in the State. Additional supplies
are shipped in to augment the remaining local supply. For example, in
1940 out of production of 138,625 M feet 74,935 M feet remained in the
State and, in addition, 54,846 M feet were shipped in. Normally,
shipments to other States exceed the in-shipments. Products from the
woodland type, with the exception of pinon nuts, are used within the
State and for the most part within trucking distance of the place of
harvesting.
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Nature and magnitude of forest and wood processing industries: At
present there are 40 mills drawing their raw material supplies from the
saw-timber type, 38 of which were actively operating in 1943. These mills
cut on an average 116 million board feet per year, furnishing yearlong
employment to 2,000 people. Part-time employment materially increases
this figure. They constitute the primary industries for such towns as
Flagstaff and McNary, and furnish employment and add value to many rural
towns and settlements as well as other population centers such as Phoenix,
where the products are further processed and used. All these industries
are dependent on the timber grown within the State, and because of the
large amount of available virgin stands and ownership controls their
future is assured. Present war conditions haven't affected the industry
materially as regards total cut; restrictions of labor for some operations
have offset increased production of others. However, due to war construc-
tion, use of forest products has increased as has the volume secured from
other timber producing regions.

Extent of forest practice. Being largely publicly owned, most of
the forest lands are under management. This varies from intensive forest
practice in commercial saw-timber areas to extensive management, largely
protection, in woodland areas. Although utilization of forest lands has
increased during the present war period, because of the ownership control,
the increase has been in line with good forest practices.

Objectives and major problems. The major objective of forest land
management from a timber production standpoint is to maintain the avail-
able forest land area in the highest possible production consistent with
proper use. This means as much high grade timber and timber products as
possible consistent with good forest practices within reasonable cost.
The principles of good timber management practices include:

1. Adequate protection against fire, disease, insects and rodents.

2. Conservative cutting by proper methods, including brush disposal,
in order to insure an adequate growing stock at all times.

3.. Cutting at sufficiently short intervals to salvage dying trees
and to maintain a good growth rate.

4. Stand improvement among young trees designed to eliminate stems
of low quality and to prune and otherwise favor those of high potential
value.

The major problems in bringing about good forest land management
include:

1. Extension of the present known management principles and
practices to all available timber stands. This involves additional
manpower and attendant facilities.

2. Improvement in transportation and utilization facilities to
reduce the cost to the consumer.

3. Consolidation of the few remaining scattered saw-timber tracts
under public ownership.



4. Development of improved management and utilization of the wood-

land forests.

5. Increased knowledge, through research; and demonstration, through

extension, of what constitutes better forest practices.

An important feature of research is the application of findings

in actual management of experimental areas and the appraisal of results

by long-time records.

Action Program. Inasmuch as practically all the forest lands of
the State are in some form of public ownership, they are a public
responsibility and therefore constitute a bona fide and worth while
field for public works. Such a program, from the timber production
standpoint, would cover the following classes of projects.

1. Physical Improvements 

a. Utilization roads and landing fields to facilitate the movement
of forest products and of men and equipment for fire protection and cul-
tural work.

b. Fire hazard reduction.

c. Buildings and installations used in administration and research
activities.

2. Timber Culture

a, Stand Improvement. Overdense groups of young trees are opened
up mainly by removing diseased Or inferior trees and thus giving more
room for the better ones. Selected sterns  are pruned by removing limbs
to a height of 17 feet in order to provide one clear log. It is esti-
mated that 2 man-days per acre can be profitably expended on this class
of work, and thus the saw-timber forests could ful-nish full-time
employment for 500 men over a period of 3 years:

b, Planting. Areas on which the native forest has been destroyed
by cutting and fire to such extent that natural restocking cannot be
expected in the near future may be reforested by planting young trees
or seeds. This class of work consumes a tremendous volume of manpower;
fortunately, the acreage in Arizona requiring artificial reforestation
is not large.

3. Surveys and Maps 

Forest surveys would determine for all forest land the types, volume,
and character of timber by legal subdivisions or other units. Saw-timber
stands would be further classified as to age, diameter, rate of growth,
and progress of restocking. Detailed maps are made in connection with
such surveys.

The Size and requirements for these work projects, broken down into
broad land ownerships, are outlined in the attached tabuletions.
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Watershed Protection

Water is generally considered the "lifeblood" of Arizona and the
Southwest. The future of the State, particularly that of agriculture,
is dependent to a large extent on the amount of available and usable
water supplies.

Most of the forest lands are water-contributing and water-yielding
areas, constituting the watersheds which are of most vital importance
to the State. They include lands covered by commercial timber forests
and woodland forests with mixed grass and brush vegetation.

The beneficial effect of forest and other vegetation in regulating
stream flow and preventing erosion may well represent greater values than
the timber crop or other forest uses combined. This is especially so on
forest watersheds adjacent to centers of population and agriculture and
industrial development. The function of a suitable forest cover in keep-
ing the water of springs and reservoirs clear for use and holding the
soil on the land is universally recognized.

Irrigation is the ranking use for water and the requirements for
the State, on the basis of 3 to 5 acre-feet of water per acre, are
estimated at between 2 and 2i million acre-feet. Investments estimated
at nearly $43,000,000 in the Salt River Project alone have been made in
storage structures and related developments in the use of water for
irrigation. The utility and continued use of these structures are de-
pendent upon sustained supplies of reasonably silt-free water from the
watersheds. Domestic and industrial uses, as well as hydroelectric power,
are also vital, although less spectacular uses of water. Hence, forest
land conservation and development from the standpoint of water protection
alone is a public responsibility and an important and essential field for
public works.

Watershed conditions and trend. Erosion, sedimentation, and flood
control are major watershed problems of Arizona and will continue to be
matters of foremost concern in the post-war era.

It is estimated that accelerated erosion is present on a very large
percentage of the State, much of which has reached a serious stage. The
great bulk of the silt-producing area lies at low elevations (below
4,500 feet), but even in the higher mountains management of the lands
came too late to prevent serious damage and administrative agencies are
still striving to meet the restoration problem.

Until recently trends in watershed conditions over the State as a

whole have been downward. It is estimated that the decline in vegeta-
tion has taken place over a large part of the watershed area with a
definite improvement occurring on only a relatively small percent of

the area. Because of the stage of depletion, however, changes are so

gradual and natural recovery so slow as to make it unlikely that the

present physical condition of the watersheds will materially change

between now and the post-war period.
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Objectives and major problems. The major objective of forest lands
from the standpoint of watershed protection is maintenance and restoration,
where depleted, of forest or other suitable types of plant cover, and
development and retention of fertile soils on the slopes of the watersheds
through proper use and management. The justification for such an objective
lies in the fundamental importance of watersheds adequately covered with
vegetation in furnishing (1) suitable and adequate water supplies for
domestic use, irrigation, power, and industry, and (2) best and cheapest
natural means of regulating stream flow and controlling run-off, sedi-
mentation, and floods.

The major problem in bringing about effective watershed protection
is the harmonizing of watershed values with other forest land uses and
services, particularly the use of the forest range by domestic livestock
and big game and the utilization of the timber resource. Adequate fire
protection is also a major problem., Other problems include:

1. Need for soil stabilization, reduction of erosion, and curtail-
ment of sedimentation and floods through restoration and maintenance of
adequate plant cover.

2. Need for water improvements pertaining to the further development
and more efficient utilization of water supplies.

3. Need for more adequate knowledge of water behavior, plant and
soil requirements, and the effect of management practices on soil stability
and means of restoring deteriorated watershed cover.

Action Program: Inasmuch as the protection of watershed values is
dependent upon the proper management of other forest land uses, such values
are major considerations in all forest land work projects.

In addition, a public works program from the standpoint of watershed
protection would include the following classes of projects:

1. Land Management Soil Conserving Projcts 

a. Use adjustments. This program will require adjustments in present
land use where deterioration is in process. In some cases it may require
closures in localized areas in the interest of watershed protection.

b. Mechanical structures such as (1) protection fencing of stream
bottoms of small eroded areas, (2) retardation dams and silt detention
reservoirs for equalizing flood flows and desilting water, (3) soil stabi-
lization structures near headwaters of erosion channels and active gullies,
(4) terracing and contouring for retarding rapid run-off to facilitate
percolation, and (5) protective structures such as channel lining, de-
flective dams, revetments, retaining walls, and catchment basins.

2. Water Developments, i.e., improvement and utilization projects re-
stricted mainly to upper basin areas (large structures for irrigation,
power, and flood control not included). Such projects would include the
development of water supplies and water stabilization for many isolated
settlements and communities. They would also include water developments
for livestock, recreation, wildlife, and other uses.
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3. Basic Watershed Research. This would include equipment and facilities
necessary in the further determination of water behavior, plant and soil
requirements, and the effects of various land use practices on the quantity,
quality, and behavior of run-off and soil stabilization.

The size and requirements for these projects are outlined in the
attached tabulations.

Forest Range

The gross forested range in Arizona totals nearly 19 million acres,
most of which is grazed during some part of the year by over half the
cattle and most of the sheep of the State. The forested range also has
an important bearing on the management and use of much of the non-forest
range.

About one-fourth of the forested range is grazed from 3 to 5 months
in the summer. Most of the remainder is used yearlong, although parts
are restricted largely to winter. The bulk of the forested range is
Federally controlled. The remainder is State and private.

Situation and trends. In general the summer range, largely in
the saw-timber type, is in fair to good condition, although forage de-
pletion to varying degrees prevails on many key areas, such as meadows
and openings in the timbered areas. Increase and growth of ponderosa
pine reproduction has resulted in decreased grazing capacity and a re-
sultant downward trend in rate of stocking.

In the woodlands, which cover over three-fourths of the forest
range, yearlong grazing is the common practice. Here range conditions
vary from poor to excellent, but on the whole are unsatisfactory. In
spite of a fair covering of blue graina, forage production in most years
is low. This is due primarily to poor plant vigor and to the killing out
by overgrazing of the choice perennial grasses. Some of the present poor
conditions in the northern and central part of the State are the result
of juniper invasion. In these areas range conditions and livestock pro-
duction have been sharply downward during the past several years.

On many browse ranges the perennial grasses, high in forage value
,.nd soil protection, are scarce or entirely lacking. As a result erosion
has set in causing heavy siltation in irrigation reservoirs, as well as
causing damage to the land resource.

In the oak savanna woodlands of the southern part of the State
range conditions on the whole are generally fair to good. But here
again exist many localized sore spots and some ranching units are
unsatisfactory.

On the whole, the trend of range condition and grazing capacity
of forested ranges is in a downward swing and undoubtedly will remain
so into the post-war period.
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Since most of the forest range is publicly controlled, the responsi-

bility for improvement of range conditions by adjustment of livestock

numbers, adherence to good range principles, and installation of improve-

ments rests squarely with the public and the designated administrative

agency in cooperation with the users.

Objectives and major Problems. The broad objectives of forest range

management are to utilize the forage crop for the benefit of the livestock

industry consistent with the requirements of the other uses and service

of the land. Since productive soil is the basic land resource, it is of

prime importance to halt accelerated loss of soils through restoration of

suitable plant cover. This, in turn, will reduce floods, minimize erosion,

and make available more and better quality of range forage for greater

and more economical livestock production.

In meeting these objectives, the major problems include the following:

1. Bringing about a recognition and appreciation of the present 

generally unsatisfactory range conditions. The importance of range has

been seriously underestimated and often entirely overlooked. The general

public does not understand the value of range or the extent to which it
has been neglected and abused. Many administrators and stockmen have

been too close and too much a part of all that has happened to fully
grasp the results, trends, and causes. Changes in the range have often

been insidious and too obscure to attract attention until depletion is
far advanced.

2. Bringing about the right use of the range. This includes the

adjustments of livestock numbers to grazing capacity, the extension of
proper range management practices and the installation of improvements
to aid in arresting accelerated erosion, restoring plant cover and
proving plant vigor. It also includes working out a better balance
between winter and summer ranges, involving the integration and use
of crop and pasture lands.

3. Need for additional information regarding range use and range 
livestock production. More information is needed in appraising values
of forest range and livestock production in terms of other forest land
uses, including the following: range condition criteria for different
types of mountain ranges; practical methods for checking range forage
utilization; practical methods of controlling noxious plants growing
on the range; methods of control of juniper where it is encroaching on
the range; the refinement of management practices for more economic live-
stock production and practical methods of range reseeding.

Action Program: From the standpoint of forest range conservation
and development, a public works program would include the following
classes of projects:

1. Physical Improvements 

a. Fences to facilitate proper seasonal use and protection of
deteriorated areas.

b. 7Nater developments to improve livestock distribution.
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C. Construction of stock trails to aid utilization and increase
orage availability.

d. Facilities and installations in administrative and research
activities.

2. Ranee Reseeding

Improvement of forage cover through the sowing and planting of de-
sirable forage species.

3. Pest and Predator Control

Minimizing the present over-use of range areas by control of
rodents and other pests.

4. Noxious Plant Control 

Eradication and control of poisonous and other noxious plants.

5. Surveys and Plans 

Completion of range resource appraisals together with development
of plans and correcting unsatisfactory conditions and bringing about
needed adjustments.

The size and requirements of these projects are incorporated in
the tabulation attached to the Range Lands section.

Forest Recreation

Climate, scenery, good roads, space, multiple attractions, facilities,
and large numbers of visitors add up to recreation. A large part of these
Arizona wonders are found in her extensive forest lands. Here especially
are the cool, green, better-watered areas so attractive to people in the
summer. Here also are areas of winter snowfall necessary for winter
sports as well as other natural attractions.

The Grand Canyon National Park and some 15 National Monuments have
superlative recreationa3 values and drawing power for visitors. The
treatment of these special recreation areas, from a post-war works
program viewpoint, will be covered in a separate report.

Arizona's pre-war income from recreation was considered equal to
that received from any other source. This income came directly and in-
directly from the millions of tourists and local recreationists. In
the National Forests alone prior to the war, approximately 600,000
recreationists and 2 million travelers took advantage of these resources
yearly. About 80 percent of the approximately 500,000 population of
Arizona reside within picknicking distance of the National Forests.
Thus, forest recreation is not only "part and parcel" of the resident
population, but also constitutes a thriving State enterprise.



Situation and trends. It is estimated that the recreation businets

has doubled during the past decade and was still increasing through 1940.

Forest land use also has kept pace with this growth through better road
construction, developing systematic maintenance of wildlife populations,

and development of additional recreational areas and facilities. Despite
this rapid growth, except for holiday peaks, facilities, on the whole,
were considered adequate at that time for all recreationists.

Currently, due to wartime restrictions, there has been a big re-
duction in numbers of out-of-State recreation visitors. In some of the
more remote areas, tourist trade is almost nil, and winter season
visitors are scarce. However, certain of the recreation areas close
to population centers are reporting heavier use than in pre-war times
rnd a number of the better "close-in" guest ranches report that business
is excellent. The over-all picture indicates that recreation use is
way under normal. It is believed that this condition will prevail until
after the war. But recreation during the post-war period should resume
its high place in the social end economic values of the State and even
exceed that of pre-war days, requiring commensurate expenditures for
needed maintenance and repair of present run-down facilities and the
construction of additional equipment and facilities.

Objectives and major problems. The major objective is to make the
recreation resources available to the public to the extent consistent
with other uses; the attainment of this objective necessitates the
continued development and maintenance of the facilities needed for the
convenience of the people visiting the out-of-door recreation attrac-
tions and enough policing to protect the areas and to safeguard the
public health.

Major problems in attaining this objective include:

1. Provisions for adequate finances and facilities for the mainte-
nance and repair of present recreational equipment and structures and
construction of needed additional structures and facilities. Such
structures and facilities should be kept in harmony with the forest
environment.

2. Working out an over-all coordinated plan and development of
policies between all interests wherein recreational values will receive
proper recognition along with other forest land values.

3. Provision for advance planning of recreational facilities,
including provision for recreational facilities for all income groups.

4. Provision for adequate study of the forest recreation problems
and requirements for the development of adequate recreational methods
and facilities, particularly from the standpoint of the forest environ-
ment.

Action Program. Inasmuch as recreation is a public enjoyment and
benefit, it is also a public responsibility and important field for
public works. Like other forest land uses, forest recreation will
benefit in some degree from most all forest land work projects. In
addition, public works from a forest recreational standpoint would
include such projects as:
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Physical Improvements 

a. Campground facilities, including water developments, sanitation,
fireplaces, tables, etc.

b. Roads trails, waysides, vista points, etc.

c. Organization camps.

d. Fire hazard reduction and clean-up.

e. Recreation signs.

2. Planning - Use Studies
Surveys and Maps

Recreation surveys and lay-out plans needed before improvement work
is undertaken. Would include survey of potential water supply and a
sanitation survey to determine effect of proposed uses on health of
people living downstream.

The size and requirements of these work projects are outlined in
the attached tabulations.

Forest Wildlife 

The key to the existence of wild animals is a suitable environment
or habitat. Therein lies the importance and value of forested lands for
wildlife. Big game, small game, and upland game birds abound in the
forests and are a natural part and product of the forest environment.
Fish are also found in the lakes and mountain streams. Almost all the
forested lands of the State contribute in some way to wildlife produc-
tion. On the National Forests alone there are about 10 million acres
of "open" huntable land.

Wildlife resources, in turn, contribute much to the economic wel-
fare and social well-being of the State. It is estimated that the
harvesting of fish and game crops, a large part of which centers on
forest lands, constitutes a business totaling about $5,500,000 annually.
This business is important to the economy of rural communities. The
health promoting and character building recreational values are intangible,
but nonetheless *portant.

Situation and trends. The demand for hunting and fishing has in-
creased during recent years, largely because of population increase and

the more ready access to game through improved transportation facilities.
In line with this, few game populations have increased durIrg this same
period. Nevertheless, in general there is adequate breeding stock of

big game species and brood stock of upland game birds to provide for a
still larger harvest notwithstanding the fact that a large part of the
annual increase of game is taken by predatory animals. Good management
calls for a sharp curtailment of predators in order that more game will
be made available to hunters.
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Some conflict exists in a few localized areas between wildlife and

other forest land uses, particularly present stocking and grazing prac-

tices by domestic livestock. This is brought about by change in com-

position of plant life and consequent modification of the environment

through overgrazing and is reflected to a varying degree on all forms

of wildlife, including upland game birds. Soil erosion and siltation,

other results of overgrazing, also affect fishing waters.

Objectives and major problems. Wildlife management will be

correlated with other forest land uses and services. In this the

broad objective of forest wildlife management is to provide suitable
and adequate populations of wildlife for harvesting, enjoyment, and

preservation consistent with the other multiple uses and services of
the lands. Under this objective, rare species will be preserved and

increased, harvesting of surplus wildlife will be continued on a
sustained basis, and people will continue to enjoy and obtain satis-
faction from this resource.

The major problems include:

1. Provision for adequate financing to make wildlife management
possible.

2, The production and protection of desirable populations of
game species, including adequate predator control consistent with
other uses of the land.

3. The rehabilitation, development, and maintenance of a suit-
able plant cover and environment through the reduction of livestock and
game competition and of Soil erosion.

4. Through cooperation with the State Game Commission, the working
out of suitable seasons, bag limits,and regulations for harvesting wild-
life so as to provide adequate and suitable hunting and fishing room
for all.

5. The obtaining of information of wildlife numbers, trends, and
requirements, and the development of principles of management and harvest-
ing through adequate surveys and research.

Action Program. Except for special areas managed primarily for wild-
life, most of the work projects for forest wildlife conservation and
development are a part of other forest land conservation projects,
particularly those relating to proper use and harvesting of the forest
range resource and of watershed protection. Some more or less special
projects for wildlife conservation and development would include the
following classes of projects:

1. physical Improvements 

a. Cabins and facilities for use in game management work.

b. Fenced areas for study plots and special water developments.

c. Buildings and installations for research activities.
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a er and St ovements

of high value to habitat improvement.Fencing for stream bottoms

in orderb. Stream and lake surveys to determine food conditions
that proper stocking policies can be established.

Development of natural lakes and pond sites.

d. Construction of propagation sites and areas for fish and other
wildlife.

• Predator Control. In cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.

4. Game Surveys. In cooperation with the State Game Commission and
the Fish aid Wildlife Service.

The size and requirements for these work projects are outlined in
the attached tabulations.
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IpAPTER In.—ADJUSTMENTS IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION DURING
THE DEMOBILIZATION PERIOD.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee: 
Dr. George

W. Barr, University of Arizona, Chairman; O. M. 
Lassen, State Agricultur-

al Adjustment Agency; Carl P. Heisig, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

The following assumptions were used in preparing this report, 
as

suggested by the Department of Agriculture: The war in Europe 
will end

in 1944. The war with Japan will be concluded by 1945. 
Initial clonal..

lization of part of the army will take place in the first six 
months

after the end of the war in Europe but the Navy will still be expanding.

By the close of 1946, the military establishment 
will be approaching a

continuing peacetime level but will still comprise a large force in 
all

branches of the service. The heaviest load of supplementary 
food relief

will come after the first six months after the end of the war 
in Europe,

The year of greatest relief shipments will be 1945. By 1946, 
European

relief will be at a much lower level but this will be 
offset in part by

Asiatic relief. Domestic demand in the United States will remain high

in 1945 and 1946, with consumer demand even higher than during wartime

as wartime controls are released. The world fat and oil requirements

will be reduced somewhat by 1946.

Adlustments Needed in Arizona in the 18-Month Period,

from a National Viewpoint

These points were deducted from statement by the United States

Department of Agriculture on national requirements;

1. The need for agricultural production in Arizona will be

as great in 191.1.5 as now.
2. All lands should be kept producing in 1945, provided

water is available.
3. Grains: While no change is indicated from the national

point of view, local demands would indicate an increase in acreage.

4. Hay: National demand for increased production appears to

apply to Arizona also because of the probable continued demands

for dairy products, although it is recognized that large expansion

of hay acreage in Arizona in 1943 and 1944 will result in large

increase in hay production in 1945 without additional plantings.
5. Flaxseed: A 25 per cent reduction.
AS. American-Egyptian cotton: A reduction to 40,000 acres.
7. Upland cotton: National request is for about the same

amount. Arizona adjustment possibly could be slightly upward be-
cause of replacement of long-staple cotton by upland cotton.

8. Vegetables: Nationally, it is indicated that an increase

in fresh, luxury vegetables is desirable as Victory gardens are

abandoned, although transportation problems on the West Coast in

this 18-month period might interfere with movement of Arizona
vegetables eastward.

9. Dairy products: Nationally, an increased production is

indicated. This, it appears, would apply to Arizona.

10. Fat cattle: The national picture seems to indicate a
continued restricted fattening program until more grain becomes

available.
11. Sheep and lambs: No change indicated.
12. Chickens: A reduction below the 1944 goals, because feed

may not be available.



Historic Adjustments in Arizona

Figure 1 shows the adjustment in farm acreage under irrigation
over a period of years, from 1928 to 1943. The area represented on
the chart embraces 90 per cent of irrigated lands in Arizona. In the
sixteen years shown on the chart, cotton has constituted one-third of
the crop acreage, and another one-third of the acreage has been cropped
to alfalfa. The, remaining one-third has been in winter grains, truck
crops, and tree fruits and nuts. By the end of 1944 it appears that
the crop acreage will be proportioned about as follows: One-fifth in
tree fruits and nuts, truck crops and flax and sugar beets for seed;
one-fifth in winter grains; two-fifths in alfalfa, and the balance in
cotton, which on account of rough calculations nay amount to a little
more than a fifth of the acreage.

Figure 1.

If Figure 1 is missing in this copy, it can be
provided by the University of Arizona from Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin 192, page 3.

Cropland:
Because of lowering water tables, labor difficulties, and price-

cost relationships, several thousand acres of land in the pump dis-

tricts of Pinal County and other areas were left idle in 1943. It is
expected that more of this will occur during the next two years, in

view of the fact that there appears to be little prospect for further

increases in cotton prices. Only a minor acreage of new land will be

developed in time for the l914.5 crop year. The total acreage of land

in crops is, therefore, indicated as declining from 796,000 
acres in

1943 to 784,000 acres in 1945.

Cotton:
One of the major items in land use in Arizona is acreage of

cotton. Acreage planted to cotton declined sharply from 1942 to 1943

and is expected to decline further in 1944 and 1945. 
Labor problems,

relatively more profitable alternative crops, and other 
factors are

responsible. The wartime demand for American-Egyptian cotton has al-

ready slackened and it is assumed thaT7171—Z45 no more than the 
pre-

war acreage of about 40,000 acres will be needed.

'Upland Cotton:
Upland cotton is in a more favorable position, but other crops

such as alfalfa and sorghums appear to be in a 
stronger competitive

-2-



position in some areas of the State and arc; expected to replace a plIrt
of the cotton acreage. Upland cotton will replace American-Egyptian
cotton on many acres, but even so there is indicated to be a slight
reduction, to 100,000 acres in 1944. It is-suggested that a somewhat
larger acreage be planted in 1945.

Grains:
Arizona is a deficit grain-producing area. The estimated needs of

livestock for feed grains in the 1943-44 feeding year are about 135,000
tons, whereas only about 100,000 tons of grains were produced, including
wheat. Additional tonnages for flour-milling purposes will be used.
Curtailment of livestock production nationally in 1944 and 1945 is pred-
icated primarily on a prospective shortage of feed grains, with much of
the reserve stocks being consumed by the end of this year.

A strong demand for feed grains, therefore, is anticipated ) with
proportionately favorable prices to feed-grain producers. At ceiling
levels the feed grains, particularly sorghums, can compete effectively
with cotton in some areas, and especially when two crops of grain such
as winter barley and sorghums can be produced the same year.

A considerable increase in sorghum acreage and a moderate increase
in barley acreage relative to 1943 can be anticipated in 1945 and will
be desirable from the standpoint of need.

Alfalfa: 
An increase of about 15 per cent in acreage of alfalfa occurred

from 1942 to 1943, much of it at the expense of cotton. This was in
response to the high prices prevailing for alfalfa hay and pasture be-
ginning in 1942, together with a less favorable situation in cotton pro-
duction because of labor difficulties and relatively smaller price in-
creases. A further expansion of 40,000 acres is indicated for 1944.
This would provide 275,000 acres of alfalfa, or nearly two-fifths of the
total acreage of irrigated land in crops. These figures on alfalfa
acreage refer to total land producing alfalfa and not to the actual
acreage harvested for hay as reported by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. Such a proportion is considered desirable from the stand-,point of soil fertility maintenance.

Production from this acreage would provide for some expansion in
dairy production and some increase in beef an sheep feeding over the
past year or two

Expansion of alfalfa acreage much beyond one-third of the irrigated
acreage probably is undesirable. Water requirements of alfalfa are
relatively high compared with such crops as grains and cotton. Too
much expansion in high water requirement crops would make it necessary
to reduce the total acreage of land irrigated, inasmuch as the amount
of irrigation water is rather definitely limited.

Truck crops:
In this discussion of truck crops, acreage reported by the Bureau

of Agricultural Economics is used, which set of figures is not as com-
plete as the figures used by the University of Arizona in its Experiment
Station Bulletin No. 192.

About 56,000 acres of fresh commercial vegetables were grown in
1943. Production goals for 1944 call for a moderate increase, particalar-ly in the more needed vegetables. Fresh vegetables from the national
standpoint are assumed to have a rising demand, as luxury vegetables
become more prominent in the post-war picture and as some consumers
discontinue victory gardening.
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In v eh,. of these considerations, an increase to 62,000 acres of fresh
vegetables is indicated for 1945.

Availability of transportation facilities and provision of suffi-
cient shook may be problems that will adversely affect the situation
after the war in Europe ends but while the war in the Pacific is still
in full progress.

livestock numbers:
Under the assumed conditions for 1945, a continued strong demand

by consumers for meats and livestock products should prevail. Live-
stock production up to the point of full utilization of available feed
supplies would, therefore, be indicated. Feed supplies, however, will
be limited nationally in 1945, so that large inshipments of feed grains
and commercial by-products cannot be depended upon for Arizona. Adjust-
mente in livestock numbers and production from 1943 to 1945 are indi-
cated in Table 3.

Dairy cows:
Because dairy cows utilize feed effectively and the demand for

dairy products, particularly fluid milk, can be expected to remain
strong, some expansion in cow numbers would be desirable. Feed-milk
price relationships must be favorable, however, for such an expansion.

Range cattle and sheep:
The concensus of opinion is that numbers of beef cattle on Jan-

uary 1, 1943, were greater than the normal carrying capacity of the
ranges of the State. A reduction in numbers has occurred during 1943
because of drought conditions in some areas, so that maintenance of
nuMbers at present levels is probably desirable.

Sheep numbers probably can be maintained also at 1943 levels.

Cattle and sheep and lambs on feed:
An increase in alfalfa acreage by 1945 would make possible some

Increase in animal feeding operations, both in pens and on alfalfa
pasture, if feed-meat price relationships are favOrable. California
markets for beef and lamb should continue to be strong. Arizona can
increase its feeding operations without increasing range cattle and
sheep numbers within the State by drawing upon feeder stock in New
Mexico and Mexico.

Hoge and poultry:
The high price of feed grains can be expected to exercise a de-

terring effect upon production of these livestock. A reduction below
1942 for spring sow for farrowing in 1943 has already occurred. A
continued reduction in hog numbers to pre-war levels in indicated.
Similar forces will be operative with poultry, so that the sharp ex-
pansion in poultry numbers should level off. Egg production in 1945
is indicated at about 1944 expected levels.

Problem of Achieving 1945 Production Pattern

Agricultural production problems in the first year after the
war in Europe ends may be expected to be of similar nature to those
faced during the war period, though in many instances of lesser in-
tensity. Many commodities used by farmers in production can be made
more plentiful by then, some surplus military supplies and equipment
adapted to farm use can be made available, fertilizer supplies will be
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more plentiful, and some easing in the general farm labor shortage can
be expected as partial demobilization and reconversion of industry gets
under way.

Farm labor:

With the production pattern prevailing that is indicated in Tables
1 and 3, cotton acreage will be materially reduced even from the smaller
1943 crop. Seasonal labor demand will thus be much modified, and more
timely harvesting of cotton can be anticipated.

Farm machinery:
With a continued stepping up in the allocations for manufacture of

most items of farm machinery, no difficulty should be experienced in 1945
in obtaining most Items. The major question as to availability will be
In the case of crawler-type tractors and farm trucks.

Very few new trucks will be available to farmers in 1944 and an
acute shortage of farm transportation may continue into 1945. Release
of surplus army trucks of adapted types for purchase by farmers in the
early demobilization period should be extremely important. Such re-
lease would fill in the gap between now and the time when truck manu-
facturing concerns can get back into commercial production.

In this connection, it is possible that the Army will be releasing
barbed wire and other fencing material. Much of this could be used to
advantage on Arizona farms.

Crawler-type tractors are in much the same situation as trucks. A
relatively heavy replacement need will prevail in 1945 because so few
have been available for purchase by farmers in the past two years.
Again, surplus Army tractors of proper size could fill a definite need
in the early demobilization period.

Only limited tests of the adaptability of Army jeeps to farm work
have been made. The jeep does not appear to be well adapted to plowing
because of insufficient power, or to row-crop cultivation because of
its low (8-inch) axle clearance. The jeep should be quite useful on
a farm, however, for light hauling and possibly for light field work
such as harrowing, planting, mowing hay, etc.

Estimates of the number of trucks and tractors needed in 1945
are shown in Table 4. A very rough estimate of the number of jeeps
that Arizona farmers might be expected to have use for in case they
can be obtained at reasonable prices are also indicated.
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TABLE I - Estimates of use of cropland, 1945 with comparisons,
Arizona

Use of cropland Acreage
Reported 1944
for 1943 goals 1945

Column 1	 2 3 4

1,000
acres acres	 acres

1,000	 1,000

Corn, all Planted 37 40 4o

Grain sorghums, all do. 54 70 68

Cotton, all upland Planted 109 136 110

Cotton, American Egyptian or
Sea Island do. 96 44 4o

Irish potatoes do. 7 7
Beans, dry edible
Processing vegetables, total L+,/

do.
do.

15 12

Fresh vegetables, total 4/ Harvested 56 60 62

Other intertilled crops, total do. 20 15

Adjustment for multiple use 35 40

Total cropland used for inter-
tilled crops 6/

Oats Planted	 27
360 304

30	 25

Barley do.	 99 114	 115

All wheat do.	 29 25	 30

Oats for grain Harvested	 9 9

Barley for grain do.	 52 70

Flaxseed Planted	 23 23	 20

Other close-growing crops
Adjustment for multiple use

Harvested	 5
32

5
40

Total cropland used for close-
growing crops 6/ 151

7

155

Hay, all tame--except soybean,
cowpea, peanut and small
grain hay

Ray, all tame
Seeds, hay and cover crop, all
Rotation (cropland) pasture

Adjustment for multiple use
Total cropland ueed for sod

crops 6/

24,523

Total land in fame (1940 Census) 	25,651	 25,651 

I/ By the Bureau of Agricultural Economics except as otherwise indicated.

V Records of State War Board (where applicable).

Total cropland used for crops 6/
Sumner fallow
Idle cropland

Total cropland 6/
Other plowable pasture
Wild hay
Other land in farms

)153
949
175

Harvested 4
24,523

Harvested 220
do.	 278
dO.	 31

65
31

285
796

260
305	 320

35
65
35

325
784

165
949
175

4
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See narrative for -assumptions with reepeat IGO 1945 estimate. .
!if Commercial crop.
5/ In making the adjustment for multiple use of land. by crops with-

in the same group or in two or more groups, the first use within
the crop year is considered. to be the prima.ry use.

51 Total acres used for crops is less than the sum of the acreages of

individual crops to the extent that two or more crops were, or
will be, harvested. from the same land during the year.



TABLE 2 - Estimates of crop yields per acre, 1945 with comparisons,
Arizona

Crop Acreage

Yield per acre

Unit
Probable	 Probable
on maximum	 in
acreage 1/	 1945 2/

Column 1 2 3 14-
Units Units

Corn, all Planted Bu. 10.5
All sorghums for grain Harvested do. 27.0
All sorghums for silage do. Ton 9.0
All eorghuns for forage do. do. 1.7
All upland cotton Planted Lb. 520.0 475.0
Anorican Egyptian or Sea

Island cotton do. do. 285.0 200.0
Irish potatoes do. Bu. 183.3
Beans, dry edible do. Lb. 450.0
Oats for grain Harvested Bu. 27.6
Barley for grain do. do. 29.0
Winter wheat Planted do. 20.8
Flaxseed Planted do. 19.0
Alfalfa seed Harvested bu. 2.73 3.10
Hay, all tame Harvested Ton 2.25

1/ Taken from 1943 State report on wartime production capacity (Form 2,
Column 6).

gJ Yields for only those crops for which the yield per acre is expected
to differ significantly from those entered in Column 3.



TABLE 3 - Estimates of production of livestock and livestock products,
1945, with comparisons, Arizona.

Item of livestock and
livestock products

Reported
Unit for	 Estimatea for   

1943 2/ 1944	 1945	 1946 

Column,. 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1,000	 1,000	 1,000	 1,000
units	 units	 units n-Etu  

On farms January:1:

Horses, mules and colts Nuter x 78 77 76
Cattle and calves, all 875 850 850
Cows kept for milk, 2 yrs.+ do. 51 52 53 55
Other cows, 2 years -I- do. 444 425 415 415

Sheep and lambs, all do. 748 748 748 748
Ewes, 1 year ± do. 546 546 546 546

Hens and pullets do. 674 750 750 750

During year:

Reported 1/	 or
Estimated for 1943

Estimated
for 1945

1,000 units 1,00.0 	units

SOW farrowed, spring 2/ do. 9 6
SOW farrowed, fall 3/ do. 9 6
Chickens raised 1.1/ do. 1110 1050
Commercial broiler production do. 750 600
Turkeys raised . do. 90 65
Milk cows, average during the

year do. 49 51
Milk produced Pound 248,000 280,000
Eggs produced Dozen 6,500 7,000
Cattle put on feed V Number 189 200
Sheep and lambs put on feed .5/ do: 20 15
Average weight hogs sold or

butchered 6/ Pound 212 212

1/ By the Bureau of Agricultural Economics except as otherwise indicated.
2/ December 1 (of previous year) to June 1.
V June 1 to December 1.
11/ Excluding commercial broilers.

Twelve-month period beginning on October 1. Animals put on irrigated
pasture or pen fed.

6/ Weight in pounds instead of 1,000 pounds.
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TABLE 4 - Estimated number of specified types of equipment that will
be on farms in 1944 and additional number that would. be

needed for attainment of 1945 production, with com-
parisons, Arizona.   

Expected
to be on
farms for
use in

Additional number
needed in 1945

Kind of equipment
On farms
for use
in 1943

To increase
To replace	 total of
worn out	 equipment

1 44
Column 1 2 3

Number Number Number Number

Tractors, total 5700 5900 575 300
Wheel type 4800 5030 475 200
Grawler type 900 870 100 100

25 hp. or smaller 450 440 50 50
26 to 60 hp. 405 390 45 45
Over 60 hp. 45 140 5 5

Trucks, total 4500 4300 l000 325
1.5 tons or smaller 11 xxx xxx 900 300
Over 1.5 tone 1/ xxx xxx loo 25

Jeeps xxx XXX l000 1/ 1500

Other equipment
Mowing machines

(Tractors) 2300 2500 250 400

Side-delivery rakes 2/ 900 920 loo 600

Pick-up balers 520 5140 50 200

1/ Rated load capacity.
2j Rough estimate.e.
 For replacement of pick-up trucks.
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- CBAPT:R 17.--MARKETIYG ' ND DISTRIBUTION PROBLE:0 IN
THE DEMOBILIZATION P-1RIOD.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:
Ed. Y. Caldwell ; Jr., Office of Distribution, 0hairmar4 0, E.
Hellbusch ; Farm Market Relations; E. J. Mehren, Arizona 0c-operative
Council.

1. American-Egyptian Cotton

some basic information on American-Egyptian cottoa is presented
in tables 1, 2, and 3. From 1925 to 1939 United States consirattion
of American-Egyptian cotton was fairly stable at 15 t ,L;	 thousand
bales annually. united States consumption of Egyptian varieties
fell from 220 thousand bales in 1925-1929 to 60 thonsnfJ in 1935-39.
Domestic consumption of American-Egyptian increassd shply in 1941
due to: (1) thratned curtailment of imports from Egypt ; and (2)
heavy military requirements for cotton fabrics with high tensile
strength. Fri.guros ..2n imports and COnsumption of Eg7Itian cotton
have not been released since 1940, but the August J. carry-over has
remained about r:onstant, 38 thousand in 1940 45 thousand in 1941,
39.4 thousnnl in 1942, and 38.1 thousand in 1943„ This would seem
to indicate that substantial imports and consumption have taken
place otherwise stocks would have been severely depleted. U. S.
consumption of all foreign cotton combined--Egyptian, Brazilian,
Peruvian, and other—was 170 thousand bales from August 1942 to
July 1943, compared with an average of 139 thousand in 1935-39.

Monthly consumption of American-Egyptian cotton reached a
peak of 4,951 bales in March 1942 and since that time has fallen
ctf to an average of 3,575 bales in August-October 1943. At this
rate 1943 ginhings will exceed 1943 disappearance by 24 thousand
bales. At the present rate of disappearance, the supply of 104
to 116 thousand bales (1943 ginnings plus carry-over on August 1)
would last until the spring of 1946 assuming no plantin it cal
in 1944 and 1945. Almost the entire 1943 crop in 	zo 	D.P., 'Jet:rig
purchased by Commodity Credit Corporation, also a considarable per-
centage in Newilexico and Texas.

Another factor affecting the outlook for the crop in Arizona
is the big new acreage in New Mexico and Texas. Unlike Arizona,
Texas increased the acreage from 23 thousand in 1942 to 28 thousand
in 1943, and might be a competitor for the reduced domestic market
after the war.

In view of these conditions it is important that stocks, both
government and private, of American-Egyptian cotton be liquid_ted in
an orderly fashion during the next two or three years, and that plant-
ings be discouraged during this period (see recommendations). One



by-product of the American-EgTation situation will ta a considerable
excess capacity in roller gins, Which cannot be eEsily reconverted to
saw gins for Upland cotton. Since the outlook for Upland cotton does
not indiate expansion, fully half of the roller gin capacity will have
to he written off by the owners or c rried by an increased charge fcr
ginning the reduced production of Americc,n-Egyptian.

2. Irrigated Upland nstton 

According to trade estimates, about 75 percent of the Upland cotton
produced in Arizona and California used to be exported to Japan. It is
generally accepted that little or no rainbelt cotton is exported from
0.alifornia ports, even the bulk of Texas and New Mexico irrigated cotton
moves through Gulf ports or to domestic mill points. Hence table 4 can
be taken to indioate, within rather narrow limits, the proportion of
ORlifornia and Arizona ootton which formerly went into export channels.
There are no statistics on the proportion of this cotton which went to
:Japan, but trade sources agree that the great bulk of it did.

COO loan rates also reflect the pre-war dependence of Arizona and
California cotton on foreign outlets (table 5). In 1940 and 1941 basic
loan rates at Los Angeles were even higher than at Atlantic ports. Rates
at other California and Arizona points were based on Los Angeles or San
Francisco minus freight. In 1942 and 1943 loan rates at Phoenix and
Bakersfield were more than a cent lower than at Carolina points, and were
apparently based upon rotes in domestic mill centers minus freight.

Western irrigted cotton has always taken a discount at domestic
mill points below rainbelt cotton of the same grade and staple. Befdre
the war 000 loan rates on staples longer than one inch were much lower
for irrigated than for rain-grown cotton.. For Middling 1 1/8 inch the
premium over 15/16 inch was 1.5 cents for rain-grown cotton and only .6
cents for irrigated. For 1 5/32 inch the premiums were 2.45 cents and
1 cent respectively. In the 1942 and 1943 programs this alleged discrim-
ination against irrigated cotton has been removed. Hence the loan rates
at eastern consuming aenters are now identical for irrigated and rain-
grown cotton of the Same grade and staple. Until about August 1943
market prices were far enough above loan rates to permit irrigated cotton

to move into domestic consumption at discounts of a cent or more below
rain-grown cotton (table 6). 2/ Since August, however, the market has
begun to lean on the loan rates, and the market price of irrigated cotton

has gone RS much es .8 cents below the loan rate.

It prices of rain-belt cotton continue-at or near the loan rates,

irrigated cottot cannot flow into consumption Ort"8 coMpetitive basis;

but will pile up in government hands, Hence, it wouldseeM desirable'

1.7 These discounts were es follows on Middling 15/16 inch; 1942-43 -
1.15 cents; August 6, 1943 - 1.13 cents; November 26 1 1943 - .8

cents.



fOr western growers to accept a discount in government loan rates
of perhaps a cent a pound to encourage domestic consumption of
itrigate4 cotton. This would prevent the piling up of large stocks
of this particular type, and would relieve western growers of too
complete dependence on Oriental outlets during the demobilization
period. Some sources feel that domestic mills have become more
faMiliar with irrigated cotton in the last two years and would
consume the entire supply at a one cent discount. Mill operators
still assert that this discount is justified because of greater
waste and more "neps" in the irrigated cotton.

3. Readjustment of the Arizona Dairy Industry

The following figures show some significant facts about the
Arizona dairy industry:

Total milk	 Sold to	 Other methods
tear	 produced	 dairies	 of sale and

as milk	 farm 11.se____
---gffiT6-n---- -	

__ _._ 
Million	 — MilliOn-

poundswounds pors
1938	 -721---	 ' 131
1939	 230	 92	 138

1940	230	 104	 126
1941	 241	 115	 126

1942 	247	 124 	 123 

All of the increase in dairy production is accounted for by
increased sales of fluid milk. Producers hate added the equipment
and taken the extra pains necessary to produce Grade A milk to help
supply the increased military and civilian population, as well as
the inCreased buying power of the latter. The dairy industry as a
whole has been less profitable than other feed-consuming enterpriits,
so expansion of dairy production as a whole was only moderate up to
1942, and has declined during 1943. But within the industry Grade A
milk has been the most profitable outlet for feed, and churn cream
the least. Consequently, there has been a large expansion In the
production pf Grade A milk and a drastic reduction in the production
of butter. One large producer asserts that Arizona butter production
is now scarcely one-third of the pre-war level.

With the liquidation of most of the military installations and
some of the defense plants, it is probable that Arizona w111 be unable
to absorb the present output of Grade A milk. At that time it will
be necessary to increase butter production and to reestablish local
brands in the Arizona market. At present, between the reduced pro-
duction in Arizona and the set-aside order, Colorado distributors
have allegedly taken over a large part of the Arizona market and
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a strong advertising campaign may be necessary to restore the premiums
formerly obtained by certain Arizona brands, Production of other man-
ufactured dairy products--for which Arizona has always been a deficit
area—can prcbably be reetored to pre-war levels and even increased.

A new outlet lt.ey be found in the shipment of sweet cream for manufacture

to Los Angeles, provided that certain Los Angeles regulations are re-
laxed. The regulation limiting ice cream manufacture to Grade A cream

has been relaxed during the war. If Los Angeles ccntinues to grow in

population, Arizona should become a necessary and welcome ccntributor

to the Los Angeles supply or manufacturing cream and other preduets„

4. Arizona Grapefruit

Juet before the war Arizona grapefruit brought on-tree returns in

the neighborhood of five dollars a ten—considerably - below the level

neeessery to maintain the industry in sound condition. The marketing

agreement in effect eince 1941 has kept email sizes and low grades off

the fresh market and diverted about 45 percent of the production into

proceseen forms. Ourrent prices are exceptionally high, but the de-

mobilization period will probably witness a return to more normal

levels.

Arizona ships about 50 percent of her fresh grapefruit to Oalifornia,

and this merket is protected by inspection laws which effectively
exclude Texee fruit. Utah, Oolorado, Oregon, Idaho, and Washington

take perhape 35 percent; and the remaining fresh fruit goes to midwestern

points After the Texas season is virtually ended. The main problem for

Arizona freeh grapefruit appears to be the popularity of its more tart

flavor in the area west of the Rockies. The marketing agreement shouli

help to obtain consumer acceptance of the rather uniform qualities new

shipped. Table 7 indicates both the problem and the possibility 
of

extending Arizona fresh fruit and marketings in this area.

Another problem is thet of flavor promotion and quality standard-
ization of Arizona cenned grapefruit juice. Unless Arizona growers can

build up consumer preference for the flavor (and trade marks or labels,

of the Arizona product, the local industry is likely to be buried under

the increased production of grapefruit, both fresh 
and conned, from

Texas and Florida. Promotional activities may improve 
the rel,_tive

position of Arizona grapefruit in the demobilization period.

In 1942 with free prices Arizona grapefruit 
sold at roughly one

doller a box below Texas grapefruit on the 
same weight basis. This

isirrOeebly representative of normal 
pre-war differentials. In 1943,

with market demand pressing against ceilingprices, this differential

was eliminated. In the normal course of events 
the old differential

would probably reassert itself after the war. However, at the 
present

time consumers are accustomed to pay the same price for Arizona 
and

Texas grapefruit, and judicious advertising at this time may permanently

mPdify the pre-war differentials.



Table 7è	 Grapefruitt Prices of Arizona and
Texas grapefruit in Portland and
Seattle, price per box 392 and :943 1/

Arizona 	•	 Texa,
: -rp5 pou-ftd---:--85-dhd--: ---relar 10	 10 -
.

▪ 	

box 	: 	basis : pound box	 :peand box
Dollars	 Dollars	 Dol] ara	 Dollars

	2.57 	370
8.27	 4.03	 3.84

Market and Year

Portland
Jan.-May 1942
Jan.-May 1943

Seattle
Jan.-May 1942	 2.20	 2.-71	 2/3.73
Jan.-May 1943	 3.32 	 4.0.9	 4.24 

/ Average of 7ednesday prices (mid-ranges) for the periods_	 ,
indicated.

/2 AverFge of regular and pink.....,

5. Distribution of Essential Foods During  Demobilization Period.

Arizona has several important industries which are highly vul-
nerable in the demobilization period. If government stocka of copper
at the warts end are large, as many as twenty thousand workers and
their dependents might be stranded by an abrupt termination of military
demand. Several large defense plants in the Phoenix area are expected
to curtail operations. The civilian employees attached to air bases
and other installations will also be liable to separation on short
notice. The gravity of these problems will depend on the demand for
labor, particularly in California civilian industries and service
occupations. The problem of stranded workers may fall more directly
upon the War Manpower Commission, United States Employment Service,
and unemployment insurance benefits. However, plans for direct dis-
tribution of basic and protective foods should be held in readiness
to fill gaps in these nrograms. Such plans should be geared as close-
ly as possible to mai ,taining the consumption of local products which
are highly dependent in the short run upon the buying power of these
stranded workers.

The school lunch program should be expanded during the demobi-
lization period as rapidly aS materials, construction labor, and
satisfactory personnel become available. Current figures on the
Federal school lunch program show 141 out of an Arizona total of 460
schools participate in the program. The enrollment in participating
schools is 47,000, compared with a total of 115,000 in May 1943. Of
the 47,000 students in participatiag schools, 29,000 actually take
advantage of the school lunch. A survey is currently being made of
the costa of facilities and operations in 30 Arizona schools, end
the results should be available in the near future. Expansion of
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school lonch orogrems, botio }"ederal and other, appears to have wide public
support in Arizona. Apart from its nutritional and educational benefits,
expansion of the school lunch program Till increase the stability of the
local dairy, poultry, and citrus Industries during the demobilization
period. Cr the surface it appears that perhaps 40,000 or 50,000 addi-
tional children could te brought into the school lunch program if facil-

itiea are person' el were made available. An effort is nc- bai g made
to ottain state legieltion soecifically authorizing the use of school
funds fcr Person el and ecoinert to operate school lunch programs.
"Existing leniolation governing the use of school fund does not specifi-
cally mention these uses, and has been narrowly interpreted te exclude
them.

Purchase of surpluses of perishable commodities for direct c'istri
-button to sohcels are. other institutions may become necessary during

the demobilization period. Distribution of such commodities should be
determined not simply by the ”Allin:roess of an institution to accept them

but also by the relative abundance or scarcity of the same commodities

In the area in r ,hich the inst»tution is located. In the past it is assert-

ed that ol:roloses have been piled upon surpluses in some localities.

6. - 7. Alf lfa a d Livestock

High :rices for alfalfa and serious difficulties with cotton, labor

shortages, a d inefficiency, insect damage, and a gloomy market outlook

for Americen-Egyptian cotton have induced big increases in alfalfa acreage

since 142 . The general magnitude of the increase :,ould be from 200

thoeoaed acres in 1942 to 2r7,0 thouseod in 1c44. Yew plantings in

CFlifornia have also been extensive. The possible cutlets for this

a lfalfa are (1) increased feedieg of dairy cattle, (2) increased pasture

feeding of beef oaTtle, sheep and lambs, (3) shipment of alfalfa meal

to midoestern mart, (/..) shipment of hay to the Los Angeles mir - shed.

The relttionshies of nese outlets dur 'ig the demobilization period can-

not be forecast at presert. S'milarly the nroblem of demohilizing govern-

ment rerolatiens on liveatock and meats csnnot be analyzed at the present

time, particularly et the state level. Ho-ever, the basic trend of

populati.on grueth in Califorrir seems to fsvor the prosperity of Arizona

hay and lives toe'  enteroriseo, after if not duriog demobilization.

According to Census estimates, between April 1, 1940 and Tlarch 1,

17-4 the civilian nanulation of Arizona increased by 90 thousand;
 Los

An-eles ard Pan Diego areas 330 thousand; and the San Francisco area

7F,0 thousrnd; or a total of 70') thousand. At pre--ar levels of con-

sumrtion these people woold delare rougly l0 thousrod, head of beef cattle

arrUalv f,ed	 thousard additional dairy coos for fluid 
milk, plus

some manurotorod driry rroducts. This -ould place a combined demand

ucon 0el.iforP n and Arizona crcplard for about 250 thousand acres of

alfalfa over the ievel

It seems
	 bie thit Celiforn'a will hold this increase of pop-



ulation through the demobilization period. Too sudden a reduction
in aircraft and shipyard employment may precipitate a buying power
problem for Arizona's entire hay and livestock economy, In the
post war replacement boom, however, the demand for Arizona hay,
lives -tool-, and dairy products due to this increased population *

should be much stronger than before the war, Over the next decade
the increase of population in California may amount to consider-
ably more than its acouisitions during the war.

S. - 9. Market Information and Maiketing Facilities in Isolated
Areas

Information is not at hand to give a full presentrtion of
• these problems in terns of areas, number of growers, and quantities
of produce involved. Farm organizations and established cooperatives
should take the initiative in defining these problems more exactly
in cooperation with tbe groups in need of facilities and information.
Only when the needs have been more accurately defined will it be
possible to work out satisfactory measures to meet them.



Table	 . Lonor staple cottons:	 Annual consumption in
the United States 17:25-1943

Crop
Year

Lmcr cn-
Eyptian ea IslEnd Total

1.unning ftunning Running Rum ing
bel s bales bales bales

AV.
]flC - ,?1,

15,0(56	 .
14,000
17,000

'TO ,

(.71,000
60,000

500
1,800

- 00
105,500
72,800

19/.0 26,937 60,884 3,270 91,091
47,031

1')42 42,723 5,664
1)43 -)/	 /3 orn

17---dormption of 7.7:7ptirn cotton not re: -.orteC 2e to "sar.
Annual rt Au-ust	 Oct.C_er 1r10.

Table 	2. - American-Egyptian cotton:	 Ginnings, disappearance,
carry-over, ard supply 1938-43

Crop
Year Ginnings Disappearance

Carry-
over 1/ Supply

fnning Runt ing Running Running
bles_ bales_ bales bales

1 (738 :-6, -5T-Tli 2,81C 10,289 28,362

193° 6,826 2 1,564 13,681 37,115

1940 : 2 ,325 27,351 15,695 46,006

1941 g-/	 --,?r, 47,031 24,859 73,624
1)42 73,808 49,783 a/36,657 98,667

1)43 671 000 3/L3
)

 000.' 	 , 4/104,000

1/ Stocs as reported by Census.
2/ flay be as mue.1 es 12,000 bales toc lo-f. Sup)ly on August 1, 1942,

mlnus dIsaTe%rEnce up to AuFust 1, 1c:43, gives carry-over of

14 ,264 and	 of ilf,000 bales.

2/ Annual rte Aucust-Octel-.er 19:3. Trend in cons.niption is downward.



Table 3. - American -Egyptian cotton: Acreage harvested
in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas 1939-1943

Crop year Arizona 
Acres
41,000
65 ).000

101,000
129,000
96,0m, 

New Mexico
Acres

19,200
26,600
20,900 

Texas
Acres

15,600
23,000
28,000 

U. S. 
Acr9s 
41,000
68,000

136,100
180,700
145,900        

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943                          

Table 4.'- Cotton:	 Production ih California and Arizona

and exports from San Francisco and Los Angeles
1935-36 - 1939-40

Year	 California and	 L.A. and San F.
Production	 Exports from

Arizona 1/	 customs districts

Ratio
exports to
Production

TR-arming balesRunling bales	 Running lales

1935-36	 355	 317 89.3	 .

1936-37	 592	 531 89.7

1937-38	 1,039	 613 59.0

	

1938-39	 599	 388

	

1939-40	 617	 561
64.8
90.9

Average	 640• 482...
75.3

1/ Excluding American-Egyptian vErieties.

Table 5. - Cotton, Middling 15/16 inch: Government
loan rates at specified markets 1940-43      

Phoenif  Savannah
Cents

per pound

Year Los Angeles Memphis       
-5-nts

per pound   
CenTs

per pound 
Cents         

per pound
1940 9.80 9.55 9.06 9.40

1941 14.85 14.17. 14.54

1942 16.55 17.22 17.62

1941 18.59 19.26 19.66

given in sources used.1/ Not



Table 6. - Cotton, Middling 15/16 inch; Comparison of
spot market prices and government loan

rates at specified markets 1942 and 1943    

Average nir
rainbelt
marvets-

Cents
per pound    

-South-
eastern

South
Central

South-
western

We stern
irrigated  

Gents
_per pound 

Cents
per pound

Cents
per pound 

Cents
per pound 

Market prices      
Av. 1942-43
Aug. 6, 1943
Nov. 26, 1943

20.41
21.03
19.78

20.02
20.41
19.17

19.90
20.24
19.02

20.14
20.61
19.38

18.33
18.82
17.92

Loan rates
1942 17.61 17.18 17.10 17.33 16.67
1943 19.65 19,22 19.14 19.37 18.71

Premium of market
over loan rate
' 1942-43 2.80 2.84 2.80 2.81 1.66
Aug. 6, 1943 1.38 1.19 1.10 1.24 .11
Nov. 26, 1943 .13 -	 .05 -	 .12 .01 -	 .79

0-



CHAPTER V.--OPPORTUNITIES FOR SETTLFNENT ON LAND AFTER THE WAR
(INCLUDING MILITARY LAND).

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:

Ian A. Briggs, University of Arizona, Chairman. O. C. Williams,

State Land Commissioner; Philip Greisinger, Bureau of Agricultu-

ral Economics.

The opportunities for settlement of new lands in Arizona following

the war are predicated almost entirely upon the development of addition-

al lands under irrigation. Some such areas are now being developed and

irrigation facilities provided. Plans are well formulated for the de-

velopment of certain other specific areas while the major part of the

total area which will be developed ultimately has not been determined
upon definitely. There will be a small amount of land available for

'settlement shortly after the war is ended but a considerable part bf

the settlement will be delayed pending the actual development of the

different projects.

Making new lands available for settlement through federal, state
and local agencies certainly implies that settlement of such lands is

desirable and is recommended. It goes even further in that it places

the agencies involved in the position of promoting settlement. The

soundness of such a policy is open to question in view of the clouded

outlook for agriculture in the long-time program following the war. The

development of lands under high land value and high cost conditions and

the establishment of new settlers unfamiliar with farming practices in

the irrigated Southwest with relatively small equities in land and
improvements, might prove disastrous under conditions of deflation or
unfavorable tariff policies. Surpluses of agricultural products had
disastrous effects within the past decade and marked increases in such

products under long haul marketing conditions in Arizona could affect
adversely the whole agricultural economy of established farming areas.

Perhaps it is fortunate that actual farming on many of the new

Irrigation projects proposed for Arizona will be delayed for a number

of years, possibly until national and international conditions have
assumed a more definite outlook. Ample provision for determining the

irrigation possibilities of the State should be made as recommended
below but all public agencies should be careful to avoid painting too
rosy a picture of the new irrigation projects as the promised land for
returned soldiers.

An analysis of the postwar settlement possibilities and problems on
new lands in Arizona defines two definite needs which must be met pos-
itively if the greatest good to the State and to the settlers is to be
accomplished. These are:

(1) The need for a factual survey and study of the important
proposals for use of Colorado River water in the southern part
of the State. Proposed developments are of such magnitude that
proper surveys will be both costly and time consuming but they
must be made to assure proper use of water available as well
as the possible development of hydroelectric power. The sug-
gestion that a portion of the funds derived from Boulder Dam
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power to be used with federal funds for surveys and other studies is
strongly recommended. Smaller projects of acknowledged feasibility
should be pushed rapidly and the same is true of the first unit of the
Gila Project for which the main canal and much of the lateral system is
well completed.

(2) The need for careful selection of settlers on government lands with
possible selection of those on private lands the value which is derived
for the most part from the publicly developed water supply. It is rec-
ommended that consideration be given to the matter of actually training

settlers through an apprentice work period of one year during which the

settler would be paid wages for actual work performed on a project with-

in the State. No definite plan is here suggested although the plan fol-

lowed by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company at the Southwest Cotton

Company, Litchfield Park, is worthy of study. The proposed apprentice
shop training period should be waived in the case of those who possess

the required experience.

The experience on many irrigation projects is that three or more

farmer' settlers acquire and lease a given farm before it passes into what
might be termed satisfactory farmer ownership. Any effort which will re-

duce this turnover is well worth while in money savings to the settlers

and to the State, to say nothing of the savings in time required for

developments and the effects upon the settlers themselves. The inter-

ested state and federal agencies have definite responsibilities to on-

coming settlers, but they have the added responsibility of seeing that

heavy investments of public moneys are protected. The greater the

developmtof the land by public agencies, the greater is this respons-

ibility.

Settlement Under Specific Conditions 

1. Surplus military land areas

No surplus military land of a strictly range character offers any

possibility for settlement. It is recommended that range tracts 
re-

leased be first offered to original owners, possibly at the purchased

price; it should be offered to other adjacent stockmen before being

offered to any other possible buyers. Other surplus military land

areas, to the extent to which they may become a part of irrigation

projects, should be opened to settlement in the same manner as other

public land. If such areas had been acquired from private 
sources,

such owners should have prior consideration in the purchase of such

lands, provided he qualifies as a farmer on that particular 
land.

2. Established agricultural areas

a. Replacement of retiring farmers.

To the extent that such replacement might be by soldier settlers,
such new owners should receive proper consideration from such
organizations as the Federal Land Bank, Production Credit Corpora-

tion, and like agencies. The possibilities of 
soldier settle-

ment under such conditions are not considered very great due 
to

high land values, but from the standpoint of 
new farmers in

Arizona in the immediate postwar period, replacement of 
present

farmers offers by far the greatest possibilities. For example,

the percentage of farmers who are 65 years old or 
older is 10.8
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percent in Colorado. It is our opinion that the percentage is less
than that figure in Arizona due to the rapid settlement and heavy turn.,

ovei4 Of lands during the past 20 years. A tentative estimate of 8
perdent ie suggested; this would indicate that the number of farmers
who might retire in Arizona is approximately 8o0. The present trend
by whith the total number of small farms is actually decreasing through
consolidation of holdings would indicate that the number of fettle to
be made available by retirement of present farmers is somewhat less'
than the number of retiring farmers.

b.Intensification ana land improvement.
No recommendation is made for further intensification as this relates
to size of land holdings inasmuch as-there is a definite trend toward
larger rather than smaller-sized farms. The place of the subsistence
farmer or part-time farmer in Arizona is questionable. Such subsis-
tence farming may be limited to units of less than three acres in
which case the units are not classed as farms at all.

c.Additional families on existing farms as laborers or operators.
There are distinct opportunities in this field. Wartime labor
problems have focused attention to the need for a certain amount of
permanent labor on larger farms. Too often a good farmer accustomed
to using day labor only has expanded his holdings to 200 acres or more
without providing any adequate housing for labor with the result that
he has found himself without help entirely. Such farms could well
support an additional small house suitable for a permanent all-year
foreman-laborer. If such facilities also permitted the occupant to
keep a cow and possibly some chickens, a desirable type of man with
a family would be attracted. It is suggested that such an arrangement
Is a possible step to farm ownership more feasible under agricultural
conditions in the State than is farm tenancy on a farm too small for
economic operation. At least some such foreman-laborers might well
cone from an apprentice training group previously suggested.

3. New land development areas.
New land development areas in Arizona are limited almost entirely to
irrigation developments. Such areas as are in need of either drainage
or clearing are in conjunction with present or prospective irrigation
projects. Some slight increase in dry farm areas might be accomplished
but this is dependent upon improvement of farming practices and methods:
for such areas. Extension of such areas is very questionable.

A study of the irrigation projects now under construction and the many
others proposed at various times is being made by a representative of
the Bureau of AgricUltural Economics. At this date upon the basis of
conferences With many people, offices and agencies, and of a study of
available published and unpublished reports, a preliminary tabulation
and evaluation of the status and feasibility of selected irrigation
proposals were made. Exact conclusions from such a survey are impos-
sible but the possibilities of irrigation development within a period
of 18 months from the cessation of hostilities with Germany are sug-
gested in Table 1.



Table 1.--Preliminary Sunrary Classification of Selected Irrigation
Proposals in Arizona 1/

Classification Acres proposed for irrigation development Estimated No.
of proposals 2/ Total	 Primarily	 Primarily to water of fame to

net	 to benefit	 lands now unirrigated	 benefit (3)
acreage lands now To benefit To provide Going 	 New
involved irrieted ,going farms new ferns farms fame

Acres	 Acres	 Acres	 Acres Number Number

A 68,000 68,000 	 200

B 14 1 500 490o 2100 7,500 135 4o

Total 82,500 4900 2100 75,500 135 240

1/ Compiled from published reports and Information Contributed by many
people, offices and agencies, including the U. S. Bureau of Reclama-
tion, Farm Security Administration, Arizona State Land Department,
Colorado River Conmission, Department of Agricultural Engineering
and Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, Univ-
ersity of Arizona, and State Committee on "Opportunities for Settle-
ment on Lands After the War," Tucson, Arizona, January 24, 1944.

2/ Definitions of the classes are as follows:
Class A. Land proposed for irrigation already included in projects

which may be under construction or authorized for con-
struction and which most likely could be made available
for settlers and farmers.

Class B. Irrigation proposals which have been investigated and
judged by information available appear to merit irri-
gation development.

() Does not include fame on Indian lands.

Ian A. Briggs, Chairman
Assoc. Agronomist,
University of Arizona

Philip Greisinger
Associate Agricultural Economist
Bureau of Agricultural Economics

O. C. Williams
State Land Commissioner
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CHAPTER VI.--TENURE PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION AFTER
THE WAR.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee: Dr.
E. D. Tetreau, University of Arizona, Chairman; H. E. Selby, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics; Fred Campbell, Farm Security Administration.

Land tenure pattern in Arizona 

A general idea of the land tenure pattern in Arizona may be obtained

by comparing the numbers of acres under public and private ownership. Of

a total land area of 72 million acres, over 47 million acres is under
Federal ownership. State agencies administer an additional 9 million
acres, leaving a little over 13 million acres in private ownership.
This is only 18 per cent of the total area of the State. See Table 1.

Table 1.--Ownership of Lands in Arizona

Land in Federal ownership
Indian Reservations
National Forests
Other Federal Lands

Total Federal Lands

Land in State ownership
ownership unknown

Land in private ownership

Acres

19,224,717 a
11,464,905 a
17,125,460 a

47,815,082

10 ) 692,429 b
1,263,031

12,920,658 a
72,691,200

a Land Ownership in Eleven Western States, Philip Greisinger, B.A.E.,
U.S.D.A., Berkeley, California, March, 1943.

b Thirty-first Annual Report of the State Land Commissioner, July 1,
1942 - June 30, 1943, O. C. Williams, Commissioner.

By far the greater part of land in private ownership is unreclaimed
desert land. Only about 750,000 acres of this land is in crops grown
under irrigation, all but 50,000 acres being in five counties--Graham,
Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, and Yuma. The importance of these small areas
under irrigation in the economy of the State is seen, however, when
one remembers that from 80 to 85 per cent of the total value of agri-
cultural products in 1943 (see Arizona A4g.lcu1ture 1944, George W.Barr)
came from this 750,000 acres. The total value, something over 120
million dollars, equals the value of all metals produced by Atizona's
mines during the same year. On the other hand, it must be remembered
that water for irrigation lande COMBS largely from areas of higher
elevation, areas largely under Federal ownership. Also, the importance
of Federal leadership in the reclamation of desert lande is a matter
of common knowledge throughout Arizona and looms large in any plans
for the future expansion of Arizona's irrigated agriculture. Never-
theless, the productivity of Arizona's agriculture rests squarely
upon private ownership in irrigated land.



As to agricultural uses of lande in public ownership, cattle and
'sheep ranching as private enterprises make up the remainder of the
picture in which irrigated farming occupies so large a place. It is
in this connection that the mixed pattern of Federal, State, railroad,
and absentee individual ownership gives rise to problems that are es-
pecially difficult for the individual operator.

Public and private lands are in spots greatly in need of re-
arrangement ln the interests of better land use and more efficient
administration. The profile of productivity rises sharply with re-
clamation under Federal leadership, followed by private ownership and
enterprise.

Tenure problems 

Tenure problems are not likely to be the consequence of tenure
conditions alone. Their roots begin in other conditions and their
adjustment must needs be part of other adjustments, aimed at the un-
tangling of other problems. Nevertheless, it is possible to isolate
certain problems as mainly related to tenure conditions,

Problems rising out of the mixed ownership pattern of range lands
have already been suggested. Operators often find themselves compelled
to deal with several public and private agencies in securing range on
which to graze livestock in areas suitable to their needs. Some ex-
changes of parcels and blocks of land would simplify the tenure pat-
tern and ease the difficulties of the enterpriser. It is a matter of
immediate concern that measures be taken to expedite the exchange of
lands so as to simplify this tenure pattern.

Other problems rise out of the application and enforcement of the
acreage limitation provisions of the Federal reclamation law. Still
other problems center around the size of holdings. Any kind of home-
stead tax exemption applied as a remedy for tenure conditions leads to
a new set of problems, certainly no less difficult than tenure. Jump-
ing from the "tenure" frying pan into the "tax" fire might create more
difficulties than it would cure. Graduated taxes on larger holdings
in a state whose area is largely used by ranching enterprises and whose
animal unit capacity varies so widely from southeast to northwest seems
not so much a way to solve as a way to create problems.

Some of Arizona's most obvious tenure problems grow out of a

more general problem, namely, the limited area of good irrigated farm-

ing land, and the present inaccessibility of water supplies for further

farming developments. This leads to difficulties in applying acreage

limitations since the vigorous and enterprising operator soon runs up
against the limits set by law. If he is to expand further he must re-

claim new lande outside the project within which the limitations apply,

or he must resort to devises which circumvent the law in order to get

land to meet his requirements. This scarcity of irrigated farming

land, together with acreage limitations, tends to rather severely limit

expansion among the best farmers and thence affects the operation of

competition. The law favors smaller and often less efficient farmers

while at the same time necessary economic costs tend to push out the

inefficient end let in the more able enterprisers. This makes for some

considerable turnover of small farms. The extreme variations in land
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leasing agreements found in the best irrigated areas point not only to

differences in the costs of water and the productivity of irrigated lands,

but also to variations in the experience, working capital, and ability

of farm operators seeking land to rent. It may be said that able oper-
ators compete for good land during slack times as well as during tines
of rising prices but the poorer farmers compete largely during slack
times. During good tines many of the less able operators are drawn
off into city industries where high wages prevail, only to return to
farming when wages come down. Likewise high industrial wages make for

labor scarcity on farms, while depressions send idle laborers back to
the farm for shelter and subsistence. The limited area of good irri-
gated farming lands tende to intensify competition in buying lands
during prosperous times and limits expansion among the beet farmers;
while in poorer times there is not enough land to go around among the

good, bad, and indifferent operators who are then to be found in agri-
culture. During these times, however, the good operators need not
bid high for the land and poor operators can not.

Purchase contracts with "stiff" payments over a rather short
period are not so much a matter of concern as long-term contracts
for land purchased at high prices. The equities that seem large
enough now will disappear entirely during the course of a long-term
contract if land values decline to some extent. Purchase contracts with
heavy payments over a short term are not so likely to result in buyers'
equities melting away.

Many tenure problems that revolve around the fear of inflated land
prices 'would disdppear with the emergence of balanced governmental bud-
gets and an assured stabilization of the dollar. Inflationary govern-
mental measures drive nonfarmer buyers landward, thus increasing com-
petition for farm lande and further boosting the price of land while
further depressing the value of dollars.

Long-term oblectives 

Long-term Objectives in Arizona land tenure should determine the
tenor of short-term goals such as are needed to postwar tenure programs.
It seems certain, for example, that the desirable long-term Objective
for much of Arizona's range and forest land, now in large part under
Federal control, would be predominant public ownership and management,
in the interests of the future of ranching enterprises in the area.
In contrast to this, the objective for reclaimed lands, suitable for
farming under irrigation, is private ownership and management, once
the productive capacity of thp land has been determined. In the first
instance exchange of pertain /ands and the acquisition of other lande
might facilitate public management of grazing lands and benefit cattle
growers in a given area, although any move to enlarge the size of the
public domain at the expense of private property in land will be gen-
erally and strongly opposed. Arrangements to consolidate public hold-
ings without enlarging the public domain would be more advisable.

Security of tenure as an Objective, while desirable under many
conditions, is in danger of being overemphasized in connection with
the general emphasis on security. Security and stability of tenure
which lock up land and human resources into preconceived patterns are
not to be commended. They interfere too greatly with freedom of action
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and of self-determination, which, in themselves, constitute long-term
objectives of inestinable value. A more constructive objective in
Arizona agriculture might be stated in terms something after this
fashion: a certain flexibility in the conditions of tenure that per-
mitEs the most effective use of land resources consistent with conser-
vation and productivity. This would permit the best farmers to have
access to the best land. As to the stability of institutions in rural
Arizona, a point which fs generally set forth as an argument support-
ing stability of tenure, it is desirable insofar as the institutions
are effective and progressive. It should be remenbered that institu-
tions easily become ends in themselves and thus defeat the objective
of a good and desirable life. Likewise, the ideal of a high standard
of living is practically constructive if its realization day by day
does not result in the consumption of income that should be applied
to the reduction of farm debt and the assurance of future indepen-
dence. Moreover, objectives such as an equitable distribution of in-
cone nay lead to idealogies whose core is a social order in which
status is supreme, the sort of a system which is far indeed from the
idea of democracy. Income distribution should be tied to efficiency
in production or to the level of services rendered and not to some
notion of egalitarianism akin to the notion of patronage. Why should
we cull out boarders in a flock of hens or a herd of cows and put a
premium on them in the human family? Equalization of opportunity is
another thing, and stands foremost among long-term objectives  in a
democracy.

The period immediately following the cessation of hostilities 

When hostilities cease land will without question be selling at
good prices but no one can say what these prices will be. Some ob-
servers think that land prices are levelling off now and that the threat

of proposed measures to tax capital gains and to take the profits out

of land sales will be effective in keeping prices levelled off. Others

find considerable evidence to support their expectation of further in-

creases in land prices. Talk of controlled prices has not been effec-

tive in preventing -wage increases and continued spending. The value

of the dollar is likely to be further depressed. So, these observers

say, how can land prices stay where they are while other values appear

so unstable and while everyone with money to invest wants to buy land?

Some irrigated lands have doubled in price since 1937, the steepest

rises coming since early 1942. There:is a real danger that a number of

purchasers of land, during the period following the cessation of hos-

tilities, may incur obligations calling for payments that cannot be met

without a continuation of good crops at very high prices. Just what we
can do to prevent that kind of venture in a free country is not clear

to be seen. Obviously we can sound a warning note about land bought at

war prices and paid for under postwar conditions. That is about all.

Rather than to incur obligations that are likely to end in failure,

young men and others who wish to take up farming after the war is over

might do well to consider several alternative ways of getting into 
the

occupation. Many returning soldiers and war workers who desire to

farm should be encouraged to rent or to work for a successful farmer
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as a hired hand rather than buy, because of the inflated land values

whi011 now prevail and will undoubtedly cdntinUe for Several years. In
this way these men will have a chance to try heir skill as farmers
without risking their Savings on high-priced lana4 When they are
ready to venture they gill be able to opOrate larger farms with their
limited capital by investing it in equiptent rather than putting it
into high-priced land. After a few years, land prices may well become
more reasonable and it may then be advantageous for these men to be-

come owner-operators.

There is a trend, it must be said, which points to a decrease in

the numbers of farms that will be available for rent at the end of the

war. Nevertheless, a possible source of farms for rental are those

farms now operated by men who have wished to retire but did not do so

because of the war. Some of these fmmswill go to sons or other rela-
tives of the present operators. There should be some farms available
for other prospective operators, however.

In some instances, however, the facilitating of acquisition of farm

tracts may be desirable. Training and advice might be furnished new
owner-operators through county agricultural agents or through an exten-
sion of state vocational education programs to meet the peacetime
agricultural situation.

Another point about the immediate postwar period is the fear that
service men and war workers will rush away from cities and industrial
centers and bid for a piece of land, thus providing a market for promot-
ers of settlement schemes, colonizers, etc. Dangers at this point are
probably more shadowy than real. Without question, many men drawn from
remote rural areas will return to these areas for a short time after
demobilization but few will return to stay. The factory workers will
seek out new industrial jobs which will take them back to urban areas
and returned veterans will tend to crowd to large towns and cities.
Only to a limited extent will returning veterans seek a foothold on
the land. Those who do will include the sons of operators who have land
and capital to give the young man a start or who are ready to retire
and turn the farm over to the young man. Grave dangers may appear in
"easy terms" land settlement promotion but those will find few customers
until a serious recession or depression drives men from cities back to
the land. Moreover, are we not told that our postwar debts will re-
quire of us a producing and earning capacity that can be realized only.
in a highly industrialized and urbanized economy? The year of heaviest
migration farmward in the 30's saw our national income fall below 50
billions. Back-to-the-land movements do not occur during years of
high national income.

It would seem that graver dangers reside in possible government-
al programs of action during the period immediately following the ces-
sation of hostilities than in private land settlement schemes. At a
tire when public spending should be cut to the bone and possibly even
totally discontinued, we are in danger of undertaking vast programs
involving the lending of millions when credit should be sharply cur-
tailed. There are signs that this may finally dawn upon men in re-
sponsible places. The new FSA Administrator said on December 14, last,
"I expect this work to be put on a sound, practical basis and to be
directed by the head as well as by the heart."



Also, the fact remains that easy credit is not what the poor man or any
other man now needs. It is exactly what he does not need. Instead of
borrowing he should be saving.

What is likely to take place in farm tenure 
between now and the cessation of hostilities?

Trends of the past several years seem to indicate a number of things
about the tenure of farm lands. First, farms owned and operated by cor-
porations are at a standstill as to size and number. On the other hand,
commercial farms, individually owned have somewhat increased in numbers
and many have added acres to their former size, that is, since 1940.
This may be said of farming lands and of enterprises such as dairies to
some extent. Other agricultural enterprises of commercial size such as
cattle feeding have not fared as well but there has been some recovery of
late. Family fame (commercial farms) have tended to whittle down to a
size of operations suited to the operator and whatever family help he
can command. He has reduced his acres in many instances to the number he
holds as an owner, releasing additional rented acres. He doesn't keep a
hired man, partly because of the frequent turnover in men, partly be-
cause the extra costs do not pay for the kind of enterprise he operates.
Another class of producers which has curtailed farming operations is the
part-tire farmer. The trend, in times of very high industrial wages iEJ

toward a greater diversion of human labor into industry and toward a re-

duction of the total part-tire farming effort. Of course, the exception-
al part-time farmer has increased his farm production and his industrial

earnings, but he is by no means the rule. However, it must not be for-

gotten that hundreds of small gardens, small poultry flocks of a dozen or

25, and family cows, have added to the family diet of hundreds of urban

and suburban families the vegetables, milk, and eggs, that spell better

nutrition and higher real income. But these are not likely generally to

be found during a postwar period.

With the drastic decrease in the numbers of laborers available for

work on farms, there are some instances of larger commercial farms be-

ing broken up and leased out to tenant operators. This has been espec-

ially true of large cotton fame that have not converted to alfalfa, grain

and other crops.

As the war effort at home and abroad slackens with the defeat of

Germany, larger commercial fame will find the labor stringency lessened

somewhat, but not to the extent of the volume of returning man power, a

disproportionate amount of which will go to the cities. However, opera-

tors who have hitherto kept one year-round man but who have recently cut

down operations and grtten along without, will, in the instance of the

more vigorous operators, resume their usual scale of operations when men
become available again. Older operators will, in many cases, continue

their war-curtailed operations without added help, or will rent their

land, or possibly sell out, particularly if land prices 
continue to be

favorable. It would be a mistake, on the other hand, to assure that

seasonal laborers will again be available in the numbers, or to any

extent like the numbers, known during the 1930's. Probably farm labor

supplies have suffered a permanent dislocation and Arizona agriculture

will face many years of relative labor scarcity. That is not a bad

thing for seasonal laborers, and it may be a good thing for Arizona

agriculture, in the long run.
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With the falling off of cotton acreage on Arizona farms it might be

thought that tenant farming would be reduced and percentages of 
tenancy

cut down accordingly. It is not clear that this will happen. More

than likely much of the cut in cotton acreages will be made on owner 
and

tenant operated farms having a sufficient water supply to permit an 
in-

crease in alfalfa plantings. Out in the water-deficient areas, however,

cotton will continue to be an important crop and it is not at all im-

probable that in these areas cotton tenancy might increase somewhat.

Again, the scarcity of laborers available for seasonal labor in the

cotton, encourages the breaking up of some larger cotton acreages into

family-sized operating units and leasing them to small operators who

have accumulated some working capital and who prefer to farm rather than

to work in the city industries. This will tend to hold the 
percentage

of tenants up.

Mixed pattern of ownership

The net impact of the forces operating to transfer land from the

public domain to other types of ownership has resulted in varying pat-

terns of ownership of land by individuals, private corporations, and 
by

county, state, and federal units of government. The granting of 
alter..

nate sections of land to the railroads resulted in a 'checkerboard'

pattern of ownership on each side of the main railroad routes. The

various acts of Congress which granted lands to the State resulted 
in

its ownership of scattered tracts, difficult to administer effectively.

In Arizona, tax-delinquent lands revert to the counties. These lands

are scattered, with difficult problems of administration. The Federal

government owns about 48 million acres of land, some of which is in
small blocks inter-mingled with lands of other owners.

In many cases, private ownerships intermingled with public lands

add to the difficulties of management of both types of land. Forest

fires are sometimes attributed to the brush-burning activities of

isolated farmers in forested areas, and tanchers in many cases are

guilty of grazing livestock on lands other than their own without

payment of fees.

There is need for the transfer of these various lands among the

agencies and private interests involved so that their holdings might

be consolidated and the lands of each more effectively administered.

Saine of these transfers are possible under existing legislation. It

may be advisable to have some further legislation to expedite other
transfers. Land unsuited to development by private individuals should
be so classified and where such lands are now owned by government

agencies, they should be retained in public ownership. This applies

particularly to lands that are chronically tax-delinquent. Continuous

programs for acquisition of such lands by public agencies are desirable.

Mixed ownership is essentially a long-tire problem. There are al-

ready indications, however, that in the post-war period there will be

a demand for small farms by some of the present war workers. This

development, if permitted to proceed in haphazard fashion, could re-

sult in further development of nixed ownerships with conflicting inter-
ests. Enabling legislation will be required before individual counties
can make desirable applications of rural zoning to prevent aggravation

of this problem.
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Leasing publicly-owned lands 

Over 85 per cent of the land area of Arizona is publicly owned.
Important considerations are involved in leasing these lands out for
private enterprise.

The state owns,several million acres of land, much of which is
leased to individuals for ranching purposes. The leasing arrangements
for this land should serve both the interests of the lessee and the
public. Some of the state land should be in private ownership. The
land laws should be reviewed and, if necessary, changed to permit the
transfer to individuals under conditions that will permit them to make
most effective use of the land. In some cases it will be desirable for
the State Land Department to exchange lands with other agencies to
block up its holdings before sale to private individuals, in order that
the unit sold be large enough for economical operation.

The Federal and State Governments control approximately 60 , 000 , 000
acres of land. A number of agencies are involved in this control.
Where the need exists, the lands of various agencies should be exchanged
so that holdings are blocked up. Then the individual rancher may be in
a position to deal with only one or two agencies.

Certain general considerations should be kept in mind in the
leasing of publicly owned lands:

1. The land-user should have a considerable degree of security
In his continued use of the land whether by lease or by permit. Tenants
on Indian Reservation lands have not had satisfactory security under
present leasing arrangements.

2. The land-user should be so regulated in his use of the land so
that he practices pi.oper conservation measures in order that the public
interest in the land is protected and the value of the land maintained.

3. Charges for the use of public lands, either through rentals
or grazing permits, should be consistent with the value of comparable
lande in private ownership.

It will be desirable that certain of these lands continue to be
leased. The following suggestions may prove helpful in their admin-

istration. Changes in Federal and State statutes would be required be-
fore some of these suggestions could be put into effect.

1. Leases should be drawn up to fit the individual enterprise with
requirements as to the number of livestock and the type of
farming or ranching to be practiced written into the leases.

2. Particularly on Indian lands there should be more rigid spec-
ifications and supervision for construction of improvements
(buildings and fences) by the tenants, or even better, the
Indian Service should provide suitable and adequate improvements.

3. A renewable clause prcviding at least one year of advance
notice should be included.
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4. A leasing period of several years, perhaps as many as 10
years, with provision for renewal for livestock enter-
prises should be provided.

5. Sliding scale rental rates based both on prices and yields
should be included to cushion the effect of fluctuating
prices and possible bad crop years.

Leasing arranprments for farming lands 

While some reduction in the amount of tenancy in Arizona's
irrigated areas may well serve as a long-term objective, it is anti-
cipated that there may be some increase in tenancy during the inter-
val before the close of hostilities in Europe and during the period
immediately afterward.

Improved leasing arrangements can serve as one means of solving
the immediate problems associated with tenancy. The rental arrange-
ment should make provisions for the following,

1. A profitable but nonexploitive system of farming. Too many
tenant farms do not carry the livestock needed for a well-
rounded farm program.

2. A fair division of income between the landlord and tenant
in both good and poor years.

3. Reasonable assurance to the tenant that he may have pos-
session of the farm for a period of years and that he will
be given adequate notice when the lease is to be terminated.

4. A written lease which states simply and clearly the impor-
tant items of the agreement, and is properly witnessed.

5. Compensation of the tenant upon termination of his lease
for unexhausted value of improvements that he has made to
the farm, provided they have been agreed upon.

6. Compensation for disturbance of the tenant without cruse.

7. Compensation to the landlord for deterioration caused by
the tenant.

In the immediate postwar period, some cash rentals may be too
high if prices decline from their present levels. It would be well
now for tenants and landlords to be thinking of desirable adjustments
to make with varioils price levels so that they may be ready to carry
on mutually satisfactory relationships after the war.

An intensified educational program, starting now, to acquaint land-
lords and tenants with the desirability of lease provisions such as
those Indicated above, and the need for flexible arrangements in leases
to meet changing economic conditions after the war, would be helpful.
An advisory service to returning war veterans  and to war workers who
desire to rent farms, acquainting them with desirable leasing arrange-
ments would be of much assistance to them.



Mortgage and purchase contract terra 

A problem that has grown in importance, in that it probably contributes
to insecurity of tenure, is that of mortgage and purchase contract
terns. An analysis of the data supplied by the Land Market Activity Study
of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A., indicates that 18
per cent of all transfers of farm land in Maricopa County in the 33-month
period, January 1, 1941 to September 30, 1943, involved the use of pur-
chase contracts. This is a much greater use of purchase contracts than
has been the case in other counties in the study. The average for all
twelve counties in the Western Region is 6 percent. Property is now be-
ing transferred at prices much above the level of two years ago. Also,
many purchase contract balances represent two-thirds of the price of the
property and are to be paid back in periods as short as five years.
With such short repayment periods, even a moderate decline in prices after
the war will cause these buyers difficulty in meeting their obligations.
The fault is not so much with the short-term contract as the weight of
the burden of debt. Prices paid for the land are high. Farmers on en-
cumbered farte would be helped by a purchase provision allowing the pur-
chaser to discharge his Obligation as soon as able and not Compelling
payments over a stipulated period of time. Also, provision should be
made that foreclosure action will not be taken as long as the debtor re-
tains a record as a competent farmer and sets aside a reasonable share
of income to apply to the principal indebtedness.

The family-size farm

Census figures on size of farm in Arizona give anything but a clear
picture of the situation as to the family-size farm. Some 8,000 Indian
farms are the first complicating feature in the picture and the presence
of scores of family-size farms of from 200 to 1,000 acres in size make
more trouble for the agricultural statistician. Several thousand part-
tine farms may be left out of the picture. Also, the supposedly large
number of farm covering "thousands of acres." These are few in irri-
gated areas. The statistics include ranches and other holdings not in
irrigated areas.

How cave this family-size farm of from 200 to 1,000 acres to be

so important in Arizona? Take a case in a pumping area in Pinal County.

The young farmer, in his late 30's, operated in 1943 a farm of 780

acres, 320 of which he owns. The year before he operated 1,100 acres
which he cut down because of labor shortages, especially in the cotton

harvest. He cane to Arizona from Oklahoma in 1937, picked cotton, and

got a job as a tractor driver with some responsibilities as a foreman.

The farm owner for whom he worked was a woman who needed a dependable

year-round man. In 1940 he got a 50-50 lease on the woman's 320 acres

of land. The following year he farmed a section of land. By 1942 he

had. added to this, making a total of 1,100 acres. He is a cotton grower

and when he reduces this crop, he turns to grains and sorghurs. Factors

in his career are: industry, trustworthiness, and willingness to take

risks; government support of cotton prices; financing made available by

cotton companies; and a retiring land owner.

Many family-size farms are too small, leaving out of account the

many part-tire farms in Arizona. These farms require especially 
the

development of cooperative associations to gain for them the marketing

advantages comparable to large-scale operations, and to secure the ser-
vices of labor-saving equipment that is too costly for individual owner-

ship.	 n-



An intensive educational program on the serious consequences
of too small-scale farms should be started now, and the help of local
people solicited in preventing an increase in these uneconomic units.
Local people can be of big help in this problem because frequently
the farm seeker consults them but does not ask for help from other
sources. Well-informed local people can do much to discourage unsound
settlement on farm units that are too small to support a family ade-
quately.

Tenure and water supply

Assurance of an adequate water supply is necessary in irrigated
areas if the operator is to enjoy to the highest degree his rights to
the land. Since water, not land, is the limiting factor in produc-
tion in such areas as the Casa Grande Valley, assurance of permanent
water supplies are necessary before farmers invest in hones on the
land, and other permanent improvements. Some 280,000 acres of private
lands not yet in farm units create a hazard to the water rights of
owners of land that are now developed. If owners of non-farm lands
were to drill wells and irrigate their lands, the underground water
supplies would be depleted for all farmers in the pumping areas of the
valley. Additional lands controlled by the State of Arizona totalling
160,000 acres, scattered throughout this valley form are likewise a
hazard to developed farms. However, the eventual addition of gravity
water from other than currently active sources would greatly change
the situation. Among other effects, groundwater reserves would be
built up and much of the danger to developed lands would be removed.

Conflict of rural and urban interests 

Suburban settlers who want to own a small place in the country,
but who work in the city, present certain tenure problems. These
people frequently make extra demands for roads, schools and other
public services, including relief when urban employment is slack.
The extension of suburban settlement into farming areas has resulted
in many cases in premature subdivision of land with resultant exces-
sive taxation of farm land for local government costs and disruption
of farming. This problem could be materially increased after the war
because of the tremendous increase in population which has occurred
due to the war and the residential development that is likely to ensue.

Rural zoning offers a device for directing settlement in the
hLost desirable way and for control of unwarranted subdivision. De-
sirable enabling legislation and zoning ordinances should be studied
now so that they can be enacted before the settlement takes place.



CHAPTER VII.--CPEDIT

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:
Chas. H. West, Farm Credit Administration, Chairman; Edward J.
Rowell, Farm Security Administration.

The first step in postwar planning is to set up a program with
broad objectives worked out in sufficient detail to be generally
understood and accepted. The second step is to provide the organi-
zation and the agencies that are to be responsible for carrying out
the various phases of the plan. The third step is the financing
through which the program is brought to life and made to operate.
A sound financial program must give proper emphasis to each phase of
the postwar plan and should be so arranged as to return the greatest
possible value per dollar expended.

Three types of financing are involved; first, the use of commer-
cial credit through the various types of credit agencies already avail-
able; second, the use of a partial subsidy or subsidized credit in
cases where the service performed can never be expected to repay its
full cost: and, third, a complete subsidy or grant.

Many objectives of postwar planning can be attained at compara-
tively little cost by the use of. existing commercial credit agencies.
These objectives include most of the adjustments from war to a domes-
tic economy, including the disposal of surplus army equipment and
materials and of many manufacturing facilities after the war.

Among objectives that will require subsidized credit may be
included rehabilitation work for returning service men, land settle-
ment plans, and some forms of industry rehabilitation. Direct grants
or subsidies may be required for relief and for certain forms of
education and training and public health, 'Ind other measures where
the return to the government is not expected. to be made in a direct
financial form but in the indirect form of improved public health and
welfare and increased tax paying ability.

The emphasis placed upon these three types of financing depends
on the will of the people and will be influenced by the economic out-
look at the particular time, for naturally less subsidy is required to
accomplish the Elam Objectives in prosperous times than in times of
depression. Where subsidy ie necessary the Social objectives should
be considered in relation to the long-term welfare, including a consid-eration of the public tax burden due to the war, (and of the rate at
which education is assimilated and the people are willing to support
the measures advocated). If plans are pressed too fast the cost will
be excessive and waste is inevitable.

During a war, extensive regulation and supervision of business
is necessary, but once peace is declared the majority of the people
will be eager to get away from government controls and regulations
and resume the normal practices of business under free enterprise.
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to both the government and the individual and. a feeling of blitterness
and resentment on the part of the very men it vas sought to aid. If
colonization is undertaken at all, it should. be done on strictly econ-
omic lines. It would, be far more equitable to give a advice man a
direct bonus and permit him to spend it his awn way, than to lead him
into a land colonization scheme to which he me.y be temperamentally un-
suited. The greatest service the government could perform for the re-

turning service man would be to direct him into the vocation to whieh
he is best suited..

There are certain inherent hazards in buying any farm land. Even
experienced farmers make mistakes in judging the quality of land, es-
pecially in an unfamiliar area. Many failures have resulted from pay-
ing too much for a piece of land and from buying at the wrong time.

Usually the acquiring of a farm takes the savings of a lifetime, and

to purchase on a receding market is to invite failure.

After this war, a period of receding land values is to be expect-

ed, and colonization under these conditions is even more hazardous
n usual both for the project and the individual.

Many of the resettlement projects operated under the direction

of the Farm Security Administration have not been particularly suc-

cessful from an economic standpoint, but this may be due to the fact

that the originators were often not as interested in the economic out-

come as in the social objectives and rehabilitation features. Some
Valuable experience has been gained, and it has been proved_ that it

is impossible to make a successful farm operator out of anyone who

comes along, regardless of his capacity and knowledge of farming. It

should be realized by now that not every man is capable of becoming

a land owner or of earning a living at farming, even with careful

direction and supervision. There are many who are capable of farm

labor but not of ownership, and others who coull bettor earn their

living in some other way. Enough experience has been gained to
demonstrate the folly of attempting to establish retnrned service

men immediately as farm owners. It would be fal. wiser to let them

serve out a period of apprenticeship as tenarts to test their abil-

ity and to enable them to acquire confidence. Later they could be

helped to ownership by the Farm Security Administration or some

other government agency.

Experience has shown the extreme difficulty of successful land

Colonization even with the most capable and determined settlers, If

land settlement is to be undertaken and is to be a financial success,

both for the agency and the settler, careful selection of 
settlers is

vital.

The dissatisfaction of Congress and of many farm leaders with the

t accomplishments and objectives of the Farm Security Administra-

ion in this field has recently been indicated, and as a 
result it is

no longer empowered to do this type of financing, however some agency

must be entrusted with this work and its objectives and policies should

be clearly defined.

It is questionable whether a colonization program will be neces-

to place those returning Service men who should be in agriculture



8143P1mantal assistance in order to exist. Putting such men Hon'farOs
does not Solve the unemployment problem, and would, if carried too far,
eventually ruin agriculture for those now engaged in farming as a
business, by lowering prices and disrupting markets for farm products.
It is coning to be recognized that it is unfair to agriculture to ex-
pect it to provide a place for all those who find it impossible to make
a living in town.

The following quotations from the testimony of Secretary Wickard
at the hearing on postwar planning bring out this point:

"Others feel that agriculture should act as a labor reservoir,
- releasing workers for industry in boom times, and providing
food and shelter for them -- without cost to industry -- when
.factories 'close down. In community after community, state
after state, farmers have opposed this idea. Farmers are hot
willing for agriculture to be made the dumping ground for
industrial unemployment. Either we must keep city industries
going full blast so there will be no serious unemployment
problem, or the industrial unemployed must be provided for
through adequate socialsecurity programs, public-work pro-
grams, or other relief measures. In bad times as well as
good, the industrial segment of our population must be
assured adequate income from nonfarm sources."

If the postwar adjustment problem of agriculture is only to help
those returnihg from war industries and from the armed services who
understand farming and desire to return to the farm, the task should
not be very difficult and, in fairness to agriculture, these are the
only ones who should be placed on farms. A large proportion of former
,farmers returning from the war will naturally go back to their own homes
and take up farm:Ing where they left it, either to work at acquiring their
parents' firms or to buy land in the vicinity. Many of thes ' ,will need
no other assistance than the credit available to them in thi -,ir own com-
munity. This is the simplest and most economic form of rehabilitation.
The problem of land for such farmers is comparatively sinple, for many
of the farms with nonresident owners or that have been bought by city
investors as a hedge against inflation and because of the high war earn-
ings of agriculture, will be put on the market at reasonable prices when
the war is over, or at any rate will be available for leasing. Much of
the farm land temporarily used by the Army and Navy will also gc back
to private ownership. In spite of the fact that so much of the demand
for farms by returning service men can be met effectively through the
credit facilities offered by the Farm Security Administration, the Farm
Credit Administration, the commercial banks, insurance companies, etc.,
there has been some talk of an extensive program of directed farm settle-
ment forfor service men. This would be unfortunate in many ways, but if
land settlement is undertaken on a large scale, an institution should be
set up for the purpose. So far the history of resettlement and directed
land colonization schemes has been extremely disappointing, whether they
were undertaken by the government, the states, or private enterprise.
The problems of resettlement and colonization are especially difficult
after a var, for men unsuited to farming and knowing little or nothing
of it, are likely to be attracted by the idea of a bonus free land, and
then when placed in a colony are likely to resent supervision and to
find cooperation difficult and irksome. The result is financial loss



tO ntb the goVernmept and ie indila411h1 0.114 Ei feeling bt hitteimeth
an& rpeebtMent on the part of the #eiV men it Vas sought teti4t If
eolenlIption is undertaken at all, it iihould,be done eft trict1 edon-
°mid lined: tt would be far-tore equitable to give a service man a
direct bonus and permit him to spend it his own way, than to lead him
Into a land colonization sèlleme to which he may be temperamentally un-
suited. The greatest service the government could perform for the re-

turning service man would be to direct him into the vocation to which

he is best suited.

There are certain inherent hazards in buying any farm land. Even
experienced farmers make mistakes in judging the quality of land, es-

pecially in an unfamiliar area. Many failures have resulted from pay-

ing too much for a piece of land and from buying at the wrong time.
Usually the acquiring of a farm takes the savings of a lifetime, and

to purchase on a receding market is to invite failure.

After this war, a period of receding land values is to be expect-

ed, and colonization under these conditions is even more hazardous

than usual both for the project and the individual.

Many of the resettlement projects operated under the direction

of the Farm Security Administration have not been particularly suc-

cessful from an economic standpoint, but this may be due to the fact

that the originators were often not as interested in the economic out-

cone as in the social objectives and rehabilitation features. Some

valuable experience has been gained, and it has been proved that it

DS impossible to make a successful farm operator out of anyone 
who

cones along, regardless of his capacity and knowledge of farming. It

should be realized by now that not every man is capable of becoming

a.land owner or of earning a living at farming, even with careful

direction and supervision. There are many who are capable of farm

latsor but not of ownership, and others who cor.11 bAtur earn 
their

living in some other way. Enough experience has' been gained to

demonstrate the folly of attempting to establiSa retnrned service

men immediately as farm owners. It would be far wiser to let them

serve out a period of apprenticeship as tenants to test their abil-

ity and to enable them to acquire confidence. Later they could be

helped to ownership by the Farm Security Administration or Some

other government agency.

Experience has shown the extreme difficulty of succespfUlland

colonization even with the most capable and determined settlers. If

land settlement is to be undertaken and is to be a financial success,

both for the agency and the settler, careful selection 
of settlers is

vital.

The dissatisfaction of Congress and of Many farm 
leaders with the

paet acconplishments and objectives of the 
Farm Security Administra-

tion in this tield has recently been indicated, 
and as a result it is

no longer empowered to do this type of financing, however some agency

must be entrusted with this York and its 
objectives and policies should

be clearly defined.

It is questionable whether a colonization program will be 
neces-

sary to place those returning Service men who should be in agriculture



on farts. The rehabilitation loans of the Farm Security Administra-
tion, and Federal land Bank and Commissioner loans and other types
of credit already available should be sufficient for this purpose.

Extensive colonization will, however, be necessary on the large
United States Reclamation Service projects such as the Central Valley
Project in California, the Grand Coulee Project in Washington, the
Gila Project in Arizona, etc. ) and when they are opened for settle-
ment the creation of a financial institution to help the settlers
and direct the settlement will be vitally necessary. Its functions
should be to finance the development of farms to the point where
existing credit agencies can take over.

The financing should be directed along strictly economic lines
and an effort made to get as much for the land as it is worth, con-
sidering the difficulties of the settler and the hazards of the ven-
ture. Settlement of such projects is a much more difficult problem
than that of taking over and subdividing a tract of developed land in
a region where the agriculture is already established. Project con-
struction costs are high and considerable subsidy will be involved in
the building of farms. It will be very difficult to avoid putting an
undue burden on the individual settlers, particularly if, as has been
suggested, each settler is to develop his own farm from the bare land
by his own efforts. If the Reclamation Service built the farm units
itself, afterwards having them appraised and selling them to settlers
at appraised values, the need for a financial institution to take
charge of the land settlement could be avoided and the credit needs
of the settler supplied by the existing credit agencies.

So many credit agencies are already in existence for the ser-
vice of agriculture that the question has been raised whether a re-
grouping of agencies providing related types of service, should not
be made to avoid duplication and provide closer cooperation. Pos-
sibly an effort should be made to group credit agencies according to
sUbsidized and commercial credit. In this way credit policies could
be more easily and clearly defined and repayment programs enfoTced.

The first postwar problem that faces agriculture is that of dis-
posing of the agricultural land acquired by the government for war
purposes and no longer needed. The War and Navy Department organi-
zations for the purchase of these lands are still in existence and
can now be used to good advantage to dispose of them.

Another important postwar problem for agriculture is that of
placing returned service men and war industry workers on farms.
This has already been discussed in part. There seem to be plenty
of credit and sufficient types of credit agencies available tp handle
this problem, which is principally one of coordinating the efforts
of the various credit agencies with those of the agency seeking to
place men on farms. The most pressing need appears to be some
agency charged with the responsibility of determining the man's de-
sires, capacity, and experience, and helping him into the particu-
lar field of activity that most appeals to him and to which he is
best suited. This may involve considerably more than finding the
particular financial agency to help him.

-



In the past few years much attention has been given to the con ,:-
servation of natural resources and the question has often been raised
as to whether credit institutions can help by inserting restrictive
clauses in their mortgages and contracts. Unless all credit institu-
tions agreed to this practice it would Work an undue hardship on
those that did, and it ie questionable whether very much would be
accomplished in any case.

Conservation of natural resources is principally a natter of
education. No credit institution would long continue to finance a man
who made a practice of exploiting the fertility of his farm. Only in
times of emergency is a farmer tempted to exploit his farm to pay his
debts. These emergencies may be caused by accident, illness, or weather
conditions, all entirely beyond the farmer's control. In case of drought,
for example, he may be forced to over-graze his range or pasture to eave
his livestock, but generally speaking he knows he must maintain his
property if he intends to continue to operate it. A restraining clause
In the mortgage would not be enforced in such emergencies and therefore
would be of no benefit and would only antagonize the borrower. Much can
be accomplished in improving farm practices and in maintaining farm fer-
tility if the banker gives proper advice and the borrower has confidence
in him.

One important natural resource that is particularly subject to ex-
ploitation is timber, and this is decreasing at an alarming rate. It is
claimed that one factor responsible for this situation is inadequate
credit. Logging companies often do a very unsatisfactory and wasteful
job of cutting timber simply because their operations are not coordinated
with any plan of reforestation, but in Arizona, with most saw timber in
the hands of public agencies, the credit problem as it relates to re-
forestation is of little importance.

The Farm Credit Administration has the authority to make agricul-
tural loans on wood lots and timber property, but these are usually made
tc small land owners. So far the demand for this type of credit has
been small, but it is increasing and studies are in progress to deter-
mine the basis on which this type of loan may be made in different sec-
tions of the country. As experience is gained it would seem wise to ex-
tend this credit service to the large industrial users of timber who may
be interested in reforestation. This would, of course, necessitate some
amendmente to the Farm Credit Act.

To summarize, there 18 plenty of credit and there seems to be al-
most enough credit agencies to supply the needs for a broad program of
postwar development, but the most important aspect of the credit problem
Is coordination of the planning agencies with the credit institutions
that must serve them.



CHAPTER VIII.--SOCIAL SECURITY

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:
IT. E. D. Tetreau l -University of Arizona, Chairman; Walter McLain,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics; Edward J. Rdwell, Farm Security
Administration.

The first part of this report is a brief summary of the proVis..
ions of the present Social Security Act and of proposals for new social
security legislation for farm people. Following that there is a short
discussion of the extent to which the proposed legislation would affect
Arizona farmers, after which come the recommendations.

What the Present Social Security Act, Provides .

The present Social Security Act has 10 major parts providing 3
classes of benefits. The Classes are: (1) insurance programs for which
contributions are made by covered individuals, their employers, or both,
and from which benefits are received as rights; (2) relief programs
based on proved need, but for which no contributions are made by in-
dividuals; and (3) health and welfare services.

The major parts of the insurance programs are the Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance, and Employment Security, under which unemploybent
insurance is of particular interest. The former system is the only one
administered in its entirety by the Federal government.

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance pays monthly old age benefits as
a matter of right to "fully insured" workers and their wives and young
children. The retired workers and their wives must be 65 or more years
of age. Benefits are also paid to aged dependent parents of deceased
workers who were "fully insured." Ultimately a minimum of 40 quarters
of coverage will be sufficient to establish the "fully insured" status.
A "quarter of coverage" is a calendar quarter in which at least $50
were earned in covered employment. Survivors '.benefits are granted to
dependents of persons who died "currently insured." A "currently
inSured" person is one who has at least 6 quarters of coverage in which
he earned $50 or more in the last 12 calendar quarters preceding his
death.

The Old-age and Survivors Insurance is supported by contributions
from both employers and employees. Each now pays an amount equal to
1 percent of the employee's wages below $3,000 a year. The monthly
payments made under the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance to retired
worker or to Ilia dependents are based primarily upon the "average
monthly wage/ in covered employment. Payments are ordinarily sus-
pended if he resumes regular gainful employment, and are resumed again
upon cessation of such employment.

Unemployment Compensation partly insures workers in covered
occupations against short term unemployment, Benefits are paid weekly.
The princikal source of support of the State systems is from employer .
contributions. Although a few States require employee contributions

1/ The "average monthly wage" is, as a general rule, calculated by
dividing the total wages paid to the worker by the total number of
months in which he could have earned wages under the program
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also. The Federal tat 071 employers for its part of the program is now
equal to 3 percent of pay rolls, but credit is given for up to 90 per
cent of employers' contributions to ,State Unemployment compensation
systems. The Federal government pays the administrative costs of the
system out of its tax on payrolls. Employers of fever than 8 workers
are not covered unless the State laws require them to be; one State
places the lower limit at 3. Present State laws differ concerning
waiting periods, amounts of weekly benefits, and length of time during
which benefit payments are rade.

Relief Prograne 

The three public assistance programs provide money for (1) old-
age assistance, (2) the needy blind, and (3) aid to dependent children.
In each of the systems, the states make and carry out their own plans.

If theso plans conform to certain standards set by the Social Security
Act, the Federal government makes grants to supplement state payments to
the individuals aided and to pay part of the administrative expenses.

Recipients of old-age assistance must be at least 65 years of age
and prove their need. Each state defines need, and the amounts of aid

to be given, with the consequence there are variations from state to
state. The federal government furnishes half of the payments to indiv-
iduals provided its half is not over $20 per month. The state govern-

ments may, and in some instances do, give a recipient more.

The needy blind receive aid under provisions similar to those for

the needy aged, except that no age limit is imposed. The federal govern-

ment makes a grant to states, matching payments to individuals up to as

much as $20 per month.

Needy dependent children under the age of 16 years receive aid

carried out on the sane principles. The federal government contributes

up to half of $18 per month for the first child in a hone, and up to

$12 for each additional child. The state pays the remainder. Indiv-

iduals make no contributions to these 3 relief programs. They are
financed by general taxation by the states and federal government. Aid

is given only When need is proved. And in some states adult applicants

for aid must prove also that they are without hope of help from 
relatives.

Health and Welfare Services 

Health and Welfare Services comprise child-welfare, services for

rippled children, maternal and child-health services, retraining for

disabled workers, and public health. These are all operated by states

with federal co-peration and financial aid. Rural areas as well as

cities are included in the work of these organizations.

ProDosals for Extension of Program to Farm People 

The Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill, S. 1161 and H.R. 2861, introduced

on June 3, 1943, includes proposals for an extension of 
Old-Age and Sur-

urance and a new medical program for all gainful 
worirre, incluit-

s and their hired labor. A farmer would receive the following

edical, hospital, and laboratory services for himself
 and family.



2, Upon retiring after age 65 a minimum pension of $20 a month,
with extras for dependents, up to a maximum of WO a month.
A similar pension if permanently didabled.

3. In case of death at any age a pension for family dependents.

The proposed tax under these programs for farmers is at the rate
of 7 percent of the market value of their services, with a minimum
payment of $10.50 to a maximum of $210 a year. Both labor income from
farming and wages earned will be credited toward benefits. Income of
$150 in a year will qualify for certain benefits and up to a maximum
of $3000, above which no taxes are to be paid.

The proposed program would cover many employees in such quasi-
agricultural fields as packing, processing, and marketing of farm:prod-
ucts, where administrative procedures and problems differ little from
those now in effect. The largest farms would be liable for substan-
tial payments as employers, and they also do not differ greatly from
other seasonal establishments already covered. The larger family farms'
will be liable for moderate amounts as employers, but will be well able
to meet their contributions and will receive substantial benefits. It
has been proposed that the lowest income farmers be exempted by the
establishment of minimum below which no taxes will be collected. (But
these are the ones who need the coverage!)

How Would These Proposals Affect Arizona Farmers?

When these proposals are considered in connection with Arizona
agriculture the question of their application to farm laborers is a
matter of first consideration. Hired laborers constitute an important
part of the man-power on Arizona farms. Just about 4,500 of Arizona's
10,000 farmers (omitting Indian farms) report one or more hired laborers.
Not all of these would be required to make pay roll reports since a
number of them keep only one hired man and other administrative devices
would probably be used to handle the records of their laborers. On the
other hand, some 2,000 farm and ranches report a value of farm products
sold, traded, or used by the farm household, in 1939, amounting to 31
million dollars out of a State total of 42 million. It seems clear that
these 2,000 farms and ranches producing 75 per cent of the value of
Arizona's annual farm production would have to make extensive and fro-.
quent pay roll reports for they employ many laborers, some of them for
peak seasons, others the year around. AlSo, these 2,000 farms, all of
Which had an annual production valued at $4,000 or higher in 1939 0

constitute 20 per cent of Arizona's 10,000 (non-Indian) fermis, while
in the nation as a whole farms on this level of production constitute .
less than 5 per cent of the whole. These figures suggest that the im-
pact of the proposed social security legislation would be considerably
different in Arizona than it would be in the majority of other states.

These employers of farm laborers will be affected in another way.
Many of them, in season, employ large numbers of casual day laborers who
frequently are not known by name. Making pay rolls for these laborers,
especially miscellaneous workers who coma and go even throughout a short
season, staying but a day or two is an impossible task. I mean it is
impossible if requirements upon employers are to be kept within the
boUnds of reason.



re devices proposed to care 'for these 060114100k**idlih'
to those used in some European countries PromanOntameng .
stamp system. According to this the farmer would, register

as an employer at the nearest post office, purchase special old-age and
urvivors insurance stamps, and when the worker is paid his wages the

'farmer would paste stamps of the proper denomination into the stamp
book, deducting one-half of the cost from the worker's wage.as his share
Of the social security tax. The stamps would indicate the amount ta be
'oredited to the laborer's account.

When we consider pay roll reports plus other devices necessary to
handle the casual labor situation, and when one remembers the geometric
rate at which government forme multiply, and when one contemplates the
prospect of ever-changing procedures, it seems reasonable to give pauee
in a comittee like this, and to consider what the implications for
farmers might be.

The first four sections of this report are taken verbatim from a
morandum prepared in September, 1943, entitled Proposals to Provide 
ecial Security for Farm People, by C. C. Taylor, B.A.E., U.S.D.A.
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CHAPTER IX .--RURAL HEALTH SERVICES AND FACILITIES

This chapter vat compiled- by the following subcommittee: Miss Jean
M. Stewart, University of Arizona, Chairman; Dr. Ethel M. Thompson, Uni-
versity of Arizona; Dr. E. D. Tetreau, University of Arizona; Walter
MoKain, Bureau of Agricultural Economics; Mrs. Lorine Craft, Farm
Security Administration,

A. Background of the general situation relating to rural health-care 
facilities in Arizona.

The State of Arizona is interested in the promotion of better health
for rural people. It recognizes that many of the economic ills of farm
people result from physical ills. Fora great many years, Arizona has
been a resort state with a continual influx of people suffering with res -

piratory diseases, particularly tuberculosis; and this has created a
serious health problem.

The return of men and women from the armed services from all parts
of the world who have been exposed to injury and disease, particularly
of the tropics, will constitute an additional health problem in Arizona.

Note: The period ) 191+O, was selected for study. The situation if
unsatisfactory during this peace period of relative economic prosperity
will have been intensified during the war period by the withdrawal into
the armed services of health personnel.

The rural population of Arizona comprises approximately 2/3 of the
state's population (1940 census). Approximately 17% of this rural popul-
ation is Indian. Medical services and facilities for Indians aro distinct
from those for the rest of Arizona. Negroes comprise approximately 3%
of the rural non-farm population and 1.2% of the rural farm.

1. NuMber and ratio of physicians and other professional personnel to
population.

The majority of physicians are concentrated in larger cities and tow"
On a county basis, the ratio of doctors -to population falls below that of
the peacetime average for the U. S. of 1:750 to 800 persons. Except in
concentrated areas of population, it falls below that recommended by the
American Medical Association for periods of war, namely 1:1500.
(1) (See Table I)

From 1940 to 1943, the number of registered physicians in the state
decreased approximately 25% (475 to 352). The situgtion with regara to
dental service is more acute. (2)

2. Hospital facilities.

Hospital facilities by nuMber are extensive. Their availability it
reduced by: (a) location, (b) segregation to specific services. In many
instances hospitals are located in isolated areas (company and Indian
hospitals).. On the other hand, many hospitals are concentrated in largeT

Note: Nuthe;..8 in brackets at end of sections refer to references listed -

at thi, close of this chapter.



cities and towns (Winslow, Phoenix, Tucson
great for many rural faMiliss

A second factor in limiting the utilizationof hospital fac-

ilities is the segregation of hospitals for specific services (tuber-
cubais, race, company employees, specific income group's, veterans), ate.) .

The lack of availability to doctors of hospital and diagnostic facilities

results in a failure to attract young doctors to locate in rural areas.
Certain, hospitals in Arizona are not being utilized. (3) (See Table
III and nap)

Public health facilities and personnel.

There are health units in only 6 of the 14 counties. Established
units include directors, public health nurses, sanitarians and clerks.

Some units are inadequately staffed and equipped. Funds are not suf-

ficient to cover the public health needs of all persons in the state.
.Service has been concontrated rather than scattered so that more com-

plete and adequate service could be given the area served. (4)
. (See Map)

4. Rural environmental sanitation.

A:safe water supply, disposal of human and animal waste, adequate

Screening against flies and mosquitoes and a safe food supply are basic

to health. There are 13 rural communities with a population of 500 or

more without a centralized water system; 40 of 500 population or more
Without any community sewerage system; 75% of individual rural water
supplies are inadequately protecte& against contaminatiOn,

ivies are insanitary and a health menace. Homes are inadequately

ecreerted. The adequate disposal of animal waste is a major problem.

The best protection the public has against an unsafe milk supply is

in Incorporated cities with strict ordinance's. Meat inspection is avail-

able to only two counties. All neat slaughtered for home 
consumption

within the state outside of these areas is consumed without 
inspeCtion.(5)

5. Health conditions and availability or medical and related services.
General health conditions as revealed by mortality and 

morbidity

data and by special surveys.

It may be deduced from the statistics that the greatest health

problems in Arizona are: infant mortality, tuberculosis 
and venereal

ease. (6)

ant Mortality

The infant mortality rate in Arizona is the 
Second highest in the

United States. In 1942 it varied from a low of 44.3 per thousand live

births in Yavapai County to a high of 177.1 
in Apache County, with an

average of 75.3.

Tuberculosis 

Whereas the Influx of inancially solvent tubercular percons has
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somewhat diminished, this is not 
true of indigent groups. people on

relief level continue to come in. Our "home -groVn" crop of infected
youngsters is high. The rate for tuberculosis in Arizona., 166.2 Per
one hundred thousand population, is the highest in the United. States.
It compares with a rate of 43.5 for the country as a whole.

The examination of young mn between the ages of 20 ana 38 for the
armed forces has given a measure of the health of the United States. /

For the country as a whOle, 1% examined were rejected because of tuber..
culosis. For Arizona, the figure *as 5%.

Venereal Diseases 

Every man coming up for examination under the Selective Service was
required to have a blood test for syphilis. It should be of interest to
know that the white rate for Arizona was the highest in the United States,
For all races this varied from 56 to 107 for each 1000 examined, the rats
for the state being 76,

There are 12 public health clinics for the treatment of venereal
diseaAs. All physicians reporting cases are supplied free drugs and
remuneration for their services.

Gonorrhea is generally conceded as being three times as prevalent
as syphilis.

B. Measures that ndght be taken to solve problems.

It is recommended that an organized system of health service be
developed for Arizona to assure an opportunity for adequate service to
rural areas (insofar as possible equivalent to that of urban).

The committee has discussed and presents for consideration the
following health services, which need redistribution or amplification
to make health for rural people more readily attainable: medical care, ,
nursing, hospitalization, dental care, public health preventive service,
nutrition, health education.

1. Medical Care 

Improve effectiveness of rural physicians by

a. Distribution of physicians to rural districts in a ratio of
1:1500 population through a committee of the Arizona Medical Associa•
tion and lay representatives of farm people and the Arizona Department
of Health.

b. Use of nursing service to supplement and increase the effec-
tiveness of the doctor.

c. Use of health centers (small, compact) for nurse and doctor
to provide adequate facilities.

Improve the quality of the medical care by supplying:



a. Dispensary facilities (health centers) in small towns.
b. Laboratory and. Xray facilities (central).
c. Records and supplies at health center.

2. Dental Care 

Improve the effectiveness of the dentists by:

a. Distribution of dentists in a ratio of 1:600 families
thr^ugh a committee of the Arizona Dental Association, lay represen-
tatives of farm people and the Arizona Department of Health.

b. Provision of modern dental equipment by the community,
portable when necessary.

0. Recommend - that complete dental care be provided all
children through the age of fifteen, on a tax supported basis.

(E=perience has shown that this procedure is highly beneficial to
the dental profession.)

3. Public Health Preventive Service 

Lolie.: It is recommended that in the expansion of public health serv-
ices, experienced personnel and military equipment be made available.
Plans for the utilization of physicians, dentists and nurses avail-
able from the military need to be ready prior to their discharge.

a. It is recommended that the Public Health Department be. pro-
vided sufficient funds to extend local Public Health Units on a
county or district basis over the state, adequately housed, equipped
and. with personnel sufficient to serve on a group or individual. basis.
It is recommended that legislation be accomplished that will support
an adequate health program.

b. To fit the plan for medical and nursing care into a district or
county full-tine public health unit. It is advisable that someone on
the staff of the State Pane Health Service should be assigned to the
work of assisting communities with the organization of health programs.

It is recommended that when health centers are established nurses
assigned to health centers be supervised by the Public Health Service
when adequate supervision is not all ready provided.

c. One Public Health Nurse for each health center.

d. Full prenatal and well-baby clinic pro

e. Full immunization program for all preventable diseases occurring
in area.



f. Full diagnostic laboratory service. Full diagnostic Xray
service.

g. Complete T. B. diagnosis and case finding program, organ-
ized along the lines recommended by the National Tuberculosis Assoc
iation of the U.S.P.HtS.

h. Complete. venereal disease diagnosis and case finding program.

i. These services and facilities be made available to all doctors
and free to all patients and all doctors.

j. Extend the installailon of centralized water and safe sewerage
disposal systems in rural areas. P/bvide individual farms with a pro-
tected water supply and with a pressure system so that flush toilets
would be possible.

Have a mosquito and fly breeding control program. Provide'
adequate screening. Provide knowledge and technical holp for the
disposal of animal waste.

k. The committee recommends consideration of the development bf
a short course in rural sanitary engineering by the University.

1. That a safety engineer be added to the staff of the Extemeion
Service.

n. The sanitary control of milk be placed under the State De-
partment of Health. (With personnel trained in milk sanitation and
production.)

n. Veterinary service be extended to all counties.

0. That a sanitary engineer for Rural Sanitation be added to the
staff of the State Department of Public Health.

4. Nursing

a. Utilization of public nursing facilitieS in organized.
form (as outlined under 1).

b. Provision of 'Working headquarters-

Health Center--
(1) Bed for temporary and emergency care
(2) Emergency supplies
(3) Phone, desk and records
(4) Loan supplies, such as special sick room equipment

and hone delivery kits
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c. Provision of transportation - station wagon, ambulance.

* d. Adequate supervision (as outlined under 3 h)

HesDitalization

a, Utilization of present unused hospitals and hospitals which are
not being utilized to their capacity. To do this it may be necessary to
effect reciprocity with the Indian Service for the use of facilities.

b. Organized cooperative use of hospitals previously United to
special groups.

c. Provision of transportation to hospitals. Ambulance, road - air.

d. Hospitals to be so organized and operated that all well quali-
fied physicians may serve on staff.

6. Nutrition

This item is of equal importance to all other services combined--
either treatment or preventi*--in the reduction of disease. It de-
pends on (1) education, (2) natural circumstances, (3) in a variable
degree, on income.

7. Health Education

a. Advantage should be taken of all opportunities for furthering
the health education program, utilizing all educational agencies: public
schools, Extension Service, etc.

C. Sgsgested wave and means 

1. The plans presented require ways and means. These are variable
and depend on community attitudes. The committee believes that for the
long term development of health, local leadership is necessary.

The committee believes financing may be arranged in several ways
and presents for consideration the following:

(Typical fee-for-service may not be adequate for good rural servies)

a. Prepayment hospital service (Blue Cross) should be con-
sidered for providing hospitalization. Over 11,000,000 members in U.S.A.
This is a voluntary system.

b. Prepayment medical care (Arizona Physicians' Service)
would play an important role in helping establish doctors in rural areas.
Prepayment medical care is of great importance to protect family finan-
cial stability. (Michigan Medical Service has 440,000 members.)
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c. Several plans are operating in rural areas with a combina-
tion of prepayment care with government support, allowing free choice
of physician, and maintaining limitation on incomes, a natter of im-
portance to private practitioners of medicine.

d. Nursing service to be provided by Visiting Nurses Association'
or by taxation.

e. Health centers to be provided by taxation.

f. Full tax supported system - through County Hospitals.

g. Full tax supported system - through Health Department.

h. Development of Central Hospital Service with transportation
of patients and doctors and nurses, in Medical Trade Areas.

Hospital supported by community

Contribution, or Bonds -- for building
Blue Cross Plan -- for current expenses
Tax support -- care of indigent

Doctors -- serving on hospital staff, but private prac-
titioners, open staff

Nurses -- In-patient service
Out-patient service
Public Health Service
Home Nursing

Hospital to have out-patient department

Transportation service - Ambulance available for all in area.

D. Capital improvement and use of surplus militarx supplies in con-
nection with health

In rural areas where there are not enough people or the income of
the family is not sufficient to support a doctor or hospital, the comm
mittee recommends the consideration of the advantage of establishing a
health center. The center would comprise at least three rooms with pro-
vision for heating and cooling, running water and flush toilets.

If the community is more than 25 miles from the maternity ser-
vices of an approved hospital, delivery services should be provided for
at the center. A telephone would be required and an ambulance--pos-
sibly a station wagon, equipped and convertible to an ambulance. Equip-
ment for dental service should be provided.
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Each health center would have the full-tine services of a nurse.
One doctor and one dentist could serve three health centers. The nurses
Sill offer clinic service and make home calls and arrange for consulta
tion with the doctor. Prenatal and postnatal services would be avail-
able.

It has been estimated. by the connittee that 'there is need for the
establishment of at least six such units in Arizona, located as follows:
Coohise County, 1; Gila, 1; Greenlee, 1; Maricopa, 1; Mohave, 1; Navajo, I.

Because of scattered population and the lack of dental service at the
present date, there is a need for a greater number of dental units, 'dis-
tributed as follows: one to each of the following counties, Apache,
Coale°, Coconino, Gila, Greenlee, Mohave, Navajo, Pima, Pinal, Santa
Cruz, Yavapai and Yuma; two in Graham County; and four to Maricopa County,
making a total of eighteen units in all. In practically every instance,
mails units would be of greater service than stationary units.

There would be the need for the construction or conversion of six
three -room buildings for health centers, complete with necessary facil-
ities and eighteen dental units. The estimate of the equipment appears
in the section entitled, "Surplus Military Supplies and Equipment."
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COUNTIES PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES*	 1943
BY COUNTY

OR
REGISTEPED
'	 NURSES**

	

School	 Indian Mater-

	

Clinic Field Wurses	 Service nity H
DISTRICT

1943

Apache o o o o 0 Dist, (1)
Maricopa 251

oçhieo 1 7 2 Q O
Dist. (2)
Pine
Pinal
Santa
Cruz 234 

Coconino 0 2 1 0 0

Gila O  1/1 Dist. (3)
Cochise 48

Graham O 0 2 0 0 Dist.	 (4)
Gila
Graham

Greenlee
Greenlee 0 2 0 0

Marlcopa
/ 2

18'— 3 Dist.	 (5)
Yavapai
Mohave
Coconino 38

Mohave.ve

vai, 0 0 2 4 Dist. (6)
Navajo
pache 10Pima 4 10411 6 2 0

-Pinal 5/..
Dist. (7)
Ynna 22

SaritaOra. 0 2 1 0 ,

Yavapai 0
2 Co.
Am:lit/3.
1 City)

6 0 0

Yun 1 3	 1
_L)L AMBA)

1

* Figures Furnished by the Arizona State Department of Health

* * Figures Furnished by Nurses Registry, Tucson, Arizona

County Nurse
5 Social Service and Private

/5: 21 Full Time, 2 Part Time
/4 4 A.W.H.A., 1 Social Security and Welfare and Anti T.B., 3 

Red Cross

Indian Service Nurses, located Pinal, serve Maricopa County
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DISTRIBUTION OF HOSPITAL FACILITIES
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REVERENCE INDEX

(1) MED/CAL,p0MRS - Population ratio 1940 and 1943 - Series of
tabulations, State and County, prepared for
the American Public Health Association by
7.S.P.H.A. based on material secured by the
Anerican Medical Association and supplied
to the National Roster of Professional and
Technical Personnel. (Checked by Executiva
Secretary of Arizona Medical Association,
January, 1943. Suggest a further reduction
of total figure for 1944 by 10%.)

(2) DENTISTS - Figures taken from a survey being conducted by the
Community War Services—Federal Security Agency.

(3) HOSPITAL FACILITIES IN ARIZONA - American Medical Association
Register, supplemented by
local inquiry.

(4) PUBLIC HEALTH UNITS - Personnel and Facilities - Morbidity and
mortality statistics - As reported by the
Director, Local Health Administration,
Arizona State Department of Health.

(5) BURALSANITATION - From recommended considerations for planning
post-var Rural Sanitation - Director Sanitary
Engineering Division, Arizona State Department
of Health.
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'HAPTER	 UOTTS7G.51TD 717 - 177.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee: Y. R. Howard,
Farm Security Administration, Chairman; Dr. E. D. Tetreau, University
of Arizona; O. Y. Lassen, Agricultural Adjustment Agency; Howard R. Baker l

University of ArizonaiMrs. Lorine Craft, Farm Security Administration;
A. Earl Taber, 7 -Far Food AdminiStration,

Rural housing has never been adequate and the rural housing in Arizona
is no exception. l'ar conditions plUs the years of depression preeeding
the war have resulted in farm housing being in much worse condition
that at lany previous time.

with only very limited new construction and mAth only the indispensable
repairs since the staet of the war, the first need is to restoee
farm housing to its pre-war level. However, post-war planyeLnc: should
go far beyond the pre-wnr level.

In preparing this report, all farm buildings and utilities such as
electricity, domestic water systems and sanitation are included as
farm housing.

Accurate figures are not available and estimates on the housing needs
are extremely difficult to make. There has been insufficient time
to obtain actual fi gures from farmers. The sub-ommittee On housing
has used the 1940 census and has discussed the problem of post-war
housing with a number of well informed people.

Classification of Farms

The 18468 farms in the 1940 census are classified,: 4584 adequate
farms; 9584 inade(juate farms; 2600 adequate part-time tracts; and
1700 inadequate part-time tracts. Alt&ough te breakdown is not
available, it is apparent that most of the 8200 Indian farms are
included in the inadequate farMs.

There has been some trend toward consolidation of farms since 1940
which has eliminated some of the adequate farms os well as some of the
inadequate farms: At the same time, there has been some increase inthe number of part-time traets particularly near the larger cities.
Many cf the inadequate farms have become adequate due to higher farm
incomes. However, this will continue only as le/IL; as prices remain
high.

As a whole, the number of farms in 1944 has probebly chonged very
little from the number in 140. The followireg estimates havo been
used: Adequate farms 5000; inadequate farms 9000; edecIllate part-time
tracts 3000; and'inadeerate part-time tracts 1500 or a tot-1 of
18500 farms.
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'iç'uate rams: TI:e 1 0 ;;n sus shows &sed inadetsuate farms in Arizona.
l'n ,r1O7i7RAIY, most cf tle ç2).(7) far.= op-rctA	 indisns and other
non-w ites are included in tlds classifiction. 's te Indian farms
are- under the ,iurisdiction of t!o Indian s?..rviIe, it a .i -pears that
7ost-rnr rjannin for this your 7111 be carrisd on by that clency.

It is a,reed that no ,;ost-r - r lousinL; 71sns snculd be made for
inad,aruatc farm units. On the other ane,, he solution of th s oroblem
of these inciecuate farm units is defin-tel: a job lor the Post-1 am
Plannini Sonlittes.

Stcps should b-:; tak 	 to sliminatc the uneri(-nsi -ic farm 1 ,1a5 1-.s 'y (Trio
Of ths follo7Tin -

1. 7ncourac far r;	 inadoojuate units to rork rlth other farcrs
in devolopii%, ce,. 	 tr servi^:e center s	 provde 1:1clAy of tl
servi es thst r. iJApossible for sms:11 operators to provi -

individuclly.	 ore cf these services ara:

Canning home products
FrozinG units
i,epair slops
Tractors and other cciuipment
Sires
Slauhtsr
IivestoL feedin- pens

(Fr. I,. D. Elc:mr:.inclson, 7ead of Voatienal kbricultural 7du:;ation,
hs:s develop .d :lans for such centers, and ?as several started.)

2. slot f;Tmers to form associations or informal L;roups to accuire

-tors, trucks, co,uipment, sires and other services that are .too

cxrensive for npny of the small fqrm operators to ovn

but	 essential for the operation of the farms.

3. In r ruas of small units,	 rrlphasis of aricultural education

sould b torard dsvelopin and smcessnilly operating these small

urits rather ti on on norc extensiv	 farminj,.

ssist caprle farmers to obtain adejtat units by chanin to

a roe intensiv- t7pe of oric1ltufc whri„ possible. Develop

unused land in uncconond units by leveling or provddin:, in3reased

t-r ,A-terc. 7 -at_r is

..sist far,,e	 to purcasc suffi:.int additional land either

from larer, 	 tro-ts or by - - onsclidatinL uneconomic units. A farm

enlaremnt iojrnm of this type would re,uire lon,-time financin6

st,.:, lo'' rt of interst provlded by' -,E:tate or TYderal

GovInnent.
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6. Encourage capable farmers who cannot obtain an economic unit by one
of the methods above to locate in other farm areas or in newly

- developed projects.

7. Encourage the farmers on uneconomic units who are not capable operators
to attempt to obtain off-farm emaloyment or Obtain - employment in
industry. Through the adjustments listed above, it appears that at
least half of the inadequate units now operated by other than Indian
farmers can be made into adequate units, and be considered in the
plans for post-war housing.

Farm 'Dwellings

The 1940 census sows 32163 farm dwellings with 26396 of these occupied.
The need for better housing, even in 1940, is emphasized by the fact that
13005, or nearly half of the occupied dwellings had more than 1.5 persons
per room, Also, 5886 of the total rural dwellings, or 18, were in need
of major repairs. It is interesting to note that the number of dwellings
in need of major repairs in pache and Navajo counties is relatively low,
compared to the other counties,	 and l3.6T respectively, rtieh indicates
that the census aaumerators did not consider that tle Indian homes, though
inadequate, needed repairs.

breakdown is available for the rural dwellin as by classifications of
forms; therefore, it has been necessary to estimate the numbers of rural
dwellings for each classification, which are: tdeaunte farms 10,000:
Inadequate far= 11,600; elequate part-time tracts 3200; and inadecuate
part-time tracts 1,600 or a total o 26,400.

It is estimated that 507: of the farms and inadsauate part-time units,
7E7 of the adequate part-time units, and 90: of the inadecuate farms have
minimum adequate housing. (The high percentage shown for the inadequate
farms is due to the fact that no consideration is being ,iven in this
report to the Indian farms.) This makes a total of 18700 rural dwellings
that are adequate and need only normal repairs.

yearly 5000 farm dwellinas are in need of ma o' repairs or remodeling.
These are divided into the farm classifications as follows: '.0.eauate
farms 3000; inaaeauate farms 800; adequate part-time tracts 650; and
inadequate part-time traets 000.

Uew construction of farm daellings has been practically at D. stand still
during the war. It is estimated 2150 new houses will be construeted to
replace old houses and on new units. These are divided into: adequate
farms 2000; adequate part-time units 150.

Farm Tuildings

No specific data is available on farm buildings other than dwellines.
Farm buildinas need repair and realacement in approximatel:i the same
proportion as the rurel dwellinas. Farm buildinas in the main agricultural
areas of Arizone are of more sim:le construction and require much less
material than in most other states.

-3-



Materials Required 

Many factors must be considered in determining the materials for the post-
war housing -- the availability of pre-fabricated houses, use of native
material, availability of houses and material from War Housing Projects
and Relocation Centers, and availability of movable houses, especially
for renters and on part-time units. The construction of houses and
fixtures will undergo very radical changes in the post-war period.

Sufficient information is not available at this time to attempt to make
an estimate as to the quantities of materials or the cost. It is
recommended that a great deal of study be given to this problem in
preparation for more complete planning later.

Labor Required For Farm Buildings 

It is difficult to estimate the Labor required for the post-war farm
building for the same reasons as it is impossible to estimate the
materiels. Until the type of construction can be determined, the labor
needed cannot be estimated. Some of the work on farm dwellings and
most of the work on other farm buildings will be done by the farmers
and their steady men. A conservative estimate of the total labor
needed to construct now farm buildings and repair existing buildings is
1500 men for one year.

Household Equipment

Vast household equipment has not been available for about two years. Many
families had very poor equipment when the war started. Therefore, every
farm family will went to purchase some items and many will purchase all
the major items of household equip ment and furniture as soon as it is
available when the war is over.

The amount of equipment purchased will depend to a very great extent
on the extension of electricity to farms. In 1940 there were 9542 o f
the 26396 occupied dwellings with electricity. Through the R.E.A.
Cooperative many more farm dwellings in the Southeastern part of the
state now have electricity.

It is anticipated that 5000 to 6000 each of the following items will be
purchased in the first two years after the war, if available: Refrigerators,
stoves, radios, electric irons, sewing machines, washing machines, and
sets of furniture. Varied quantities of the following items will be in
demand: 2000 to 3000 mengels, 2000 to 3000 coolers, freezing units
sufficient to provide 6000 to 7000 lockers, and 1000 to 2000 pressure
cookers.

Domestic Water

There is a d fini	 need for improving the domestic w ater supply on
many of the farms. The 1940 census shows 16285 of the total dwellings

0)10, not hey	ater within 50 feet. If the 8200 Indian farms are
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deducted there is still a very large number. Again the extension of
electricity will improve this situation.

Various means should be available to assist farmers in correcting the
water problem. One means is group action where water has to be diverted
or pumped from large wells. A group of approximately 40 farmers in
Coconine County solved this problem in 1937 by forming an Association
and obtaining a loan to pipe water to their farms. Another group of
99 at Eager have completed arrangements for supplying well water to
their farmsteads from a central well. Some farmers need assistance to
develop small wells for farmstead water.

Financing Farm Housing

Financing of needed housing will not be a problem on the larger farms.
Many of the farmers will have the funds for this building. Those who
do not have funds will probably experience little difficulty in obtaining
financing through commercial channels.

Many of the farmers on the small adequate units and many of the part-
time operators will need long time credit of 10 to 20 years at a low
interest rate.

Farm Labor Housing 

Two distinct types of housing exist for farm labor in Arizona. Due to
the size of many of the farms and rancnes, one or more houses ore
provided for the manager, foreman, irrigators, milkers and other
steady workers. These houses range from very small houses to good
sized modern bungalows comparable to the owner's houses on family typo
farms.

The other type of housing is required for the seasonal agricultural
workers necessary for the cotton and to some extent for other crops.
The housing for seasonal workers ranges from tents and one room cabins,
to adequate two room apartments built of adobe or concrete. Although
good labor housing is provided on some farms, there aro many others thot
have no labor housing.

The labor housing on farms has been supplimented by  thé construction of
three labor camps and four mobile camps. These camps, providing
minimum housing, for approximately 1E00, are operntod by the Federal
Government.

Individual farmers and associations of farmers have constructed labor
centers to obtain the labor of Italian liar Prisoners. Those usually
consist of tents or barracks, feeding facilities and central sunitation
facilities.

-5-



It is impossible to make a worthwhile estimate as to the amount of
additional labor housing that will be needed in the Post War period.
It is apprrent now that the acres planted to long stapel cotton will
be much less in 1944 than it was in 1943, due to lack of price support,
insects end difficulty in obtaining labor to harvest the 1943 crop.
There appears to to a definite intention on the part of farmers to
change from cotton to feed crops.

The trend will undoubtedly will result in an increase in the number of
the better labor homes for the st-pdy farm workers. Consideration should
be given to the following possibilities in this development:

I. Encourage farmers to consider their labor housing needs and provide
adequate housing for their steady men.

2 .. Determine the availability and resale value of houses on war projects.
There is certain to be many houses available from this source. The
number will depend on the Post War plans of the industries.

3. Consider the availability of movable houses for use where the type
of rpricelture hrs not yet boon stabilized. Example -- the present
shift from cotton to feed crops. Movable houses may also be the
best answer for rented land. Considerable experimenting has been
carried on with movsble houses during the war period.,

4. The National Housing Administration has thousands of trailers now

in use in war centers. The need for these will end when the war is
0v r. These trailers might be obtained by farmers fer labor housing.

To meet the need for housing seasonal labor, consideration should be
given to the following:

1. Encourare farmers to construct at least minimum housing for the

seasonal laborers needed.
2. Continue operation of the Labor Center until neighboring farmers have

had an opportunity to provide minimum housing.
3. Utilize the government operated mobile units where there is a lack

of housing. Consider the need and desireability of increasing this

type of housing either by a governmental agency or associations

of farmers.
4. Consider the availability of trailers from Federal Housing projects

for use with mobile units. Further develop the camps constructed

for war prisoners to provide tents, cabins or small apartments for

sersonr1 labor families.

5. Determine the tvailebility of barracks and houses from war projects
and War Relocation centers for moving to farms to be converted into
suitable housing for labor families.

Special Problems

Co	 ion should be given to extending utilities, particUlarly water

end swre lines, to trees adjacent to cities to encourage a better type

of construction on adequate pert-time tracts. This might be well to be

considered as r public works project financed by the Federal Government.

-6-



Too m any rural slums have developed near cities due to the fact that people
who can afford better homes do not build because of the lack of facilities.

There is a definitP need for zoning adjacent to cities to prevent shack
towns and rural slums. An example of this situation is the present inadequate
housing under Construction on over-valued land south of Phoenix.
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CHAPTER 11.--RURAL ELECTRIFICATION.

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:
Roland IC Gaver, Rural Electrification Administration, Chairman;
Donald L. Hitch, University of Arizona.

Throughout the world, postwar agriculture will be an electro-agricul-
ture.. Ibis is indicated by the fact that there are already a number
of Countries in Europe and Asia where nearly 100 percent of the
farms aie electrified, and by the further fact that already several
hundred applications of electricity have been developed,for farm use.

With modern methods of construction many public spirited citizens feel
that with the National Postwar programs to insure full employment at
wage levels commensurate with American living standards, there are no
reasons why every farm and rural community of this great country
should not have electric power with all its conveniences. As a
matter of fact the wide availability of electric power in rural areas
will be basic to the achievement of full employment. Because of its
necessity to modern technology, widespread rural electrification and
the availability of electricity at low rates will go far towards
supporting plans for full employment and a high national income.

While here in America rural electrification is now only 40% complete,
it will no doubt increase rapidly immediately after the war. At
present, about 41.2% Arizona farms have central station electric
service. However, this represents a tremendous advance in the short
period of 8 years since 1935, when only 29.6% Arizona farms enjoyed
that advantage.

Electricity on the farm is no longer a luxury but has became a
necessity for efficient farm production and management, and for
better farm living. It saves time and labor and money. - Its effec-
tive use is reflected through increased production for home use and
for commercial markets, thus increasing the real income of the
farmer. The rapid extension of rural electrification after the war
will provide work during the transition period from a wartime to a
peacetime economy for hundreds Of thousands of men who will no
longer be needed in the armed services or in war production.
Rural electrification will be an important factor in helping the
many discharged soldiers returning to farms to have modern farm
production facilities essential to good living standards. It
also makes possible the modernizing of rural community facilities
and services for better health, better education, better recreation,
and the development of new rural industries.

Specifically, in Arizona, Postwar expansion of rural electrification
will be of paramount importance to the welfare of the large rural
population and therefore of the state. It will help the State of
Arizona to maintain its rightful place in our national economy.

B-592-Ariz.
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A . Present Situation	 •

,y
1. Status of rural electrification on farmrural non-farms

and rural establishments.'

• Percent of farms electrifiedÇ •
• Total farms with electric: serVice.

Total number farms .. 	 .

•

Total rural farm dwelling units 1 , ....I.
' Total rural farm dwelling unitti With

electric servic6 	 .
Prerelit • rural farm dyel..14ng units with

	•

•	 ‘:	 .
• ,t	 •	 •

*Total rural IlOnrsfarin	 units '; •
, Total rural non-farm dwelling ''''ainits

Vrith;electrip,..spry,ice 	 . .
Percent rural non-farm d,weln ñLt .".

• • Iiith .151,1-potric. serv'ice	 .‘ • i;:	 •
Total rural- tfarm. 'and

units without electric' 	 40,118 a/ pj
(;43 .)16talr of -878 , , addit onal consumers
4hie - been *serve5...by,R*4
toms' Sine'S.,- the 1940 pensa:143)

•
	

L ,•...	 •	 „ ,
otal	 of,SEA	 c.e,Clifie's 	 '

618
(as of October 31, 1j43

Total; eens ùfierk..s.Orve:d. ilDarY'F-4
systems in TAirzôna	 . • 1,305

- (as or October. 311.

a/ 1940 Census
W REA - 1943'repOrt

c/ D'ifVrenbé in tOtals:Aue- to thpse not reporting in census

• 18,468 a/
• 7,60o b/
. 41% iv

• 32,163 a/

9,524 a/

30% a/

62,08 a/
43,902 a/

72% a/



2. The percentage of electrical equipment ownership on PA
financed systems in the Western area of the U. S. having
an average service experience of 16 months, As reported
in a survey made in 1941 is as follows:

Equipment Percent Owning

Iron 91.1
Radio 89.6
Washing Machine 53.7
Refrigerator 51.6
Toaster 35.7
Hot Plate	 •	 •	 • 20,4

• Vacuum cleaner (floor) 18.4
• Motor up•to 1 HP 14.4

Coffee Maker 14,4
Water systems and pump jacks 14.o
Cream separator 8,4
Poultry lightihg 6.9
Range 6.8
Brooder 3.8
Roaster 3.0

As this survey reveals newly connected -REA members, who
are.often unacquainted with the uses and value of elec-
tricity, are keeping up the pace of,mare experienced con-
sumers in the use of electrical equipment.

While these figures indicate that the greatest expenditure
is made for labor-saving equipment in the home, the State
averages show that in specialized farming areas appropri-
ate production farm equipment is being used on about one-
fourth of the electrified farms.

With greater amphasisiplaced_on production farm equipment
suc4 as, water systemo,milking machines, milk coolers,
poultry lighting etc.,-and with the availability of long
term financing and group purchase of electrical equipment,
a parked increase will undoubtedly result in the use of.
production farm equipment.

Status of Plumbing and Water Systems 

The 1940 censue shows the status of plumbing and water
systems to be as follows:

Rural Farm Dwelling Units:
Percent

With running water  	 26.6
With flush toilet  	 17.3
With bathtub or shower. • •	 18,9



A modern bathroom not only provides comfort and conve-
nience but helps in guarding the health of the farm
family.

A modern water and sewage disposal system is Probably
the greatest single benefit electricity can bring to
a farm hPme.

Water under pressure provides fire protectioR and in-.
•creases farm income by Providing plenty of drinking
water for livestock and poultry at all hours. A pres-
sure irrigation system will assure the farm family of
an ample supply of garden Vegetables in addition to
Providing sufficient water for certain crops in times
of drought.

B and C. Estimate of Immediate and Long-Range Rural Electrification Needs' 
EETTA707--'

Tho attached table covers the estimate of the man-hours and
dollar cost of electrifying a total of 26,464 rural
establishments which might be served under present standards
of feasibility.

These totals are as follows:
Man-hours

Line construction 4,311,150

Farmstead Wiring - 666,750

Faria & Home Equipment

Plumbing 964,600

Totals 5,962,500

Cost
$14,019,200.

2,221 620

4,794,500'

1,808 000

$22 843,320.

It is estimated that approximately 13,000 unserved rural estab-
lishments in Arizona can be served only under broadened standards
of feasibility. These establishments represent approximately
33% of the total unserved rural establishments and are located
in the more sparsely settled areas which constitute about, 59%
of the total area of - the state.
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Potential Benefit ct- Area Covera e Rural-El ctrification ..

Achievement of the potential benefits of rural' electrificatiOn is
dependent 'primarily on the application of the principle of arga
coverage'and'the acCompanying resultant lower construction CoSts.
This Prinoillle'has been recognized by leaders in, rural 

electrifi-

cation as of extreme importance. Using 'that principle, electrip
service may be brought on an econamio'basis' to substantially every
farm, within an area. That principle permits mass production moth-.'

ods to be followed 'so that construction and distribution costs may

be absorbed by both large and small consumers.

From the foregoing statistical summaries related to line construc-
tion and requirements for farm equipment and household aprliances
the direct benefits of a program of rural electrification may be
measured in a relative manner by. total costs.. Direct labor only
enters into those costs estimates. 'The ratio of direct to indiroct

labor in a program of rural electrification is approximately four
to one, based on experience of tho Rural Electrification Adminis.-
tration. This experience also indicates'that farmers and . other'con-
sumers during the .first. year after energization purchase wiring,
plumbing and other electrical equipment in an amount nearly equal
to the cost of the lines. Thus, on this basis, the total oVorall
program proposed herein would result in a total expenditure cf
nearly $23,000,000.

Specifically for the estimate oftho approximately 4 million man
hours work involved in direct labor for constructi2n of linos, it
Is estimated that about 16 million man hours of work would be
required:for the indirect labor. Indirect labor would include work
involved in mining, processing, transporting and manufacturing of
poles, conductors, transformers, line and generating equipment, and
the processing and the manufacturing;of the tremendous volume of .
electrical household and farm equipment that would be purchased by
consumers after the facilities were constructed. For that part of
the program for which estimates are présonted'aboVe l it is ostimatod
that some 6 million man hours of labor would be required.

As indicated in the foregoing part of this report, the rural 0100
trification proposed herein will go far toward supporting planp for
full employment and high national incarne. Thus, tangible evidence
is soon 'in the above with respect to direct measurable benefits,
even though they may be only potential and contingent upon a pro- '

E,:ram of area coverage rural electrification. So long as rural °loc. ,

trification programs' are carried out op the present soif-liquidating
basis, the measurement of benefits against 'costs is not a problem
and as a consequence no subsidization or grants-in-aids have boon
considered.

National Resources Planning Board has recognized the intangible
d general public benefits coming from rural electrification under

ogram of areal coverage of REA. Its report states, "The most



widespread of the intarigibleinigliC benefits of rnral'eleCtrtfication
is its general contribUtfOn*.ihe social and phyaical -welI-beingof
rural America - .	 The effects Of.electric power On health are sub-
stantial because.it makes poéSible.madern plaWng, réfrigeration,
running water, the bathtub anfithe inside toilet - ail of which are
itportaht Contributions to sanitation . . . Rieotric lights in home
and school will help to save the eyes of many rural children." The

value of this program will also be reflected in the contribution to
general farm economy and the "real farm income_by making possible in-
creased' production for home use and for the commercial market. The
applications of electric power to productive farm operations has just
begun."

New rural industries and the possibilities of industrial decentrali-
zation are intangible but general public values considered by the
National Resources Planning Board. "The possibilities of'indastrial
decentralization which rural electrification holds out is also con-

sidered by many people as an economic and social benefit. of great
potential significance . . . availability of electric "power in rural
ardas certainly tends to remove an obetacle to the greater disper-
sion of industrial activity . . . Experience to date indicates that
there has been a substantial increase in the number of industrial

and commercial consumers of power on PEA-financed systems." •

"Still another general benefit," continues the report,""which rural
electrification shares with many other programs, is its stimulus

to employment and economic activity in periods od depression. It
will be rembered that the RYA program was inatiguratod in 1935 with
funds from an emergency relief appropriation lefore being placed
on a different legislative and financial laaib fn the following
year. In considering this aspect of rural electrification, it is
important to consider that a very high proportion of the employment
is off-site employment in the manufacture and transportation of
materials. Only about 20 percent is direct employmtint in line
building. Thus, a given amount spent on rural electrification will

provide considerably more eMployment in industry than in the rural
areas where the lines 'are built."

The ouestion may arise as to the extent'of expanding or contracting

a self-liquidating program of rural electrification according to
Eeneral economic'conditione; Farmers who want electric service may

feel that so long as they are paying for the 'service, which they

feel la basically essential to modern farm pi-eduction and farm

living, they should be able to secure rural electrification when

they want it. Again, the above report has brought together the

combined views of all interested groups and individuals on this

matter in recognition that the prgAgram must be tempered by the

needs of the economy as a whole and "that extreme variations in the

magnitude of such a program from year to year are not desirable.

When general public benefits are substantially equal, perhaps the

greatest use of that 'accordion principle' in public works activity

should be reserved for programs in which the direct government con-

tribution ia high."
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ARIZONA

Total area of state - 113,909 sq. mi. Approximate area unfeasible to serve underpresent standards of feasibility 56,500 sq. mi. Percent area unfeasible to serveunder present standards of feasibility, approx. 50%.

Total unserved rural estabs. 39,240. Approx. number estabs. unfeasible to serveunder present standards of feasibility, 13,000. Percent estabs. unfeasible toserve under present standards of feasibility, approx. 33:g.



CHAPTER XII. --NUTRITION

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee:
Dr. Ethel M. Thompson, University of Arizona, Chairman; Miss
Jean M. Stewart, University of Arizona.

1. The Need For a Planned Nutrition Program.

A high rate of mortality over a period of years is usually accom-
panied by a high incidence of malnutrition. Wherever deficiency diseases
are widespread and conspicuous, there also will be found a dietary which
fails to meet nutritional requirements. This is evident in the most sus-
ceptible groups such 40 infants, nursery, preschool and adolescent boys
and girls, pregnant and nursing women, and low income workers.

National dietary standards 
In 1914.1 national dietary standards were defined for the first time

for people of all ages by a group of leading nutritionists of this country.
These standards were stated quantitatively for each nutrient where suf-
ficient knowledge concerning requirements are known and in turn expressed
in terms of food.

These national dietary standards were accepted by representatives
of the United Nations at its conference on Food and Agriculture in 1943
as the ultimate objective for the population of each country. It was
recognized at this conference that in every country malnutrition was
prevalent in too large a proportion of its people and that there was
need in each country for a national nutrition program to improve the
nutritional status of its population.

National Nutrition Program
In 1941 a national nutrition program was planned and is now being

put into effect with the help bf its National Advisory Committee. Coord-
ination of national and local activities i8 now being established through
state councils and local food committees which interpret and make
effective the recommendations of the Advisory Committee under the leader-
ship of Mr. M. L. Wilson, Chief, Nutrition Programs Branch, War Food
Adrdnistratiot. An executive secretary vas made available for the first
time to the Arizona Nutrition Council in December 1943 by support from
federal funds„

We recognize that it the southwest as in other regions of this
country, there is present today too high a proportion of early deficiency
states with their lowered resistance to disease and consequent impair-
ment of human efficiency. Even with the development and increasing
effectiveness of the national program, it is not expected that there will
be any well defined or clear-out change in the nutritional status within
the state. There will continue to be the sane types of deficiency with
change in degree only.

The extent to which the people of a region are nutritionally defic-
ient is not simply the result of abundance of one kind of food and sear-
city of another. Improvement is dependent upon a number of factors over
a period of long-tine planning, with coordinated programs  in food produc-
tion and consumption, education, and community service in public health.



Food. production and consumption
With the anticipated demands of other 66untries from which food

reserves will have been withdrawn and of non-agricultural areas of this
country, there will have to be a short-term period Of adjustment. with •
emphasis on high calorie foods and those with a high biological value
of protein. It is possible this adjustment may be necessary even though
today, in the country as a whole, we are far from producing all the pro-
tective foods such as citrus fruits and milk needed to meet the nation-
al dietary standards for the entire population. It bas been estimated '

that if every individual in this country today were to follow these
standards, production of citrus fruits and milk would have to be in-
creased from 50 to 100 percent over that of 1939. An increase in
locally produced foods for local consumption no doubt vill be necessary
at this time.

Distribution of food supplies in Arizona IS- by' no means adequate
at present and in analyzing the dietary problem of not only the low in-
cone group but also the high, it,is believed that in many areas the ex-
tent and severity of deficiencies bear a definite relationship to seas --
onal variation in food supply and distribution. Even before the war
in some districts in Arizona,certain,ot the protective foods were never
available on the market and were neVer grown there. In one Arizona
town the source of its supply has beementirely dependent upon canned
products. The Successful selection then of the kinds of canned - fruits
and vegetables within the limitation set by rationing becomes a major
consideration for the homemaker or serious ascorbic acid deficiencies .
develop.

In the many districts .were pinto and frijola beans are widely used

the people in low income groups are better protected nutritionally than
those in the same income group in regions where refined high carbohya
drate foods form the basis of the diet. Becausl of amounts eaten, these
beans contain a good supply of vegetable proteia, an important contri-

bution of factors of the B complex, phosphorus, iron and some calcium,
whereas refined rice, wheat, cornmeal, sùgar and syrups are non-protec-

tive, as they fail to carry but a small fraction of their share bf min-

erals and vitamins. Restriction in consumption of sugar and meat has

caused the Arizona homemaker in many areas to'ùse more:dairy products,

neat substitutes and fresh fruits, and vegetables, with a consequent,:

improvement in the dietary.
The homemaker herself has produced more food than ever before amd,

no doubt shall continue to do so aeo lepg as the purchase price of gar-

den produce remains high. Before the war, there were sunnar gardens:

in the taming areas cf the counties having hiti -aer altitudes and large

conmercial garns in the irrigated valleys. 'The threat of food scar-

cities, higher prices and traneport4ipn'reetrictions combined 'to cre-

ate an interds,', in home gardons. ACcording to the Uriversity Exten-

sion Service of the University ot Arizona, they increased 80% ia 1942

over the previous year, with 10% to 15% over that of 1942. More family

cows have been purchased than ever before and a poultry flock for each

farm or ralehhas become common.

2. Family Income :and Expenditure for Fo8a

With the return of armor and navy personnel and their families and

shifts in population between urban and suburban areas a 
program in nut-
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rition, to be of value, must be based upon a study of food supply and
demand and of food patterns and habits present in population groups as

compared to accepted standards,
The University of Arizona Extension Service made a study a few

years ago of some 300 family food budgets covering a period of one week
but the data were itemized by homemakers, many of whom were entirely un*
familiar with the procedure involved in budgeting incomes. In this study

the only purpose was to arouse interest in budgeting household expenditures.
Dr. B. Eleanor Johnson, College of Agriculture, University of

Arizona reports the following:
"Little information regarding food consumption patterns for
Arizona families is at present available. A comprehensive
study would need to be carried on to determine the size of
family income, how this income is apportioned to satisfy
family needs, how much of the income is used for food, what
foods and how much of each are produced, purchased and con-
sumed by urban and rural families, white, negro, Mexican,
Indian, of varying size and composition, and at different
income levels. Data from this study Should indicate the
type of educational material most needed and the groups
needing financial assistance. They should also be help-
ful in planning production and distribution programs.

'Wartime incomes are high in comparison with the pre-war
level of 1939 for farmers, factory workers, and workers
In war industries although white collar -workers have re-
ceived little or no increase in income. While food costs
have increased 46.8% from August 1939 to November 1943 for
the country as a whole, incomes of many groups have in-
creased more than food prices. Studies show that expen-
ditures for food increase with increase in income, so we
may assume that many more families now have an adequate
diet than ever before.

'What will be the situation after the war? What proportion
of family incomes will be large enough to permit the pur-
chase of diets nutritionally adequate? Bow mach and how
soon will incomes drop? Will there be many unemployed?
Will price control centinue and if so for how long or Will
prices rise? Will food rationing continue and for how long?
Will family size be increased with the return of men from
the armed forces with no corresponding increase in number of
earners and consequently in money income and money avail-
able for food? What will be the lowest cost of an adequate
diet in various parts of Arizona after the war?

"If incomes return to the level for 1935-36, we would expect
to find approximately two-thirds of all families with incomes
of less than $1500. What part of this income would have to be
spent for food for a family of a given size and composition
in various sections of the state if family members are to be



adequately nourished? Trice data collected in Tucson over a three
year period indicate that in Novetber, 1941, 33% of a $1500 income
had to be spent for foods furnishing an adequate low cost diet for
a family of four, consisting of a man and women, moderately active)

a boy ten years old and a girl eight. To secure the sane foods in
November, 1942*, almost 40% of a $1500 income had to be spent, and
in November, 1943, about 41%.

"Consumption studies indicate that food expenditure is the
largest single cash item in family living in all but high income
groups. It is essential, then, that consumers know how to spend
the food dollar to secure maximum value from it. This would in-
dicate the need for an educational program that would include the
following:

1. An analysis of present food buying habits.
Which of these food buying:habits are responsible
for an increase in food prices? What is the cost
of various store services such as credit, delivery,
the return privilege, etc? What food buying habits
should families attempt to set up?

2. A consideration of the advantages and disadvantages
of hone production of food from the standpoint of
price.

3. An analysis of the type of infornation concerning
foods that should be available at the place of pur-
chase if foods are to be intelligently purchased.

4. Legislation that would result in greater satis-
faction from the food dollar, such as: compulsory
grade labeling; better enforcement of weights and
measures legislation; state and municipal laws that
would protect the consumer's health and purse by
prohibiting adulteration and misbranding of foods
manufactured or processed and sold within the state;
enrichment of specific food products sold; stricter
regulation of sanitary conditions for food proces-
sing; the setting of standard sizes for packaged
foods so the price advantage of larger quantities
could be more easily computed.

5. Savings that result from buying in quantity and
from planned use.

6. Budgeting for food in the postwar period."

3. Nutrition Education in a Community

The needs for a nutrition education program
The needs for nutrition education will differ with the community

and extent to which its social and economic agencies have been developed.

Emphasis should be placed upon education of children and their families

of simple nutrition facts and their relation to health. If the few 
basic

facts of nutrition are taught effectively it will be demonstrated in the

consumer's everyday selection of food- The educated community will thus

become interested in its food laws and regulations and be in a position

to enforce governmental action through popular demand more effectively

than by any other method.
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The needs for nutrition education will differ at the various levels

in the school system but, at any level, whether it be elementary, secon-
dary, adult and higher education, formal or Informal in character, the

majority of individuals need first to be taught those basic facts of

nutrition and their relation to health. Any of the more technical aspects

can be given later when the need arises.
The Committee on Nutrition Education, Arizona Nutrition Council,

Mrs. Mildred W. Wood, Chairman, reports that up to the present time,

progress has varied depending upon local leadership and funds available.

Some communities in Arizona at the end of the war will have had a real
awakening whereas others will still be peacefully unaware of their need

for vital information which has been made available within recent years.
At the end of the war nutrition education will have become a part of the

health program in many communities but in others it will have been neg-

lected.
With the support of such agencies as the Red Cross, which has offer-

ed many well attended short courses in nutrition throughout the state
and of newspapers and radio which in turn offered popular articles and
programs on nutrition, it is probable that a fair proportion of hone-
makers and their families realize at least that food is important for
health and that they must do something about obtaining the right kinds
of food. With this change in point of view, more people are now recep-
tive to community activities of various kinds which are planned to im-
prove nutritional status and at the end of the war it will be easier to
develop a well organized nutrition program which shall be of real sig-
nificance in the lives of the people and become an integral part of the
general education program of the state.

Specific objectives of nutrition education program
Certain specific objectives of such a program have been outlined

by this Committee. They are the outcome of a program which has been
carried on as extensively as possible throughout the state with the
teaching personnel and funds available:

(1) The public should be made to realize that nutrition
is of importance to everyone. The idea has existed too long
that nutrition education Is for certain groups only, notably
women homemakers, some girls in high schools and those respon-
sible for group feeding.

(2) It should be recognized that nutrition information needs
to be adapted to the particular group concerned. If the elem-
entary school child, high school youth, adult and workers in
industry are all to profit from such a program, then more time
and effort must be put into ways of reaching these groups.
Most important is the need to carry this program to low in-
come groups and many have been the difficulties involved in
this respect. One of these has been financial. Except in
some rural communities where extension funds have been avail- ,

able, there has been no money for the payment of trained
workers, nor are the teachers in the elementary schools



sufficiently informed in nutrition to be capable of reaching the
low income groups through their work in the schoolroom. Even
though money were made available there would still be the need
for putting information into simple form. It takes near genius
to be simple without effort and as much attention will have to
be given this aspect of the program as to securing the facts
in nutrition 'which are to be taught.

(3) A feeling should be created of individual responsibility on
the part of those informed in this subject to influence in every
way possible those with whom they cone in contact. In that way
a far larger group of people could be reached.

(4) The general public should be made avare of the importance
of adequate school lunches for every child. One of the diffi-
culties in the way of progress is the present state legislation
which makes it impossible to spend school money for supervision
of the lunch program.

R commendations for nutrition education program
In view of the Objectives outlined above, some specific recom-

Mendations are made by this committee:

(1) That a course in the fundamentals of nutrition be re-
quired for all education majors at the State Colleges and
University, so that they shall have a basic understanding of
the importance of nutrition. Nutrition lessons should be
introduced as an important part of the health program begin-
ping with the first grade.
(2) That supervisory staff be provided for public schools
whose responsibility it shall be to help classroom teachers
see how to include nutrition education at various levels.
(3) That the nutrition education program be correlated by
planning goals to be reached at various levels and through
class experiences in various subject matter areas as in
biology, health education, and homemaking.
(4) That materials and teaching aids be developed to meet
the needs at various age levels, particularly that of the

lower level.
(5) That the efforts of various agencies working on nutri-
tion education be correlated, particularly at the adult level.

(6) That the community program be extended through adult
education so that families shall tealize the importance of be-

coming self sufficient when practicable, learn how much food
they can profitably raise so that hone will be wasted or sent

to other areas unless needed and how much should be conserved.

By these means the need can be established for a community food
conservation center. It is expected that with the release of
necessary materials for freezing lockers, freezing shall be-
come widely popular as has already occurred in many other states.
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(7) That an adequate staff be provided to supervise and direct

local school lunch programs.
(8) That the time of homemaking teachers be planned to give max-

imum service to the school and community. Many of the pres-

ent homemaking teachers are trained in administration of the
school lunch program, to teach out-of-school adult classes
and to help elementary teachers adapt illustrative materials
and other teaching aids to their programs. Instead they are

asked to direct study halls and teach euch subjects as Phys-

ical Education, English, Typing and General Science.

4. Community Services in Public Health as Related to Nutrition

There are available today comparatively quick and easy clinical
methods of measuring physical fitness of children and some of the more
specific deficiency diseases in their early states. This involves,
first, a physical examination including some highly subjective tests
as condition of skin, pallor, posture, musculature, skeletal firmness
and evidence of presence or absence of fatigue. Body build_ measurements
are used involving age, sex, height, chest and iliac width. Roentgen-
ograms are used as a means of measuring skeletal maturity and skeletal
mineralization in children. The incidence and extent of dental caries is
determined by a doctor of dental surgery. Calculation of slump in stand-
ing and sitting and measurements of plantar contaot are now being used in
some laboratories. Other tests used are hemoglobin status, the use of the
biophotometer based on association of retarded dark adaptation with
vitamin A deficiency and for some limited purposes a test of capillary
wall strength. Certain blood and urine vitamin tests are being used in
studies of large numbers of children in some of the thickly populated
industrial areas of the United States; also records of dietary intakes
covering a sufficient length of time and their relationship to nutrition-
al and socio-economic status of the family.

Except in a few laboratories not many of our community services are
sufficiently well organized or financially able to make many of these
recently developed tests on early deficiency states as a routine measure.
The question of too much fluorine and too little iodine in some water
supplies throughout the State with the probable consequence of endemic
goiter and mottled enamel, respectively, deserve more serious  attention.

Nutrition Consultant, Maternal and Child Health Division) State 
Department of Health

Much of the nutrition education being done by public health nurses
in county health units is being directed by the Nutrition Consultant
of the department of Maternal and Child Health Division, Arizona State
Department of Health, whose office in this State was established in 1940.

The School Lunch Program
It is important for all in the community to realize that the school-

lunch program as it is today is not just a feeding program. It is an
educational experience for both the children and the staff of the school,
and is an important part of school living. It is a part of a plan both
national and international in scope to have "nurture assist nature" and
to reach optimal development during the growing period.
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In the past economic status of the children has been the de-
termining factor as to which class of children should participate but
investigation shows that, due to indifference and neglect, too large a
proportion of the children from the higher income groups have been living
close to the level of minimal adequacy and the lunch should be made avail-
able to them also.

The Committee on School Lunch, Arizona Nutrition Council, Hilda
H. Eroeger,	 Chairman, reports that support of this program should
be made a part of the elementary and high school curriculum, available
to all. It is estimated that by the end of the war more children in
this State shall be receiving school lunches than ever before; that the
program shall have proved, its effectiveness and justified the financial
outlay both in terms of child health and in its final contribution to

the community itself. The Committee also emphasizes that there should
be no slump in this program after the war. At present because many
Mothers have left the home for defense jobs, provision for the care and.

feeding of their children has been a problem of state-wide concern.
The committee recommends the following objectives and measures needed

to solve these problems.

Desirable oblectives 

(1) The program be supported to the extent that the lunch can
be made nutritionally adequate to carry its quota of the day's re-
quirement at all times. There should be conservation of seasonal

abundance of foods for use in the school lunch at community and commer-

cial processing plants using the excess for intrastate exchange and
increased production locally of foods which will add to its nutritive

value.
(2) It be produced and served according to accepted standards of

sanitation.
(3) The school lunch room experience be integrated with the health

education curriculum at all grade levels in such courses as reading,

hygiene, general science, biology and home economics.

(4) Inclusion of basis training in administration of the school

lunch as part of the home economics curriculum at the 
higher levels.

Malor problems in attaining above objectives 

Difficulties which have been met in attaining these Objectives 
in

the opinion of this Committee are:
(1) Lack of understanding of the importance of these Objectives

'by the parent, the public and the school authorities.

(2) Lack of funds to pay for personnel, equipment and food in the

school lunch program.
(3) Unequal and inadequate distribution of food in certain 

areas

of Arizona.
(4) Lack of trained and experienced personnel to properly 

staff

school lunch programs.
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Nutrition of Industrial Workers in Wartime 

As evidence of the necessity for improvement in nutrition of
Industrial workers, a National Committee on Nutrition in Industry
has recently been set up by industrialists and industrial physicians.
To have more information and knowledge, some rigidly controlled
studies were organized on the diet and nutritional status of de-
fense workers Ir at least four regions in this oountry. The Obvious
remedy which was recommended was to bring the inadequate diet up to
the proper level with natural foods. Supplementing the diet with
synthetic vitamins were shown in these studies to be necessary only
in certain instances.

Major causes of nutritional inadequacy were listed under four
headings: poor food habits, poor "commissary" or provision of foods
for the workers, economic factors such as those which interfere with
proper selection of food and lastly metabolic stress involving illness,
increased working hours, extremes of temperature, and speed-up of work.
Three lines of attack were suggested: provision of food,. education,
and economy.

Under "provision" is listed the recommendation of the Food and
Nutrition Board of the National Research Council for enrichment of
all white flour and bread by addition of thiamine, niacin and iron,
and possibly riboflavin. It recommended widespread use of iodized
table salt and fortified oleomargarine. Under "education" were
suggested: (1) make a dietitian available to employees and families
for advice on diet, (2) use of posters and pamphlets at appropriate
sites about the plant, (3) classes and demonstrations on nutrition
for wives and families of employees, (4) maintenance of a cafeteria
system where foods of high nutritional value are Obtainable. Under
"economy" were suggested: (1) that all cafeterias and other food
units be under plant management on a nonprofit basis, (2) intelli-
gent marketing be encouraged, (3) employment of a cafeteria dietit-
ian to increase nutritional value of meals and decrease overhead.

In Arizona, some of these recommendations have been made with
varying degrees of success and some momentum has been gained which
should not be lost in postwar years. However, the work has progressed
slowly because of (1) lack of paid leadership assigned to this field,
(2) the push of other interests inherent in the war situation, and
(3)-failure to recognize inadequacy in the nutritional statue of in-
dustrial workers. Nevertheless, interested groups have been trying
to learn the needs of industry through visits to the plants and homes
of the workers. For example, employees of the Home Service Department
of Arizona light and power companies are making home visits and giving
specific suggestions on planning meals for the home and to carry to
the plant.

5. Plans for Postwar Nutritional Research 

Dr. Margaret C. Smith, Department of Hunan Nutrition of the
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, reports:
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"Research problems in nutrition are of ultimate importance only

in so far as they lead to improvement of human welfare in which nu-

trition plays a big role. Intelligent postwar planning will not

radically change nutrition research programs. It should, however,
augment search for information which will further improve nutrition-

al status of the population in peace tines.

There will be a tendency to swing from the popular or applied

type of research conducted during the war to a more fundamental 
type

of research. The wartime program which was to a certain 
extent re-

stricted to problems of immediate concern, the findings of which 
lent

themselves to immediate use, will be further extended after the 
war

to include basic research.

The fields of research in nutrition are fertile ones. 
New

vitamins and other essential dietary nutrients and their inter-

relationship will be discovered, new methods of their assay be developed,
more exact information concerning human requirements be sought, along
with greater recognition of deficiency symptoms and development 

of simple

methods of diagnosis, etc.

Many projects should be reorganized to fit into a scheme of

cooperation in place of loosely organized research which does not

efficiently take advantage of foods: grown and studied by other depart-

ments. Some of these problems include expanded programs such 
as are al-

ready in force between the Department of Hunan Nutrition 
and the Depart-

ment of Horticulture and Agricultural Chemistry and 
Soils of the Arizona

Agricultural Experiment Station. Emphasis must be placed 
on the quality

of foods produced rather than the mass production of foods of mediocre

quality from the nutritional point of view, in 
other words., production

of foods possessing the highest nutritional value. Plant 
breeders and

horticulturists are continually developing new crops 
and varieties, each

of which should also be studied from the nutritional point of 
view be-

fore they are accepted as commercial possibilities.

A few other research nutrition problems which demand 
attention may

be mentioned as follows. The effect on the vitamin content 
of foods

preserved in storage by dehydration, and more 
especially by quick freez-

ing methods, should be further investigated. The inability to secure

quick-freezing units at the present time has postponed this highly 
im-

portant work. The effect of cooking foods 
in large quantities under

institutional conditions, in prèssure saucepans, etc., 
on the nutritive

value.Of a vide variety of 
foods should be determined. It appears prob-

able-also that electrical cooking by means of induction or high fre-

quency waves will become very popular. This form of 
cooking, being new,

viii have an unknown effect on the nutritive value of 
foods.

All research projects should be flexible in nature to permit the

shifting of the endeavor of the 
department to attack problems which

may arise which are not foreseen at present."
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CHAPTER XIII -- SURPLUS MILITARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittee: Raymond

Price, Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment Station, Chairman; O. C.

Williams, State Land Commissioner: A. F. Kinnison, Soil Conservation
Service.

Owing to wartime restrictions it has not been possible to keep up
adequate repair or replacement of agriculture equipment and supplies.
Moreover, needed and worthwhile work, particularly in land-resources
conservation and development, has been postponed because of manpower
and equipment and material shortages. Consequently, at the end of the
war the demand for these goods will be great. This will be manifest in
two ways: (1) replacements for necessary going pursuits, and (2) equip-
ment and supplies for needed and worthwhile additional work. The second
category, including necessary work projects of a public-benefit charac-
ter, is especially appropriate for suitable surplus military supplies
and equipment.

In order to continue uninterruptedly necessary agriculture enter-
prises during the post-war period and facilitate the completion of
worthwhile public-benefit work projects, therefore, appropriate amounts
of surplus military supplies and equipment must be apportioned to agri-
culture. An indication of the possible extent and nature of these needs
is outlined in the accompanying tabulations. The exact kinds and 'amounts
of equipment cannot be fully itemized until more information is at hand
as to the equipment and supplies available.

In disposing of surplus military supplies and equipment the follow-
ing recommendations are made:

1. That all usable supplies and equipment be put to use and not
destroyed.

2. That they be apportioned through responsible agencies at
reasonable costs, care being exercised to avoid excessive profit to
some and discrimination against and unfair distribution policies to
others.
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/2• OC61 State:Farmer, TotalC.J •

Earth iovin:,F, and Road 3uilding
Equipment und Supplies 

Buggies, concrete
Cable, steel, 1/2 in.

3/4 in.tt	 If

It 	7/8 in.
Carryalls, 6-6 yd.

"	 4-6 yd.

8,000 ft.
15	 15

8,000 ft.
45,000 ft. 45,000 ft.
30,600 ft. 30,600 ft.

qo 8
8 8

Caps,	 sloe., 	6,	 8,	 (5:

	

10 ft. wires	 120,000
Cattle „;uards, steel, double

	

grids, 15 ft.	 250,400 lb.

120,000

250,400 lb.
Compressor, air 1 1
Culverts, vcrious sizes 9 cars 9 cars
Detonator 2 2
Dragline, 3/8 or 1/2 cu. yd. 3 3

1-1/2 cu.yd, Crescent
scraper 8 8

Graders, pull, 14,000 lb. 8 8
Jackhammers, 65 lb. 73 5 2 60
Loaders, gravel, i.ortable

bucket 1 1
Machine, earth boring (posts,

piling, etc.) 3 3
Mixers, concretes 1 bag.

n	 n	 3-1/2 cu.ft.,
1/2 bag

17 5

11

1 23

11

Lotor patrol graders, 16,000-
18,000 lb. 2 5 1 8

Eater patrol . -,raders, 14,000 lb. 11 11
Oilers, line 45 45
Pilo erivor, portable,

1,000 lb. burner
Plow, snow
Powder
Rippers, largo crblo lift

0	 5,000 lb.
Road oiling outfits, including

1
1
84 T
16
24 14

1
1
84 T
16
38

2 tank trucks for hauling
oil.	 1 blk.ck topper mL.c:elino,
and other misc. equipment

1 1

Rollers, road, 10 T
n	 shoepsfoot, double
drum, 8,co0 lb.

1

10 5

1

15
Rollers,	 shcepsfoot	 itu.;13

drum 9 9
Scrapers, 2-1/2 yd. 13 18

_eludes sore fc.rmer needs.



SCS2f Sato 2 Farmor Total

Shovels, 0 ell...yd.,
crawler type 3 3

Shovels, 1/2 cu.yd.,
truck type

Sprinkler, truck	 3 T
Tamper, air

3
1 5

5

3
6
5

Tank, water, 200-300 gal.
on 2-wheel trailer

Tool, demolition
5 50

2
55

2

Tractor, bulldozer 2 1 3
caterpillar
with trail

builder, RD-8 cut

2

17

2 4

17
Tractor -ith trail

builder, RD-7 eat 24 24

Tractor, trail, R-6 7
50 hp Diesel 8 8
50-80 hp with

6-8 cu.yd. carryall 21 21
Tractor, 50-00 hp with

dozer or trail builder 16 16
Tractor, 50-80 hp with

crane
Trector , 50-80 	 hp solo

25-40 hp solo

2
16

8

2
16
8

:heel type
crawler type,

25 hp or smaller

675

100

675

100

Tractor, creader type,
26-60 hp 90 90

Tractor, crawler type,
over 60 hp 10

Trenching machine (Parsons) 2 2
Trucks, dump, 2- 2-0 T 114 51 165
Vrire,	 road , ,,uard 12 mi. '	 12 mi.

Tr,nsport Lcuiment

Automobiles, pass. carryall 12 12
coupe 1 6 7
Jeeps 81
sedans 27 5 4 36

Jeeps 15 15
Showboats 2 2
Trailers and attachments 6 2,500 2,506
Trailars, 6-.8 wheel, 10-12 T 7 7

2-wheel, box body 47
ft 2-wheel, horse
ft semi, 15-ton

2
8

2
8

II	 20-ton 3. 1



Chairs	 arm 12
revolving 21
typewriter 24

Desks 8 8
If typewriter 24
Ediphones 3 1
Extinguishers, fire 134
Safe
Tables, drafting 1 1

office, 30x60 in. 20 6
Typewriters 40 4

Trucks, 1-1/2 T
over 1-1/2 T
5 T
cargo, 6x6
2-3 T nith load

luszor and 3, skips
Trucks, mobile repair Lhop

pickups or jeeps
u

	

	 stoke body, 2-3 T
tank
trail, R-6 type
transport, 12 T

10-12 T
with service tractors,

1-1-1/2 T

metal,
letter size

Calculators
Chairs

12

10
1

2-	 1,200
125

2

289 8
210 50

24
14

J.
1

5

40 2
12

100
15 3

12

Office Equimcnt

Adding mochinos
Cabinets, file

1,208
125
. 2
12

10
1

297
260
24
14

1
1

5

42
12

100
18
12
12
21
24
16
24

4
134

1
2

26
44

Electrical lquip nt and
Supplies 

Arc welder, 440 amp. 	 2
Dat;cry analyzer	 1
Ba-Aery chz.rging equipment	 6
Cable, tel., leod covered	 2 mi.
Coil tester
Condenser tester
Generators, 1500	 t or equal
Headlight tostcr
Machine, motor analyzer 1,-nd
tester	 1	 1

PlLnts, elec. lif;ht,
portable, 3-5 kw	 1	 5

1
3.
2
6

2

6
2mi,
1
1
2
6

2



It 14

Wire,
Wire,

#12
#10
#8

power, #2 cond.
telephone, #10-12

11

:

F.S.	 State:Farmer:	Total

Plants, elec. light, 10 kw	 10	 10

il	 It	 vi	 5 kw	 16	 16

Timing, light combustion tester	 2	 2

Transformers, 13,000 volt	 3	 3

Wire, insulated copper 16	 72,000 ft.	 72,000 ft.

	5,000 ft.	 5,000 ft.

	5,000 ft.	 5,000 ft.

	5,000 ft.	 5,000 ft.

	5,000 ft.	 5,000 ft.

	

65m!.	 65 mi.
	34,000 lb.	 34,000 lb.

Scientific Equipment

Alidades, telescopic with
Beaman arc

Balances, analytical
Binoculars, 7 power

8 power
Centrifuges
Chemicals for 200-man

health center
Colorimeter

10 15
2 2

6 12 -18
11 11

6

6 units 6 unitg
6 6

Finders, fire, Osborn
Levels, dumpy, 18 in.

20
8

20
8

Y 13
Microscopes 6
Planetable, 24x30 in., with
tripod 13 5 18

Planetable, 18x24 in. 11 11

Plumb bobs, 6-8 oz. 42 42

Pole, range, 8 ft. 2 lo 12

Radio sets 50 50

Rods, level, 12-1/2 ft. 36 5 41

Rods, line, 1 in. 22 22

Rods, stadia, folding 2 5 7
Rods,	 stadia, 14 ft. 36 36
Surveying pins 20 sets 20 sets

Tape, metallic 24 60 84
steel, 300 ft. 32 32

il	 100 ft. 32 5 37 •

box, 50 ft. 30

Theodolites, 2m. 1

10 in. 1

Transit, 5 to 5-1/2 plate,
engineer's 8 13



F.S.	 SCS1-/: State :Farmer : 	Total
.	 :

Hospital Equipment

Ambulance, air
automobile,

high speed

6

6

6

7
Ambulance, truck
Bandages and gauze for

200-man health center 6 6
Beds, hospital 12 12

Blankets
	

500
Chairs, dental
Cots	 100
Dental units, mobile with

facilities & equipment

	loo 	600

	

6	 6
	12 	 112

	

18	 18

First-aid kits, small size
11	 it	 it large size

20-man units
supplies for 200-man

850
18
2	 50

850
18
52

health center 6 6
Instruments, dental, for
200-man he1th center 6 6

Instruments, medical, for
200-man health center 6 6

Linen (towels,	 sheets,	 etc.) 96 sets 96 sets
Linen (towels, 	 sheets,	 etc.)

for 200-man health center 6 6
Mattresses 100 36 136
Physiotherapy apparatus for

200-man health center 6 6
Refrigerators 12 12

Snake-bite kits with belt pouch 50	 250 300

Sterilizers, large 12 12

small 12 12

Tables, examining 12 12

Buildings, Structures, and
Supplies

Barracks,lumber, 20x50 ft. 40 40

If	 II	 20x40 ft. 16 16

Building,	 house trailer,
2 or 4 wheel 35 35

Building, frame, portable,
20x100 ft. 20 * 20

Building, frame, portable,
20x40 ft. 1	 20 21

Building, frame, portable,
20x20 ft. 20 20

Building,	 frame,	 shed,
3000 sq.ft. 20 20



Cement
Coolers, air-conditioning
Lumber, native

5,000 sacks
22

145,000 ft,
B.M.

5,000 sacks
22

145,000 ft.

Plant,	 screening,	 sand,
gravel, with power unit 1 1

Reinforcing steel 200,000 lb. 200,000 lb.
Rock crusher plants, corn-
plete with motor driven
rock crusher,	 screens,
bins, and other necessary
equipment

2 2

Rock crushers, portable,
60 cu.yd. with power unit	 8	 8

Roofing, comp., 110#	 1,300 sq.ft. 	1,300 sq.ft,
Wire, screen	 5,000 sq.ft,	 5,000 sq.ft.

Household Equipment

Gas system, Butane, 300-gal. 3 3
Phonograph with electric

turntable 8 8
Polisher, floor, electric 5 5
Refrigerators, 8 ft.	 21	 21

22a_Equipment

Beds, camp	 500	 500
Blankets	 3,584	 3,584
Camp, field, 20-man unit,
mobile (Trailer mounted
bunkhouses and kitchen
with mess equipment, beds,
and mattresses)

Canteens, 1 gal.
Cots, steel and mattresses
Lanterns, gasoline
Mess outfits, 6-man
'r 	II	 10-man
II	 II	 25-man
It	 /I	 50-man
Ranges, field
Ranges, with pipe, large

double oven with hot
water back

Refrigerator unit, 600 ft.
Stoves, heating, including
pipe, mats, poker, coal
scuttle,	 etc.

Tents, 12x14, with poles
,

2,100

976
1,048

100
98
35
18

53

32
218

125
12

.

10

20

10

2,100
976

1,048
100
98
35
18

53

32
218

125
32

.

-7-



F.S. 2 SCS1/1 State:Farmer:
: 

Tents, 14x16, with poles
(If lumber barracks not
available, add 192 tents
for road building)

158

Tent flies, 12x14 30
9	 9	 14x16 176

Tents, tepee, 7x7 6

Hand Tools

Axes, D.B., 3-1/2 lb., with
handles	 770

Axes, S.B., 4 lb., with
handles	 1,889	 250

Axes, D.B., 4-1/2 lb.,with
handles	 20	 50

Bars, digging	 200

wrecking, gooseneck	 50

Bits, wood, auger, set of 13 	 10	 35
II	 9	 expansive, with
2 cutters	 10	 25

Brace, bit, ratchet, 10-inch 	 10	 35

770

2,139

70
. 200

50
45

35
45

Calipers, inside, 3, 6, and
12 inch	 4.sets	 4 sets

Calipers, outside, 3, 6, and
12 inch	 4 sets	 4 sets

Carriers, timber	 2	 40	 42

Chisels, wood, 1/4 to 2 in.	 10 sets	 10 sets

Crowbars, 6 lb	 450	 450
il	 20 lb.	 50	 50

Drill, breast	 40	 40

Hacksaws, 12 in.	 22	 20	 42

Hacksaw blades, 12 in.	 22 doz. 24 doz. 	 46 doz.

Hammers, claw, with handles	 100	 100

9	 double-face, 12 lb.,
th handles	 25	 25

Hammers, double-face, 16 lb.,
with handles	 25	 25

Hammers, double jack, 8 lb.	 360	 5‘)	 410

Hammers, mason, 4 lb.	 50	 50

Hammers, single jack, 4 lb.	 300	 50	 350

Hammers, Spalling, S.F., 3 lb.
with handles	 25	 25

Hammers, Spalling, S.F., 6 lb.,
with handles	 25	 25

Hammers, rock, 12 lb.	 50	 50

Handles, pick, R.R.	 200	 800	 1,000

Hatchets, broad, 2 lb. ,with
handles	 50	 50

Hoes, mortar	 10	 100	 110

Iron, soldering, elec.	 6	 6

Total

158

80
176

6



acetylene welding outfits,
taps, dies, pipe cutters, etc.

Blocks, snatch, 7/8 in.,
3/4 in.

steel
"

24
48

1/2 in. " 48
tackle, wood,

1 pulley, 3/4 in.
Blocks, tackle, wood,

2 pulleys, 3/4 in.

25

25

24

73
48

25

25

Level, carpenter,
28 in.

Picks; R.R., #6
Picks, mattocks

24 to
10 50

1,820 500
820 200

Saw, hand crosscut, 6, 7, or
8 pt,

Saw, hand rip, 6 or 7 pt.
Screw drivers, 10 in.
Shovels, LHRP
n	 #2 DHSP
Squares, combination
n	 steel
Stones, ax, hand,

carborundum
Tools, carpenter, complete set

50
16 50

30 loo
13 25
10 25

30 50
10 10

50
1,820 400

200
2

10 50

144
29

60
2,320
1,020

35

80
20
50

2,220
200

2
60

144
29

60
6 0
60

325

1
20

300
100

5

20
30

Planes, carpenter, asstd.
rabbet

Pliers, slip joint, 8 in.
side cut

Rakes, asphalt
Saw, crosscut, 2-man
n	 n	 1-mftn

Trowels mason, brick
,,	 It	 plaster

pointing
Wheelbarrows, rubber tired

Shop Equipment and Supplies

Aligner, for conn, rod &
piston, asst'd size piston

Anvil, 200 lb.
Belting, leather or comp.,

2 to 6 in.
Binders, load (Boomer)

i0 50
10 50
10 50

225 100

1
10 10

300
100

Bins, nail	 5
Bits, dri11,3/16- 1-1/4 in.

x 1/64	 20
Blacksmith outfits, incl.	 30

200 lb. anvil and black-
smith tools, forge vises,

1	 1
50
66

130
38

Torch, blow, I qt.	 6	 6

55 sets	 sets

-9-



20 ft. x 1/2 to 3/8 in.
Chisel, cold, 3/4 in.
Clamps, Shaler tire repair
Compressor, air, 66-100 cu.ft.
It	 I,	 105 cu.ft.
ft	 II	 210 cu.ft.	 8	 8

and tank, 25 cu.ft.,n

elec. driven
Compressor and tank, 15 cu.ft.,

1 1

elec. driven 29 29

Cram', auto, 2-1/2 T 1 1

Cutter, bolt, 14 in. 17 17
u	 4t	 18 in. 17 17
It	 11	 24	 in. 17 50 67
t•	 u 361n. 9 25 34
Il 	pipe,	 set 3/8- 2-1/2 in. 2 2

Drill, bench, 1/2 in. 2 2

II	 u	 1/4 in. 2 2

Drills	 portable, elec., 1/2 in. 3 33
n	 n	 n	 1/4 in. 3 3
Drill press, heavy duty, elec.

driven 1 1

Drill press, medium duty,
elec. driven 9 9

Drill steel sharpener and
shanking machine, portable 1 1

Drill post, hand, 1 in.	 chuck 10 10

Drill	 twist, set 1/8 - 1/2 in. 10 10

u	 ,,	 1/2 in.	 shank 10 10

File	 flat,	 bastard,	 12 in., doz. 4 12 16

il	 mill	 It	 12 in„	 doz. 4 24 28

If 	round	 It	 8 in.,	 doz. 4 6 10
U 	n	 n	 12 in.,	 doz. 4 6 10

File	 1/2 round, smooth,
12 in.,	 doz. 2 6 8

File, extra slim taper,
5-0 in., doz. 6 24 30

Forge, B.S., portable 10 10

Goggles, safety 20 250 270

Grease rack, hydraulic 1 1

Grinder, brake drum 1 1

I,	 bit,	 detachable
tt

	

	 tool,	 large,	 elec.
driven

1

2

1

2

Body, repair kit
Boring machine, main car

bearings
Boring machine, main tractor

bearings
Calipers, frame micrometer,

set 1-24 in.
Chains, tow, with hook,

F.S. State.Farmer Total

1

1

6 6

5 100 105

50 50
25 25

4 4
24 24

-10-



Grinder, tool small,.
elec. driven

Grinder, tool, hand
Grinder, valve seat, light,

elec. driven
Grindstones, foot power,
mounted

Gun, grease, Alemite,
assid sizes, set

Gun, 7eq.se, 50 lb. size
Backer,w frame, power
Haroe: - , ball Pain, 1-1/2 lb.
Hoist, chain, 2-1/2 T

1 T
3 T
1-1/2 T
2 T,

elec. driven
Hoist, &fain, 5 T,

elac. driven
Hoist, :Insin, 10 T,

e13r. driven
Hoist, double drum, with

power unit
Hoist, stationary, double

drum, 15,000 lb. pull
Honing machine, elec,driven
Hose, air, 3/8 in.
Hose, jackhammer, 3/4 in.
Iron, soldering, set 6
Jack, Hydraulic, bumper

floor, 2
3
5
10

11.

transmission
Lathe, brake drum, elec.

driven
Lathe, awing, elec driven

24 in.
Lathe, awing elec. driven

12 in
Lathe, owing elec. driven

9 in
Machine, riveting
"	 stencil, cutting
Mitre box with saw

tor testing equipment
Pipe, bender

mech. floor	 3
5

If

ft

41

2
5	 5

12

1

200 ft.
16,200 ft.

9
6
8

14
18
10	 -20

2
12

1

1

8 8
1

200 ft.
16,200 ft,

9
6
8

14
18
30

2
12

1

1

1

2

1
1
5
J.
1



F.S.	 : SCSI/. St4te:Farmer. Total

Pot, glue, elec. 1 1

Press, arbor, hydraulic, 30 T 1 1

track	 "	 100 T 1 1

Pullers, gear, asst'd. sizes 1 1

"	 wheel, large, set 1 1
n •	 it	 small	 " 1 1

Pump, gasoline 30 30

Punches, drift, 1/4 in. 50 50

Rags, wiping 1,000 lb. 1,000 lb.
Rasp, wood, 1/2 round, 12 in. 1 doz. 24 doz. 25 doz.
Reamer and pilot, extension,

set 7/16-106 in.	 4 4

Reamer and pilot, extension,
set 11/16- 1-1/8 in.	 4 4

Reamer and pilot, extension,
set 1-1/8 - 2 in.	 4 4

Reboring machine, 2-1/2 -
5-1/2 in., elec. driven	 1 1

Refacer, valve, elec. driven	 9 9
Riveter, brake lining 	 1 1
Rope, manila, 3/4 in. 5,000 ft. 5,000 ft.

Saw, band	 1 1
"	 hand, portable, elec.	 1
n	 jig 	1 r

1
1

"	 scroll	 1 1
"	 table	 1 1

S rewplates, SAE, 3/16-1 x
1/64, sets	 7 7

Screwplates, Std., 1/4-1-1/4 x
1/16, sets	 7 7

Screwplates, USS, 8-size set,
sets 10 10

Shank threading machine	 1 1

Shaper, horizontal, 16 or 24 in.	 1 1 2

Steel, drill, 3/4 in., 2-10 ft.
lengths	 1,728 1,728

Stock and die, 1/2-1-1/4 in.,
sets	 5 10 15

Stock and di	 3/8-2-1/2 in.,
sets	 6 6

Stretcher, ti e, hand	 5
1,	 1power

5
1

Tank, gasoline storage,
1,000 gal.	 1 1

Tank, gasoline storage,
500 gal.	 29	 29

Tanks with pump, oil storage,
1 qt. self meas. sq., 67 gal.	 34	

34

Tester, valve spring for
trucks and tractors	 1 	1

-12-



F.S. SCSI"! atate,Farmer, Total

Tire changer
Tool, sharpening,

1

carborundum 24 24
Tool, brake drum and

shackle, set 1 J.
Torches, blow, gasoline,

1 qt. 15 15
Track, repinning	 rebush-

ing mach. for 50 Cat.
R7-RD8 J. 1

Vat, tempering 9
Vibrator, concrete, air

operated 2 2
Vise, bench, 4-1/2 in. jaws 28 28
tt	 tt	 6	 in.	 jaws 38 38
Vise, blacksmith, 70-100 lb. 5 10

pipe 10 10
Welding outfit, acetylene 25 10 35
Welding outfit, elec. arc
mounted on 2-wheel trailer 10 10

Wheel aligning equipment 1 1
Wheel balancer, comb', static

and dynamic 1 1
Wrenches, box, 3/8-1-1/4 in. 31 31
Wrenches, crescent, each 8,

10, 12, and 18 in. 52 52
Wrenches, ignition, sets 26 26
Wrenches, open end, 3/8-

2-1/2 in., sets 31 31
Wrenches, pipe,	 sets, 8, 10,

12, 18, 24, 36 in. 29 32
Wrenches, rim nut 4 4
Wrenches, socket, heavy duty,

1-2-1/2 x 14.6 12 12
Wrenches, socket, master set 31 31
Wrenches, socket, set 3/16-

1-3/4 in., snap on 34 34

Fencing Material
and Equ4ment 

Cloth, hardware, 1/4 in.
assortment

Cloth, hardware, 3/8 in.
assortment

Cloth, hardware, 1/2 in.
assortment

Cloth, hardware, 5/8 in.
assortment

Cloth, hardware, 3/4 in.
assortment

- 225 rolls

225 rolls

375 rolls

185 rolls

8o rolls

-13-
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• .
SCSIV! State Farmer TotalF. S.

Diggers, post, hole
Drivers, post
Pliers, fence, with staple
puller

Posts, fence, steel
Staples, net

fence
Stays
Stretchers, barbed wire
Wire, barbed, 160 rd. spools

field, 55 in.
hog or sheep

ft 	mats, steel, roadway

• solid iron, #9-16
stovepipe

• woven, heavy 48 to
60 in.

Wire, woven, heavy,
varying widths

	305	 100	 405,

	10
	

10

100	 100

	

75,000	 75,000

55 kegs	 55 kegs
371 kegs	 371 kegs

	24,000	 24,000

	

10	 50	 60

	

30,600	 156
4,000 rods	

3,230	 33,986
4,000 rods

320 rolls	 320 rolls
110,000	 0,000

sq.ft.	 sq.ft.

245,000 lb. 46,000 lb.	 291,000 lb.
55,000 lb.	 ,000 lb.

38,000 rd.. 440 rd.	 57,280 rd. 95,720 rd.

5,000 rd.	 5,000 rd.

inibing, etc.

Pipe, G.I., and fittings,
1/2 in.	 8,000 ft.	 8, 000 ft.

Pipe, G.I., and fittings,
3/4 in.	 16,000 ft.	 16,000 ft.

Pipe, G.I., and fittings,
1 in.	 2,000 ft.	 2,000 ft.

Pipe, G.I., and fittings,
1-1/4 in.	 2,000 ft.	 2,000 ft.

Pipe, G.I., and fittings,
2 in.	 22,000 ft.	 22,000 ft.

Pipe, sewer, vit., 6 in.	 8,000 ft.	 8,000 ft.
u	 u	 u	 4 in.	 7,300 ft.	 7,300 ft.

Shower heads, misc. faucets	 100	 100

Tanks, hot water, 100 gal.	 8	 8

Toilets, flush	 48	 48

Water Supply

Pipe, galv., 3/4 in.
11	 1 in.
u	 i.	 1-114 in.

u	 1-1/2 in.
u	 u	 2 in.
II	 II	 3 in.
Pumps, back
Pumps, centrifugal, 2 or

3 in., with power unit	 8	 8

Pumps, centrifugal 4 in., 5	 5

5,000 ft. 5,000 ft.

5,000 ft. 5,000 ft.
5,000 ft. 5,000 ft.

5,000 ft. 5,000 ft.

26,000 ft. 26,000 ft.

3,000 ft.
26

3,000 ft.
26

-14-



F .S. : SCS.Y . State.,Farmar. Total

Pumps, centrifugal	 6 in.,
with power unit

Pumps, diaphragm, 4 in.,
with power unit

Pumps, double diaphragm,

2

1

4 in., with power unit 1 ,	 1
Pumps, Mario or equal 16 16
Pumps, motor driven, 400-
500 gal. per hr. 8 8

Pumps, rotary 4 4
Pumps, windmill 12 12
Tanks, rim, cattle, asst'd. 24 24
Tanks,	 storage, G.I., 6x8 ft.,

2,000 gal. 32 32
Tanks, water, 250-300 gal.,
metal slip on 50 50

Well drilling outfits
complete 8 8

Farm Equipment

Balers, pick-up
Cutters, stalk, 12-blade	 2
Machines, mowing (tractors) 	 3
Rakes, side delivery
Rope, manila, 3/8 in.	 13,000 lb.

9,000 lb. 9,000 lb.
5,000 lb. 5,000 lb.
5,000 lb. 5,000 lb.
5,000 lb. 5,000 lb.
5,000 lb. 5,000 lb.

Scales,,pit, 10 T	 2

Photographic Equipment
and Supplies

Boxes, slide, filing,
2x2 in.

Cameras, 18 mm, Kodachrome
	

5
Cameras, 35 mm, for pro-

ducing 2x2 Kodachrome
slides, with cases, grade
and model to be determined
by those available after
the war	 12

Cameras, 35 mm, equipped
with color corrected nor-
mal, medium telephoto and
long telephoto lenses

H	 H	 0 in.
I,	 5/8 in.
il	 3/4 in.

n	 It	 7/16 in.
II	 II	 1 in,

250	 250.
2

650	 653
700	 700

13,000 lb.

2

30
5

12



SCSV! State Farmer Total•	 •	 •F .S.

Cameras, 4x5 in each with
case, satisfactory tripod,
K-2, orange and red fil-
ters (3) and attachment
sunshade	 Model to be de-
termined by those available
post war

Cameras, motion picture,
16 mm, equipped with tur-
ret head and wide angle
lenses, fully color
corrected 1 1 2

Cameras, speed graphic, either
3-1/4 x 4-0 or 4x5 1

equipped with color cor-
rected wide angle telephoto
and normal lenses, cut film
magazine back, synchronized
flash gun 3 1 4

Enlarger 1 1
Exposure =tors
Projector, sound, and screen

12
1

14
1

Projectors,	 slide, 2x2 in.,
200-300 watt size, with
cooling unit and case,
Spencer Doleneoscope or
equal, and screen 9 1 10

Projectors, motion picture,
16 mm, complete with loud
speaker, Bell-Howell or
equal

Rewinders, film, 16 mm
Screens, motion picture, 8x8 ft.

complete with metal case and
tripods 10 10

Screens,	 slide projection,
5x5 ft., glass beaded,
portable, complete with
tripod and case

Splicers, film, 16 mm
10
9

10
9

Guns and Ammunition

Ammunition, 22 rifle,
50 rounds each

Ammunition, 30-30 rifle,
20 rounds each

Ammunition, 12 ga.
25 rounds each

Rifles, 22
30-30

Shotguns, 12 ga.

150 boxes

140 boxes

140 boxes
6
6
6
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150 boxes

140 boxes

140 boxes
6
6
6



CHAPTER. Xj17'!r.-AGRICUTZUHAL , INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND RURAL
1111..#16TRrE6*4

This chapter was compiled by the following subcommittees: Roland M. Gaver,
Rural ElectrAfication Aorrtn18tration, Chairman: O. E. Hellbuschl Farm Market
Relations.

A review of th  nation's economic development will show that community pros-
perity is closely related to the industrial development ofthe resources of
the area. This use of resources may be farming, mining, lumbering or any one
of this nation's many vocations which are in some measure the extracting of
the earth's wealth. The various indUstries which are engaged in processing
thee products have had an enOrmous part,in shaping the deatiny of the dif-
ferent sections of these United States, and they will continue to have an
even larger effect. The people of Arizona recognize these fastsand -stand
ready to take advantage of the c7portunities that are before them, for they
want the 'resources of their state to be utilized In bringing greater prosper-
ity and better living. To plan for these things now is to insure the best
possible future for the men and women who will return from the many functions
of the nation's war effort.

Where greater industrialization is the key to greater prosperity it may be
expected that appropriate action will be taken. . Most industries developed
In rural communities' Will be small: The ma"jority,will be engaged in process-
ing raw materials of the area. Rural industries easily applicable to Arfions
and in fact to the entire southwest are Cotton- gins, soybean sirocessing,
small textile plants,_sawMills, box factories, woodworking mills, alfalfa
mina, citrus pack-ing plants and numerous other plants that are only Waiting
for readily available, low-cost power to have their beginning. gowever, far-
seeing persons will not close their 'es to sound developmentS which , will
provide the requirements of a greater prosperity. .

It is recognized that the' successful establishment or thcLexisteace of rural
induatries is dependent upon several majer factors. The fact that . industrial,centers have become established is due in part to the location of power, cap-
ital, transportation, labor and raw materials.- The queStioti- of. raw materiale
does not need to arise here, as we are discussing the very area in which
the raw materials are produced. The financial conaiderAtions cone into the
pidture very strongly, as the ability to pay must be Piesênt- onO 'Sufficient
desire for _improved financial conditions is needed to develop enterprises to
the fullest_ extent. With the increase in cooperntive''nethbds dflusiness,
one convenient way of financing small rural industilbs'is available. - This..has the added advantage of community participation'* t7t' coMmunity enterprise.With greater insight into the various mothods'of financtni' the quection of
capital is somewhat dimin ished.	 , , • •	 ,

IThen development-depends upon or is improved by the Use 'of Ilkdern nethods of
production, the presence of electricity will prove to 'be one of the factorswhich spurs expansion and leads to ultimate success Of the undertaking.
Whether the enterprise be.new or already -in existence):the Use of lbw cost.electricity gives, the assurance of efficient; econemical*power. -A survey ofthe unused electric poWor ta a state, or of the PosaAilities of generating
such power in adequate quantities at reasonable costs in usable locations,will reveal the ability to successfully develop the other resources by

•.•
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electricaladethods.'• Impreved-metheds in the ongineéringfiblA v6Xe it pos-.
Bible to utilize conditions that were not considered practical no more than
ten years ago.

,

Labor problems become lesabecauée'of the advancembnt in trimill
When the boys return from service many of then viii seek now frbntiers. One
such new frontier may well be found in the development of_ruralindustrien,
Here is one of agridulturs'a opportunities to'contriSt6 to the betterment of
labor conditions. - One great advantage of such development is :the effect that
It will have on the employment dituation:: NanYlii4u4r16S - canjze of such a
nature asito provide 'pert time amgoyméne for farm heIp.in.the seasons when
crops do not require attention, In fact, theisteincei -er development of
.sound industrial enterprises will add t6.farM:prosperiity and'in,planr,esses,by
processing it, provide a market for the very producO:theSe farms,: .Thus
each can help the other toward the'coMmon oblactilie2of increased' ProSPerity
in an area due to the greater development of the eXigting-ree04rees4 -,

.	 .•	 •	 •	 •
The transportation problems are dependent upon the typo of industry - te.a -
large extent, but the Coming oftrubk -transpOrtntion has Proided.-a conve -
nient answer. Furthermore, transportation of the finished product is very
likely to be less expensive than transportation, of. the-rnw,,neteriali. »Often
a - good portion 'of the consUleption of the:.finiShed:Productwill-bo local,
therefore, unnecessary transportation la entirely eliminated.. 1 !

The electric power resources of Aiii,ana -...nrelàxee,t..:8he has ascess:to,17i6
per cent of the total energy generated nt,HOulder.Dm. lierseveralother'
hydro-electric dowaopmbnts add materially to this eupply, an4Ahe -Troblens
of transmission and distribution of the rower if0.66selip,4:by,thqtr'extstence.
The fall utilization of this enormousaMount Of qrxergi - P1.117 -he:realized
if it is applied to the products Of the state. Modern acie4ee hae- already
found many ways of processing farm Produce electrically - or With electrically-
operated machinery, and more will undoubtedly come. To...Profit ,hy-this.i the
rural communities of Arizona -must have the Power'which.ii(a4ailabla'frojen:its
great electrical plants. 4A network of transiiniation ‘ and-di#rjbUtion
could start a new 'era of prosperity in many of'the'cottlinit_i_es:the state.

By cosibined effort and. purchasing abilityi - farms - and in :du-strips Can enjoy.: ,

electricity in areas where it'cOuld:nbt be ecenomically'obtained_otheriiée.
--

A survey of the state'e -resources of farm, forest, -,and:minornls will give an

indication of the present 'and potential 1.0rition'of"idaubil:to iordaveloped
from those resources. When this le s'unraarized'and studied jointlYliith a

survey of unelectrified areas, the"possibiiities of incres,,sed.induetrializar
tion coupled with electrification Will be eVident. -	 —	 -

A method of analyzing the industrial situation in the state is presented in
the two attached exhibits. The first Consists of n chntt Showing the .fraMp--
work of industry as a.total process f* cdfiverting natural resources
finished products. The second consists of a series Of naps chOking_th4

locatiop of industry ta Arizona, These two exhibits dovetail:with:each , .

othervone „shows the "what" of industry and the other shOWshe,'"Where".-



On the Chart Isnamed'each kind of‘produetive_prOcess On:Whiqh figures are

readily4tIallAbIe frOm'the,134-P.-:P940us 4,1§46 -i-, The - torçigr'eos'(;(* "floleY

of prodactlii:Smto ox.e procewto-=thPnOtt is shotiin in,Oagh 6/5:0:by a pointed

line bilearroirdra*n: -,fron:leftrte right. Thuti:eXtraetixe proce0Oe5 are
shown leading to the nanufacturing prepesSes...,The_latter are divided into

first stage, second stage, and third stage, Soil l ''Plant and farm resources

r are'cOnverteEintb , food anAnlOthing. - Forest and7mineral resources are•	 •	 _	 .	 ,	 .
converted - into' bbUSing and equipnent.

Most lines of industry arising from the state's resources are being develope&

to greater or less extent. To what extent is indicated roughly in the 
°ham.

These developed industries are connected by black lines. But the red lines

conneet'possible Industries which,: so far as available Censun data show, are

not being developed. The cheese industry, for example, seems not to be

developed althou-gh'butter, ice cream and other milk products are recorded.

These red.: lines, therefore, are key lines to industrial opportunities.

'The chart shOws nothing About- geography; it shows, functional aspects only of

the industrial mechanism. Geographic locations are shown in a series of

nine napd, The first five of these'eonsern plant and forest resources and

the industries Of processes issuing therefrom; the last four concern mineral
resources and certain of the processes issuing therefrom.

Maps Ï, a and 3 Indicate the preress respectively from native grassland to
farm_cropland to the agricultural industries (food processing and leather
working).

'maps 1, 4 and 5 indicate the progress respectively from native forest to
farm woodland to the forest industries (lumbering and wood working).

As Map 1 shows plant and forest resources so Nap 6 shows mineral resources.
Emanating from theseArea number of mineral industries. From them, three
of the typical ohes have been selected'and . are shown resPectively on Maps

8*-d.	 ' 	 ;

kapj/ . 6ho46 -the'elenents -3/ithin-thejstate .r.of.:,W.possible.iironfIndustry. In
'addition to the nlhing of"irOn;..thereard the resources.for:redusing and
4orkingAi -Since±coallitetone andmanganese:..are present. 410o there are
'peverial'iron*rking'plants-inPvariouscontetb,

Map 8 shown poesibilities'in - thé neh.,ferrous,hetal industry. It shows a
'dozen Or'sO'Centérs Whereinieepper:and:zIne-ccoUr together, (the ingredients
of brass); and' it also shows the centers of various non-ferrous natal working.

Nap 9 depicts the stone industry and two resources thereof are shown (lime-
stone and other building stone) as are also a number of stone working
centers.

These exhibits (chart and map series) apply to the field of industry as a
whole (the process of converting natural resources into finished products).
Part of this field consists in rural industry, or enterprises conducted in
rural areas (containing less than 1500 inhabitants). Types of such rural



industry applying in the state of Arizona are illustrate& in soma of the
types now being served by REA-financed lines in the region (so,called,
No. 10") covering Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.
Below is a list of thon. Although all these types apply in Arizona only
one enterprise therein (a cotton gin) has thus far been aerved,by any
REA-financed system. The list follows:

Flour arid grist millings:	 Alfalfa processing
Peanut Processing
Grain elevators
Cotton deed mills
Feed mills	 •

Dairy industries:

Meat packing:

Refrigeration and storage;

. Textile industries:

Lumbering and wood working:

Mining:

Dairy 'and .. ranch

Abbatoirs
'Rendering plants

Sharp freezing plants

Cotton ginning
Cotton mills

Lumber yards
Furniture plants

Iron mines
Coal mines
Graphite mines

Other industries:	 Machine lihope

This statement is submitted not oc the solution of a problem but as a,
"pattern of approach"; not as the plan of what to do but as a keY for a.

discovering such plan. It is based on a cursory study only;.not.on -

substantial rjeaearch. The exhibitddescribed are presented" not as 'blue-
prints" but as sketches. But they constitûte the seeds of blueprints. The
more in detail they can be. developed, and on the basis of local ground sur—
veye, the more accûrate guides can they become in locating the practical •
industrial possibilities (or impossibilities) that lie within the state.
Such guidance must depend not alone on the geographic. aspects of industry,
and not alone on its functional aspects, but on the two together. Thus
approached, the facts themselves of the situation must reveal which paths
to take.



B u i ld i ng s

House Fixtures
Watt resses-
Furniture

Newspapers
Other printing
Stationery

FRAMEWORK OF INDUSTRY IN ARIZONA, 	1940

THE CONVERSION OF NATURAL RESOURCES INTO FINISHED PRODUCTS

NOTE: Number in each' ci rcle shows the number
of pl ants In process named.

Bretton Lin.i,I fldicate lines of Indust ry
which have not been separately reported
by the 1940 U. s. census.

NATURAL RESOURCES
FINISHED PRODUCTS

Developed

Grain	 96,000 Acres

SOI L Hay 150,000 Acres

Grassland 17,000,000 Acres
(Range & pasture)

ropland in Farms:

Cotton	 ,183,000 Acres

Flax	 5,000 Acres

EXTRACTIW
	

MANUFACTUR ING

Product
	

First Stage
	

Second Stage

Farming	Food Processing
Fruit & Vegetables--_____4.Canning –pickling 	 CD	

Dehydrating -- ---------------

Food processing 

Milk Cows	 41,000
	 Butter making

a/her milk M g.
Cheese Making 1

Meat processing
Other Foods

Leather Workin 
Tanning	 — —	 Shot, mfg.

Leather mfg.

Textile mfg.	Textile Mtg.
Woolen ---__

7=4...Garment mfg.:::"

----s.Raw Cotton --	 —	 Ginning -------- 	 Cloth	 ---

Flax---	 processing—	 Linen Cloth----	 Garment mfg.

Cropland in Farms:
orchards & Gardens

Sugar Beets	 293 Acres

Third Stage

Bee Hives	 43,000     
Flour milling O     

Baking
Beverage mfg. e -----.Grain    

Feep milling O 

poultry
Beef Cattle
Hogs
Sheep

511,000	 poultry Dressing	 CD
597,000
32,000>  meat packing	 (E)
624,000

Consumer Goods Use

(preserved Fruit
and Vegetables

Honey
Flour
Bread
Beverages

Whole milk
Butter
Cheese
ice Cream et al

Poultry

Fresh meat
prepared meat
Other Foods

FOOD

Footwear
other Leather Goods

CLOTHING
Woolen Garments

Cotton Garments

Linen

FOREST

oY:(
12414,4gs 

Poles 6 posts—

pulp 6 Paper mfg.
Pul pwood	 pulp

Lumbering 
Planing
Sash & Door

4:5)	

n••••••nn

printing
Newspapers
Other printing

pulp & paper mfg.
paper

•Montane"
Forest	 6,800,000 Acres

Woodland
in Farms 1,147,000 Acres

Lumbering
Saw Milling

Wood Working
preserving

Wood Working
Box mfg. .
Casket mfg.
Fixtures
mattresses
Furniture ----

HOUSING

.•n•n•••••.•n•

Machine making 
Mrg.
Repairing  

Automobiles

Brooms

Automobile Mfg.

miscellaneous mfg.
Brooms
Signs
Surgical

AND

ORE

mining & Quarrying 11,
------4.20,284,826 tons

79,044	 •

413	 tori

Limestone
Building Stone
Sand 6 Gravel

67.,882
1,149,000

245,602 tonl,

• 	

amaitina	 Son–Ferrous metal 
Non–Ferrous metal 0	 Sheet Metal	 CD

iron Working 
Castings
Structures
Pipes

Ogmic91 ..mfg.
Fertilizers
paint

Stone Working	Explosives

{.

Brick

L	 Gasesturne	 . I
Concrete

Tile
Oils
insecticides

II.

mines & Quarries
Copper
Copper–Zinc

Iron
mangartge

Coal LOU I PMENT

Samples only	 1).Tonnage stated is the
Deposits	 1940 Production of crude ores



LOCATION OF INDUSTRY IN ARIZONA

19 40

RESOURCES AND PROCESSING THEREOF

MAP 1, PLANT AND FOREST RESOURCES

MAP 2. CROPLAND IN FARMS

MAP 3. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES

MAP 4. WOODLAND IN FARMS

MAP 5. FOREST INDUSTRIES

MAP 6. MINERAL RESOURCES

MAP 7, THE IRON INDUSTRY

YAP 8, NON...FERROUS MAL INDUSTRY

MAP 9. THE STONE INDUSTRY

Bait
Jan/44



MAP 1. PLANT AND FOREST RESOURCES

Short Grass
Sagebrush
Creosote tush
Desert Grass

Maatane Forest (Yellow pine, Douglas fir)
Arid Forest	 (Juniper, Piiton)

B.MX
Jan/44



MAP 2. CROPLAND IN FARWS

Approximate center of Farm Cropland in each County

shown by symbol with number of Thousand Acres therein

B.MI
Janfia+
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MAP 3 ,
 AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES

Approximate center of Industry in given County

shown by syebol with nuiber of Plants there=

Food Processing

Leather Working

B .11M
Jarilh.4



MAP 4. WOODLAND IN FARMS

Approximate center of Farm Woodland  in each County

shown by symbol pith nniber of Thousand Acres therein 36*

BAK
Jan/44



MAP 5. FOREST INDUSTRIES

Approximate center of Industry in given County

shown by symibol with number of Plants therein

Luabering

Wood Working



Occasional Deposits Only

in the Three

Northeastern Counties

Abundant but Scattered Deposits

in the Eleven

Southwestern Counties

MAP 6. MINERAL RESOURCES

Approximate centers of Mineral Deposits

shown by symbols with number of Locations

indicated on the official "Mineral Map of Arizona"

B • MX
Jan/4.4



MAP 7. THE IRON INDUSTRY

Resources:	 Iron Deposits
Coal
Limestone
Manganese

IronWorkingt Approximate center thereof in given County
shown by circle with number of Plante

B
Ja32/44



Resources: Approximate centers of Copper and Zinc Deposits

shown in squares

No Perrons Metal Working: Approximate center thereof

in given County shown by circle with nusiber

of Plants

BAK
Jan/44



MAP 9. THE STONE INDUSTRY

Resources:	 Building Stone	 X
Limestone

Stone Working: Approximate center thereof in given County
shown by circle with nmaber of Plants

B.ISC
Jan/44
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